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A community of engineering interest
With this issue, the RCA Engineer will cease
publication. Since the first issue in 1955, the magazine
has encouraged the free exchange of knowledge within
the company about RCA technical activities,
developments and techniques. It fostered a community
of engineering interest and stressed the interdisciplinary
aspects of technical projects. In some instances,
certainly, it kept engineers from re -inventing the wheel.
Equally important, RCA Engineer gave many readers
their first opportunity to write a professional paper-
to become participants in the ongoing dialogue that was
the magazine.

The members of four groups who made invaluable
contributions over 31 years deserve our thanks at this
time:
1. The Editorial Staffs

Their dedicated efforts, imagination and skill have
ensured that the magazine stayed close to its original
objectives (which have always been printed on the
inside front cover).

2. The Editorial Representatives and their co-workers
who supported the authors' efforts
Their guidance in planning issues and following up
during the editorial process amplified the effect of
the staff. Though they were appointed to represent
the interests of their respective business units, they
were not reluctant to contribute ideas and hard work
on behalf of other organizations.

The current group of Ed Reps is listed on the inside
back cover. Recognize that they, along with your
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technical librarians, will be valuable sources of
technical information in the months ahead.

3. The Advisory Board
Engineering management has consistently supported
the magazine. In such a technically diverse company,
they recognized that good communications were
essential to remaining competitive.

4. The Authors and Readers
Your support -by writing articles and using the
magazine as a conduit of RCA information - has
made it live up to its slogan, "by and for the RCA
engineer."

It is particularly appropriate that the theme for this last
issue is the Quality Process. It was selected in 1985 after
the Ed Reps reported on the quality improvement
initiatives in their businesses. General Electric's
emphasis on Total Quality is stressed both in a guest
editorial by Fred Garry and in the paper by Len
Morgan about GE's quality training program. The
RCA quality -related papers in this issue reflect the
competence with which you are responding to the
challenges of today's business environment.

Taken as a body of work, the 31 volumes of RCA
Engineer articles should make you feel proud of what
you bring to the merged company.

Thomas E. King
Editor
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in this issue . . .

The quality process

 Killion: "Throughout RCA and the industry in general, various
organizational concepts exist to implement design review functions."

 Barra: "When we establish incoming inspection criteria and
procedures, we should not use Acceptable Quality Levels (AQLs),
which mean an expectable level of poor quality."

 Gallace: "As statistical methods continue to grow in use in
complicated engineering studies of processes and materials, they are
becoming more sophisticated and yet simpler."

 Thoelke: "To be successful, the SQA effort must be integrated with
engineering, program management, and configuration management
efforts."

 Schmidt/Constantini: "The requirement to improve quality presented
an opportunity to demonstrate the effectiveness of statistical process
control techniques applied to a service industry."

 Van Hoorde/Sukey: "The American consumer can select from
European, American, and Far Eastern product with little or no
government restrictions or tariffs."

 Kratz/Gray: "When we identify a design, manufacturing, device, or
supplier weakness, we address it through corrective action, testing, and
screening."

 Floridis: "Since 1980, many American companies have begun to
respond to the overseas challenge of price and quality by taking a new
look at management style and methods for reducing costs and
improving quality."

 Thierfelder/Hinnenkamp: "A product's reliability with operating time
usually has three distinct failure patterns."

 Trapani: "With quality circles (QC), employees can discuss ideas to
improve the operations and act on these ideas with minimal red tape or
bureaucratic interference."

 Morgan: "World -class quality in all products and services would be a
prerequisite to making General Electric the natural choice of our
customers in eadh market we serve."

 Mulle: "We have observed that foreign customers usually do not gain
sufficient understanding of complex subjects from viewgraph
presentations."

 Bowker/Stein/Stein: "I spent all but a few hours of my entire college
career in a chicken coop and in a 10 -foot square basement room of the
college's student activities building."
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EDITORIAL

A note to RCA's engineers
With the completion of the merger of General Electric and
RCA in June, integration of businesses in the merged
companies got underway and has continued in recent months
under the auspices of joint teams established in several key
business areas-semiconductor, aerospace and defense,
consumer electronics, communications and services. Other
teams have been looking at integration issues involving
international operations, licensing and patent activities, and
research and development. These various activities have shown
the potential for turning opportunity into growth by melding
the strengths of the two companies into one.

The engineers and scientists of RCA have built an impressive
record of technical accomplishments ranging from the
pioneering work in wireless communication in 1919 to the
forefronts of electronics and communications of today.

There are many similarities between RCA and GE. General
Electric's beginning was in 1878 when Thomas Edison, backed
by a group of investors, started the Edison Electric Company.
Edison was an inventor with a practical bent. He valued
research, but his thrust was to create products that won in the
market place creating new business and new jobs. From these
earliest days General Electric has equated growth and
contribution with a strong technical foundation.

GE was a major corporate entity involved in the formation
of the Radio Corporation of America in 1919. GE and RCA
arranged for cross -licensing of radio patents, and GE became
the major RCA stockholder-a relationship terminated by U.S.
Government decree in 1932.

A half century later, the combined technical and engineering
strengths that RCA and GE have developed separately
constitute a major basis for building an even stronger combined
company.

Core manufacturing businesses today provide about 20% of
GE earnings compared to about half of earnings in 1980. This
reflects the high growth rates and additions of high technology
and service businesses. We have not abandoned, and must not
abandon manufacturing. Many of our high technology
businesses such as Aircraft Engine are also b;uilt on our
manufacturing expertise. Over the past five years we've invested
billions in plant and equipment in GE to provide state of the art
production facilities, and have achieved a 2 to 3% average
annual productivity gain. But unless we do much better than
this, we won't find ourselves among the world's best some of
whom are achieving 6% plus productivity improvement levels.

The GE businesses that took the challenge of our offshore
competitors more seriously and looked at the root cause design
questions have done better than those that didn't. But across the
board, we engineers must recognize that our design work
(which I define as integrated product and process engineering)
dictates some 60-75% of direct costs and impacts every other
element of cost. Our response must be to achieve more
producible designs that meet market quality performance
requirements at affordable prices.

A key to competitiveness is research. The U.S. carries on
about half the Western World's basic research and the number

Fred W. Garry
Vice President-Corporate Engineering and
Manufacturing General Electric Company

of Nobel prizes in science won by U.S. researchers suggests that
this work is outstanding. In total, the U.S. bill for R&D this
year will be well over $200 billion. Our company conducts
about 3-4% of the country's R&D not related to health and
agriculture. Even though the General Electric balance of
payments in world markets is positive by $2.6 billion, the
growing imbalance of U.S. trade in manufactured goods will
grow from $113 billion in 1985 to a projected $146 billion in
1986. This dramatically points out that we're becoming less
competitive. For us as engineers, it emphasizes the need to use
our creativity and technology to turn out designs that are
compatible with both shop floor requirements and market
demands.

We are in a head to head battle for markets with the world's
best engineers. In this competitive struggle, U.S. engineers
cannot hope for victory through world -shattering
breakthroughs. We must address ourselves to a continuum of
improvement. Year after year refinement. Better reliability,
durability and performance for our customers. Greater harmony
between product and process to achieve world class competitive
stature through lowest total cost in manufacture.

The competitive designs we need to strive for will:

 Have fewer parts
 Use materials more effectively
 Minimize direct labor costs
 Have predictable processing requiring less manufacturing

machinery and equipment, lower inventory, less plant
space-in short lower investment

 Have fewer pieces to handle, which lowers indirect costs by
reducing the number of transactions a business makes

 Need smaller warehouses because of both reduced parts
count and the higher reliability inherent in simple, rugged
design

In conclusion, good design means customer satisfaction. This
means market share growth opportunity which permits
spreading our base costs over greater volume. To achieve the
levels of productivity improvement demanded by today's
environment, it is necessary to have in place continuing product
and process design programs that give consideration to all
aspects of total cost.

We need to keep reminding ourselves that good design is one
of the most highly leverageable investments a business can
make to achieve competitive total cost productivity
improvements.

We welcome RCA engineers to General Electric and look
forward to your contributions in our new greater, stronger
Company. Together, we can make it the world's most
competitive enterprise

4 RCA Engineer  31-5 Sept. / Oct. / Nov. 1986



Sarn Dff team award presented to
(back row) D.C. Poison, R.R. Russo,
J.R. young, (seated) P.R. Knight,
D.P. McCorkle, L.W. Nero,
L.S. Onyshkerych.

J.Fogleboch and B. Turowski receiv-
ing Sarnoff team award.

A.H. Ashkinazy, G.A. Gendel, Y.I. Shor
receiving Sarnoff team award.
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Thirteen RCA Scientists and Engineers honored with 1986
David Sarnoff Outstanding Achievement Awards

The 1986 David Sarnoff Awards for Outstanding Technical
Achievement, RCA's top technical honors, were conferred
upon 13 scientists and engineers for major achievements in
optical recording media, integrated circuits, signal processing,
and an automated television high voltage transformer.

The David Sarnoff Awards were established by RCA in 1956
to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary in electronics of the
late David Sarnoff. Since then, awards have been made annu-
ally to scientists and engineers within RCA. Each recipient is

given two medals -a gold one and its replica in bronze -a
citation and a cash award.

GE Vice Chairman Edward E. Hood and RCA Executive Vice
President Roy H. Pollack made the presentations on September
26 in New York City.

Sarnoff Award is presented to
R.A. Bartolini by E.E. Hood (at left)
and R.H. Pollack (right).

6 RCA Engineer  31-5  Sept. / Oct. / Nov. 1986



1986 David Sarnoff Awards for Outstanding Technical Achievement

For the conception, understanding, and
development of optical recording media.

Robert A Bartolini
Group Head,
Optoelectronic System
Research Group
RCA Laboratories,
Princeton

1986 David Sarnoff Awards for Outstanding Technical Achievement

For major advances in the signal processing state of
the art through successful implementation of VLSI
programmable processing elements.

John Fogleboch
Manager, Advanced
Signal Processing Systems
Missile and Surface
Radar Division,
Moorestown

NG A

.0111411.11 OW
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nowsokilV

Bernard Turowski
Unit Manager, Array
Processors
Missile and Surface
Radar Division,
Moorestown
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1986 David Sarnoff Awards for Outstanding Technical Achievement

For outstanding accomplishment in the
development of a cost reduced and automated
television high voltage transformer.

Peter R. Knight
Manager, Deflection and
Power Supply
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis

Leroy W. Nero
Principal Member,
Engineering Staff
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis

Daniel C. Poison
Manager, Process
Engineering
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis

James R. Young
Senior Member,
Engineering Staff
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis

David P. McCorkle
Manager, Advanced
Electronic Systems
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis

Lubomyr S.
Onyshkevych
Head, Electronic
Packaging Research
RCA Laboratories,
Princeton

Robert R. Russo

Manager, Process
Development
Engineering
Consumer Electronics,
Indianapolis
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1986 David Sarnoff Awards for Outstanding Technical Achievement

For innovative contributions in the design and
implementation of a multi -level simulation system for
integrated circuits,

Aaron H. Ashkinazy
Principal Member,
Technical Staff
Microelectronics Center,
Somerville

Yefim 1. Shor

Member Technical Staff
Microelectronics Center,
Somerville

Gary A Gendel
Member, Technical Staff
Microelectronics Center,
Somerville
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R.E. Killion

The design review function

Design reviews continue to be an important phase of the
development process.

A tradition of design review goes back
as far as formal engineering design
groups have existed. The design review
function at MSRD dates from the open-
ing of this division in Moorestown over
30 years ago. In 1957, what is now called
Technical Assurance was called the
Design Methods Group. This activity
conducted about 50 design reviews for
the TALOS program. Shortly after this,
when the BMEWS program was in the
early design phase, the design review
activity consisted of an electrical and a
mechanical group and may have had as
many as eight to ten design review engi-
neers supporting this effort. At that
time, there was no software design
review activity. Software design review
was made part of Technical Assurance
in 1978. Today the Technical Assurance

Abstract: To continue achieving the
MSRD goals of project success and
cost control through realistic and
affordable designs, the Technical
Assurance activity recently took stock
of its operation. This action was
triggered by the fact that the activity
was losing a pool of experience as key
engineers reached retirement. This
article analyzes the alternative
organizational concepts that were
considered to implement design reviews
and the role of Technical Assurance in
the project design process.
©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept. 8. 1986

Reprint RE -31-5-1

design review activity is staffed with six
engineers. This group addresses the full
scope of hardware design (electrical,
mechanical, logic), software, and sys-
tems. The personnel are all senior peo-
ple with many years of design and
design review experience. From 1982
through 1985, they have averaged about
144 design reviews per year. Immediate
goals are to make better utilization of
the experience of the overall MSRD
design activity when conducting
reviews; place greater emphasis on cost;
and structure reviews to assure that
areas of risk, technical uncertainty, and
critical function are given appropriate
priority. Over the past two years Techni-
cal Assurance lost a number of key per-
sonnel through retirements. The diffi-
culties we encountered in finding
suitable replacements caused us to reex-
amine our organizational concept, our
operating effectiveness, and our future
needs. The more significant findings
resulting from that introspective study
are outlined in the following para-
graphs.

Organizational concepts
Throughout RCA and the industry in
general, various organizational con-
cepts exist to implement design review
functions. The most common are:

1. Full-time technical chairpersons
2. Peer reviews
3. Full-time administrator
4. Part-time administrator.

RCA MSRD generally utilizes Concept
1 and supplements it with Concept 2,
particularly in the software area. Con-
cept 1 is based on the maintenance of a
full-time activity devoted exclusively to
the design review function and the staff-
ing of that activity with technical per-
sonnel who have strong design back-
grounds. It is a direct -labor activity that
participates in all proposals involving
design effort. Its total scope of work is a
combination of scheduled design review
tasks and level of effort for consultation
support.

Other organizations chair their design
reviews with administrative personnel
who have the responsibility for schedul-
ing and planning the review rather than
taking the lead technical role as an inde-
pendent reviewer. This type of an organ-
ization generally comprises a very small
staff, and design review is frequently a
part-time assignment. This approach is
represented by organizational Concepts
3 and 4. From our historical vantage
point, the weakness of this approach is
the inability to retain the cumulative
design review experience in a centralized
location. It is true that case histories and
bad practices can be accumulated for
future reference, but technical special-
ists who can interpret a specific problem
and bring to bear their applicable expe-
rience are not available in this organiza-
tional structure. Organizational Con-
cept 2 suffers from the same weakness.
Design review, at best, can be only a
secondary consideration if the conduct
of the review is the responsibility of the

10 RCA Engineer  31-5  Sept. / Oct. / Nov. 1986



design activity. Human nature being
what it is, this peer -review approach also
incurs a risk of compromised objectivity
when recommended design changes
impact cost and schedule.

During the two-year period when we
were losing experienced design review-
ers through retirement, we experienced
considerable difficulty finding qualified
replacements. We considered all of the
aforementioned organizational con-
cepts as possible solutions to our prob-
lem. Because we utilized the full-time
technical chair concept for many years
at MSRD, we were not totally unbiased
in our preference for that organizational
concept. As a result, we have restaffed
our design review activity and retained
our original method of operation. The
advantages of this approach, as we per-
ceive them, are the following:

 The activity's full time responsibility
is design review.

 Technical experience is retained by
reviewers and applied at subsequent
reviews.

 The permanent staff members serve
as independent consultants between
scheduled reviews.

 As a permanent organization, its visi-
bility enhances the effectiveness of
design review within the Engineering
Department.

Design review activity critique

After our staffing problem was
resolved, and since we retained our
existing organizational structure, we
decided to critique our performance as a
design review activity. A ground rule
established at the outset was to examine
our own role in the design review proc-
ess rather than the role of the design
engineer or his organization. We utilized
the Nominal Group Technique (see Fig.
1) to identify and prioritize problems.
'Some of the resulting concerns
expressed by the design review chairper-
sons were:

 How effective or ineffective have
their efforts been?

 How can they become more
informed about the big picture of a
specific program (operational con-
siderations, cost, management con-
cerns, customer's priorities, etc.)?

 How do they cope with the pressure
placed on design engineering, relative
to schedule and cost, that tends to

weaken the chairperson's ability to
initiate effective action items?

The first concern has to do with feed-
back on a specific program. The design
review activity personnel would like to
know the kinds of problems that were
experienced throughout the integration
and test phase leading up to sell-off to
the customer. With this information,
they would know what problems they
helped to avoid and what problems were
missed. The latter category would aid
them in refining their future reviews.
Various sources of feedback already
exist such as word of mouth, problem
sheets, ECNs, and the normal manage-
ment attention given to any major prob-
lem. A need exists for an overall sum-
marization and critique of each
integration and test program so that all
can benefit from lessons learned. The
new quality measurement system of
determining the Cost of Quality will be
an aid, but in its present form it is nei-
ther inclusive enough nor does it high-
light specific programs.

The second concern listed expresses
the desire of the design review chairper-
sons to have the necessary background
to prioritize their plans and actions. This
condition can be solved by selective dis-
tribution of project information to
chairpersons on a routine basis and by
encouraging them to participate in peri-
odic program reviews. In addition, bet-
ter dialogue with the responsible Project
Management personnel can provide
some of the information they need.

The last item on the list is a recurring
concern, and its impact on a design
review can be minimized but never
totally eliminated. Possibly the best way
to minimize the impact of the conse-
quences of proposed action items and
program schedule limitations is the
timely scheduling of design reviews.
This approach will provide the maxi-
mum time to take any necessary correc-
tive action. Design reviews must be
included on the program schedules
reviewed by management (see Fig. 2).
When a schedule slips, its impact on
design review effectiveness can then be
considered.

Action items that incur additional
cost on a program that already has a
cost problem are usually not received
without a lot of concern. Several steps
can be taken to minimize this problem.
Cost reduction and producibility should
be inherent considerations in every
review. If this is a routine discipline, the

Nominal Group Technique
Trial 1

Eight people were in the group
including a moderator.
Each individual was asked to identify
three major concerns about the design
review system; write one each on three
idex cards and rank them from 1 to 3
with 3 most important.
All cards were collected and
anonymous answers were listed on a
chalk board.
Answers were grouped by common
answers and their point ranking.
Top three answers basec on point score
sum of common answers were then
identified.

Trial 2

A second trial was run to identify the
most consistently recommended
corrective action for the three highest
ranked concerns. These results formed
the basis for our follow-up corrective
action.

Fig. 1. The nominal group technique identifies
and prioritizes design review problems.

impact of an action item that incurs cost
may be offset by cost savings that have
been previously achieved. Another pos-
sible way of minimizing this problem is
to have an effective set of design guide-
lines and disciplines tailored to MSRD
product lines based on our past experi-
ence. This will tend to minimize design
errors that dictate the need for costly
corrective action in response to design
review action items. Documented
design guidelines and disciplines will not
only aid the inexperienced engineer but
will also serve as a guide to the experi-
enced designer new to RCA and as a
refresher to long-term RCA designers.
Several design activities have been
directed to initiate this action, and it is
underway.

Typical design review results

The contributions made by Design
Review committees extend throughout
the design review process. Reviews
scheduled during the specification phase
of a program frequently result in recom-
mended changes where omissions have
occurred or additions are required. Dur-
ing a recent radar system specification
review, the Design Review committee
noted the lack of requirement for a tele-
vision camera and telescope. These
essential items had to be included in the
pedestal equipment where their per -

Killion: The design review function 11
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Fig. 2. Design reviews as part of a program schedule.

formance, environmental, and interface
requirements need to be delineated.

Reviews held during the conceptual
phase frequently result in design
changes that ensure or improve per-
formance and reduce cost.

A conceptual review of a high -power
amplifier revealed that the proposed
design could produce a high -power tube
failure if an arc occurred within the
tube. A configuration was recom-
mended for the output stage that pre-
vented the arc current from exceeding
the specified power tube limit.

Occasionally, conceptual design defi-
ciencies can only be reported and design
change recommendations are not made
by the review committee. Where a
design requires performance that is
beyond the state-of-the-art develop-
ment, the only recourse may be a change
in specification.

Many improvements are made as a
result of design reviews during the
detailed design and component selection

phase of a program. Typical of these
improvements are the following:

1. Change made to component specifi-
cation to prevent system performance
failures. Premature failures of a tri-
state bus transceiver during breadboard
testing of a computer led to discovery
that the device's direction control transi-
tion time can be longer than the enable
time of the other tri-state bus in a two-
way communication between two data
buses. This caused a bus contention
problem leading to the premature fail-
ure. A Technical Assurance bulletin
described the problem, recommending
proper wiring and logic setup. This then
became a consideration by Design
Review committees for this type of
application.

2. Change made to drawing to improve
information transfer. On the schematic
of a BITE monitor module, a resistor
network was shown as a box. For ade-
quate understanding of the operation of

the voltage comparator circuits, the
Design Review committee recom-
mended including a schematic for the
resistor network on the module sche-
matic.
3. Delineation of responsibilities of
design engineering in controlling and
documenting microprocessor devices.
The Design Review committee recog-
nized the need for control of Program-
mable Read Only Memories, Program-
mable Logic Arrays, and the codes
(truth tables) contained within them.
Therefore, a policy was issued by Tech-
nical Assurance to cover the proper
sequence of procedures to put all of the
following items under MSRD configu-
ration control: the deliverable hardware
(PROMs, EPROMs and PLAs), speci-
fication control drawings used to pur-
chase the devices, Altered Item draw-
ings to document the truth tables used as
the criteria for profiling the firmware
devices, and the disks used to profile
PROMs.

12 RCA Engineer 31-5  Sept. / Oct. / Nov. 1986



Experience Retention Listing

DATE
PE ISSUED AUTH DEST CTRL MAIN KEY

T 1981 MSRD NAV

ET 821125 AF JR

ET 811222 DBW JVF

T 840215 CTS MSRD

2ND KEY

15 Jan 1986
Page 7

3RD KEY 4TH KEY

POWER SUPPLIES AEGIS P/S RCA AEGIS ANALY.
"RCA ANALYSIS OF RCA -DESIGNED AEGIS P/S COMPLIANCE WITH NAVY P/S
DESIGN CRITERIA"
"A COMPARISON OF AEGIS P/S CHARACTERISTICS WITH PROPOSED &
EXISTING MIL P/S SPECIFICATIONS" FILE 010186
This file contains Power Supply papers, RCA vs. MIL power supplies, a summary of
RCA AEGIS P/S compliance with Navy P/S design guidelines, a booklet entitled
"Navy Power Supply Reliability: Design and Manufacturing Guidelines;' A
Supplement and Background for the Standard Power Supply Program - Power
Supply Specification, an AEGIS Ship Combat System booklet (5/13/77), an AEGIS
Shipbuilding Program booklet (3/1/79), and a letter on Power Supply Reliability
dealing with topics such as power density, junct. temp. of semiconductor devices,
case/hot spot temps., & P/S maintainability w/ drawings.

BUS CONTENTION TRI-STATE/LPS ELECTROMIGRATION
"BUS CONTENTION LOW POWER SCHOTTKY" 54LS374 FILE 010106
Bus contention among low power Schottky is of little concern since most devices
are designed to carry extra current without damage or degradation, because the
driving device will try to supply current I(OS) when it is in the high state and
receiving devices in their low state will try to pull out of saturation. Electromigration
would occur when the cross-sectional area of the metal film conductor is
inadequate.

WIRE -WRAP WIRE KYNAR WIRE TEFZEL WIRE
"INVESTIGATION OF 30 GAUGE WIRE -WRAP WIRE, KYNAR VS. TEFZEL" FILE
010135
In an investigation of 30 gauge wire -wrap wire, Kynar wire was less expensive and
slightly better than Tefzel in mechanical properties. A table lists the salient features
of each wire (Ex. cut -through, cold flow, & dielectirc constant). For RCA's
experiences with these wires on AEGIS & IVCS, see comments made by mr. L.
Hageman, Camden wire -wrap foreman, and Mr. D. P Schnorr of MSRD.

TRANSMITTER HVPS TWT CWI
"TRANSMITTER PROBLEMS" FILE 010227
In a letter to this file, various problems occurring with transmitters used in AEGIS
programs have been listed and discussed. Most of the problems deal with parts
and materials. This list will aid in procurement and avoidance of problem parts.

Fig. 3. Experience retention file sample abstracts.

4. Change made to prevent device fail-
ure. The Design Review committee
reviews system parts lists for devices
that are electrostatic discharge sensitive
(ESDS). A Technical Assurance bulletin
lists all microcircuit devices classified
ESDS and describes proper marking
and packaging for MSRD manufactur-
ing.

5. Elimination of unnecessary compo-
nents to reduce cost. In an alphanu-
meric display system design, the Design
Review committee recommended circuit
changes for the display driver module to
obtain sufficient gate -to source "on"
voltage to produce a low "on" resist-
ance for the driver FETs. The comple-
mentary emitter follower circuits were
replaced with "5406" inverting buffers.
The display was then maintained in an

Experience Retention Data Submission

Title:

Author or Originating
Activity:

Date Originated:

Key Words:
#1 #3

#2 #4

(At least two and no more than four should be provided)

ABSTRACT: (six lines maximum)

Fig. 4. Experience retention abstract submission form.
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"off" state with drive removal by using
resistor divider pull-ups on the module
inputs. These changes simplified the
design and produced additional display
failure protection when the drive was
removed. In a solid -state -switch multi-
plexer design for microcomputer data
lines, relatively elaborate electronics
were required in the input/output por-
tion of the circuit. The Design Review
committee recommended relays be used
as a less expensive and more reliable
switching approach. Also, the "power
off" state of the multiplexer could not
always be known and for the relays it
could be determined by the design engi-
neer. This is an example where a state-
of-the-art switching technique may not
always be superior to an older technol-
ogy.

Future needs
What changes are taking place that
should influence the operation of a
design review program? The following
are worth noting:

The change of personnel mix from
experienced to less experienced
designers.

 The loss of design reviewers with
many years of RCA experience
through retirement.

 Greater emphasis on cost because of
competition and more fixed -price
contracts.

The first two changes will result in a loss
of know-how based on years of experi-
ence. To offset this effect, an "experi-
ence retention" system will be needed so
that the less experienced designers and

Bob Killion is the manager of the Technical
Assurance Activity within MSRD's Engineering
Department. His career at MSRD began in
November of 1958 with various design support
activities, including reliability, maintainability,
parts and materials, maintenance engineering,
and design review. More recently, his
responsibilities expanded to include
Design -to -Cost and Life -Cycle Cost, and he is
personally involved with these timely cost
considerations. Mr. Killion received a BSEE and
an MS in Statistical Analysis from Villanova
University.
Contact him at:
RCA Missile and Surface Radar Division
Moorestown. NJ
Tacnet: 224-2628

design chairperson can utilize and build
on it. This can take the form of design
guidelines tailored to our products
because they have been based on past
successful practice. This system can
include a database of product -oriented
experience (problems encountered and
effective practices). The design guide-
lines effort is currently underway. Vari-
ous design activities have been tasked to
produce specific design guidelines. An
experience retention file has been initi-
ated, and it will be available to anyone
with access to the MSRD VAXTM system.
Our current tasks involve expanding the
database. Fig. 3 illustrates samples of
several abstracts now in the system.
These abstracts are backed up by the
hard copy source documents that are
maintained in the Technical Assurance
area. Fig. 4 illustrates the abstract sub-

mission form that will be made available
to all MSRD engineering personnel for
submitting candidate abstracts into the
system.

The greater emphasis on cost result-
ing from increased competition, as well
as an increase in the number of fixed
price contracts, dictates a greater sensi-
tivity to cost in our designs. More
Design -to -Cost requirements are being
included in our contracts. They provide
additional motivation to produce less
expensive designs. Design review func-
tions must take a lead role in creating a
greater sensitivity to the need for less
costly designs. This sensitivity to cost
cannot be limited to acquisition cost. It
must also include a sensitivity to the
operation, maintenance, and support
cost resulting from the characteristics of
the system acquired.
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R. Barra

Working with vendors, a "new approach"

Relationships with vendors must change . . .

to improve quality, productivity, profitability and customer
satisfaction

Vendors, as you know, have a major
influence on any business. For many
companies, including RCA, over 40 per-
cent of manufacturing costs are in pur-
chased materials, parts and services.

During the past five years, as a result
of their overall quality improvement
efforts, many companies have come to
appreciate the "40-30-30 Rule" even
more. This simple formula suggests the
typical distribution of the causes of
product quality problems. According to
this rule, 40 percent of the problems can
be attributed to poor product design;
another 30 percent to poor manufactur-
ing process control; and the final 30 per-
cent to defective materials, parts and
components purchased from vendors.

This final 30 percent should be the
target of vendor -related quality im-
provement policies and procedures that
are aimed at preventing defects and
reducing them to zero percent.

Abstract: If we are to provide the
high -quality, low-cost products that
consumers want, we need to look at
our relationships with vendors. We've
already changed our perceptions on
procurement quality. Now we must
change the way we view vendors. Some
American and Japanese manufacturers
who have cooperative, long-term
relationships with fewer, more reliable
vendors are already reaping the
benefits. This paper looks at ways to
achieve this new relationship.

101986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept 8, 1986
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Changing perceptions

As a prelude to examining how vendor
relationships need to change, let's review
some basic changing perceptions of
Procurement Quality (see Table I).
The dollar impact of buying on price is
dramatically demonstrated if we study
the "life cycle costs" of purchasing a
specific item. These costs are the acqui-
sition cost plus the cost of owning the
item, from the time we receive it
through the end of the warranty period
in which we use it. Many of these costs
occur whenever material is rejected.

When we establish incoming inspec-

tion criteria and procedures, we should
not use Acceptable Quality Levels
(AQLs), which mean an expectable level
of poor quality. AQLs foster a self-
fulfilling prophecy that defects will
occur-and sure enough, they do.

If we reject a product at point of
receipt, a succession of white- and blue-
collar tasks must occur to process its
rejection and replacement.

While we may recapture some blue-
collar costs (such as sorting or rework)
from the vendor, few, if any, white-
collar costs (such as adjusting the
account, entering rejection data, or

Table I. Changing perceptions of procurement quality

View Old Perception New Perception

Buying decision
based on:

Price and delivery

Vendor relationship Adversarial and
is: short-term

Purchasing should As many vendors
use: as possible

Quality and total cost
of ownership

Cooperative and
long-term

Fewer, more reliable
vendors

Defective material The vendor's Joint responsibility
is usually: responsibility

A certain level of Acceptable and is Unacceptable and

defects is: to be expected can be improved

Incoming inspection Improves quality Costs money and should

always: and is necessary not be necessary

Defect -free material More Less

costs:

Inventory should

be bought:

Just -in -case Just -in -time
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reordering replacement material) are
recovered. These uncaptured, white-
collar rework costs typically exceed
blue-collar rework costs by two to one.

If we discover the defective material
at successive levels of use later, owner-
ship costs can increase by orders of mag-
nitude at each level, especially with
high-technology parts. (See Table I).
If new products are being evaluated, it
may be possible to get a rough estimate
of life cycle costs based on vendor
advertising, claims, statements, and
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF)
projections. This is admittedly difficult.
However, the time spent developing
such information can be very reward-
ing. Full life cycle costs can easily range
from 1.5 to 100 times the original pur-
chase cost.

Vendor relations

To capitalize on these new perceptions,
bring vendors up to the quality levels
that are required, and keep them there,
a company must make four basic
changes in its relationships with its ven-
dors.

The first basic change

A company must see its vendors as an
extension of its own organization.

No longer can a company deal with a
vendor at arm's length. The old adversa-
rial relationships must give way to close,
cooperative ones.

A striking example of the new rela-
tionship is found in the Ford Motor Co.
Four years ago, Ford was rejecting and
returning nearly 9 percent of the steel it
purchased because of surface defects or
faulty chemistry. Working together,
Ford and its suppliers brought the rejec-
tion rate down to 2 percent. Also, as a
result of the improved Ford -supplier
relationships, the steel makers have
improved their delinquent deliveries to
the company to less than 3 percent,
from 20 percent just two years ago.

However, building such new relation-
ships is not easy. For example, when one
company asked to examine one of its
key vendor's proprietary processes, they
balked. So the company opened its own
shop first, and exposed its expertise to
the vendor. That was the beginning of a
cultural turn -around that lead to full
and open communications and coopera-
tion.

Table II. Cost of detecting defects increases at each level of the cycle

Detecting the
defective device at: Costs:

Vendor facility

(by vendor personnel)

$ 0

Incoming test 5

Printed circuit test 50

Major assembly level 500

System level 1500

The second basic change

Also required is a selective reduction in
the number of vendors.

Many companies deal with large
numbers of vendors, all scrambling
competitively for an order. Often price is
predominant; quality and on -time deliv-
ery considerations get lost in the scram-
ble. A new approach must be taken.

Every prospective vendor should be
evaluated by specialists who can analyze
the vendor's process capabilities, exam-
ine his facilities and procedures, and
evaluate his output to establish whether
he has the expertise and experience to do
the job. Historical data on the vendor's
quality track record, along with his
schedule and cost performance, should
also be considered.

The third basic change

We must actively help vendors improve
their ability to deliver high -quality mate-
rials, parts, and components.

At some companies, commodity
enhancement teams-made up of engi-
neering, manufacturing, quality assur-
ance, and procurement people-work
directly with their key vendors.

For example, one company had six
vendors that supply unpackaged inte-
grated circuits, or bare chips, with a 61
percent first-time yield at incoming
inspection. By changing specifications,
restructuring buying documents, and
communicating more effectively with
vendors, the company was able to
reduce the number to three vendors.
The first-time yield rose from 61 to 90
percent, resulting in a multimillion dol-
lar savings.

At another company, groups of ven-
dors participate in symposiums to learn
more about the company's require-
ments, and exchange quality data with

each other. The vital ingredient is two-
way communications. It makes the
vendor -customer relationship a cooper-
ative dialogue that can be used to better
match vendor capability with the com-
pany's needs.

Vendors should also be included in
selected Design Reviews to give them a
better insight into the role their material
or part will play in the final product or
service. In general, involving vendors in
the initial Design Review stage facili-
tates early, low-cost design enhance-
ment, while optimizing downstream
productivity.

The fourth basic change

We must monitor more closely the on-
going performance of key vendors.

Regularly scheduled quality review
meetings should be held, alternating
between the vendor's and customer's
plants. Problems should be Pareto-
analyzed so that the top problems can be
targeted for resolution.

At Burroughs Corp., an electronics -
based information systems company,
suppliers are called "partners in excel-
lence" and each year the best receive
"Supplier Excellence Awards."

"Suppliers recognized for their out-
standing contributions are considered
for increased and long-term business
opportunities," says Joseph J. Zec-
cardi, Burroughs' vice president of
quality and service. "We also involve
key suppliers during the design phase of
new product programs. We're looking
for up -front supplier involvement to
ensure quality designs, quality pro-
cesses, and quality parts. And our plans
include long-term contracts with key
suppliers to support the level of capital
investment essential in meeting our
product standards and introducing
innovative technology."
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The new relationship

All four changes in relationships with
vendors benefit both the purchasing and
vendor companies who are involved.

Vendors benefit in several important
ways. As they go through a process of
selection, upgrading and monitoring,
they develop and refine the skills that
will make them more valuable suppliers.
For example, they learn about sophisti-
cated test techniques, statistical process
control methods, and formal Design
Review procedures.

For a company, the benefits of such
vendor quality improvement are sub-
stantial. Quality improvement drives
productivity improvement, reduces
costs, and leads to additional business
with attractive profit margins.

Japanese automobile companies have
gained a competitive advantage by using
vendor policies and procedures that are
very similar to those just described.

Nissan asserts that, as a result of
involving their vendors in the early
stages of a new design, about 70 percent
of all their cost reductions are made

Ralph J. Barra, president of Barra
International, is a "boardroom to boiler
room" quality breakthrough consultant,
specializing in coaching executives how
to form and lead a top -to -bottom network
of quality improvement teams and circles.

During the last seven years of his thirty-
year career on the quality and productivity
front for Westinghouse, he was Director of
Corporate Quality. In that capacity, he
directed a corporate -wide enhancement
activity which included administering a
quality college, managing Westinghouse's
2000 worldwide quality circles, and
providing consulting and teaching
services to all of Westinghouse's
operating units and over 200 of its
customers and suppliers.

Since forming his own firm, Mr. Barra
has worked with such clients as Houston
Lighting & Power, the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation, Thompson -
McCully Construction, Standex
International, Magma Copper, Dentsply,
and Det Norske Veritas.

RCA retained Mr. Barra to lead the
development of the quality -management -
improvement -process courses and
training materials. Since the inception of
the program in 1985, he has presented
this material to over 300 of RCA's top
executives.

while a new model is still "erasable";
that is, while it is still on the drawing
board.

The Japanese go quite far in reducing
the number of vendors they use. A typi-

cal Japanese automobile company uses
about 200 vendors, or only about 7 per-
cent of the 3000 vendors that a typical
American automobile company uses.

An obvious question concerning the
reduced number of vendors is "How to
maintain cost competitiveness?" The
Japanese automobile producers do this
by making cooperative "Should Cost"
studies and setting specific, annual cost -
reduction targets. Nissan, for example,
expects a 3 -percent price reduction each
year from its vendors and, apparently,
has been able to negotiate such arrange-
ments over many years.

If we apply the same approaches to
vendor relationships as the Japanese
have been practicing, the American
automobile industry can reduce the
costs of their components and materials
by about 15 percent. Of this, 6 percent is
from the efficiencies that result from
having fewer vendors, 4 percent from
improved quality, 2 percent from
improved producibility, 2 percent from
reduced material handling costs, and 1
percent from reduced overhead costs.
Significantly, this 15 percent represents
about half the current difference in
manufacturing costs between Ameri-
can -made and Japanese -made automo-
biles.

Vendor quality improvement should
be a top -priority objective at any com-
pany. In this context, forging a bond of
long-term, stable relationships with its
vendors will enable a company to
achieve ambitious quality goals . . . and
will lead to substantial gains for its key
customers.
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L.J. Gallace

The application of factorial experimental
designs to develop and improve
solid-state manufacturing processes

Factorial designs consider how variables relate to each other
helping to produce better manufacturing processes.

The factorial experimental design is a natural extension of
good engineering practices because it allows engineers to view
the dynamics of a process rather than the static "snapshot"
(which is often the basis of data interpretation) and to deter-
mine process variability and boundary conditions. In addi-
tion, the factorial experimental design identifies the compo-
nents of a process and their interactions in the process;
traditional, nonstatistical approaches often do neither. The
Appendix gives an overview of factorial experimentation.

In this paper, we present examples that verify the simplicity
of factorial designs, their power, and efficiency. We empha-
size the experiment's original design. The simplified
approach to data analysis enables engineers to develop a feel
for the data before applying sophisticated statistical -analysis
procedures, such as analysis of variance and analysis of
means. Graphical methods to which engineers can easily
relate are used to show the relationships of an experiment's
significant factors.

Why experiments?
Experiments are conducted to measure the effect of one vari-
able on another. There is a rational methodology for optimiz-
ing an experiment that minimizes time and cost while maxi -

Abstract: Engineers in high-technology industries, such as
the solid-state semiconductor industry, often do not realize
the value of statistical methods in investigating the complex
processes that are characteristic of their businesses. Their
view, chiefly the result of lack of information and
experience, is that statistics are only useful in summarizing
large amounts of demographic data, survey sampling, etc.
This paper will correct that view for semiconductor
engineers by demonstrating an approach to using factorial
experimental designs to develop new processes and solve
problems in existing processes.

©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept. 8, 1986
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mizing the amount and quality of data and information.
Optimization is the essence of any engineering investigation,
and statistically designed experiments enhance the optimiza-
tion procedure by eliminating the educated guess and conjec-
ture in the absence of data.

As statistical methods continue to grow in use in compli-
cated engineering studies of processes and materials, they are
becoming more sophisticated and yet simpler. The proce-
dures cut the time formerly used in trial and error searches,
and the adaptability to computer analysis reduces the time
required to calculate results.

In any engineering or scientific investigation that employs
statistical methods, we need to keep the key variables under
study clearly in focus while we experiment and collect data.
The factorial experimental design does this, and encourages
the experimenter not to let preconceived information prevent
an unbiased look at the data. With traditional methods, we
give more emphasis to the mathematical treatment than the
variables, and lose the experimental objective.

A simple cube (Fig. 1) geometrically illustrates an experi-
ment with three factors at two levels each. This three-
dimensional representation, which is valid for both tradi-
tional and factorial -experimental -design approaches, gives a
picture of the behavior of the independent variables; the
edges of this cube represent their operating ranges. Although
there are more detailed methods that use factorial designs,
this paper concentrates on the 2' factorial design approach,
yet mentions the higher -level variations. The concepts
described are valid for all 2^ factorial designs.

Two -level factorial

As the first step in the experimental design procedure, most
engineers.who use the traditional approach try to simplify the
problem under study and then plan the collection of data. In
the experimental approach they most often adopt, two or
three variables are held constant while one is varied over a
range of values, from low to high. Such an experimental
procedure is plagued by several pitfalls, such as a possible loss
of randomness during measurement and data collection.
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Fig. 1. Geometric representation of 23 factorial experimental
design.

Fig. 3.23 factorial experimental design with center -point added.

Most important, this approach does not study the interaction
between the independent variables.

If we vary one component at a time on a three -factor
experiment, we essentially change Fig. 1 to the representation
in Fig. 2, where the cube that once held all the information is
narrowed to a one-dimensional line. The particular face of
the cube on which this line appears depends on the factor
varied. Obviously, this traditional type of approach is very
inefficient in time and cost because each variable studied
requires a separate set of experiments.

To eliminate this inefficiency, the factorial experimental
design obtains optimum information and minimizes or
reduces uncertainty about the data. Once we select the key
factors, we study their effect on some response, such as yield
or reliability. Then, we select a test plan that locates a pattern
of points on or in the cube space, usually in the eight corners
of the cube. This pattern minimizes experimentation, but
gives information about the space in the cube. A center -point
is often added as the cube's "ninth" point (Fig. 3).

VARYING ONE FACTOR
WHILE HOLDING ALL
OTHERS CONSTANT

Fig. 2. Representation of experiment where one of three factors is varied
while the others are held constant.

Fig. 4. Representation of yield of various test points showing when
response is maximized.

Each point in the experimental pattern is a point in a design
matrix. We use the average value of the dependent variable to
analyze the data. By placing the values in the design matrix
array as depicted by the cube, we get a clear picture of the
response of dependent variables. If we need more experimen-
tal points, they can be selected on any surface of the cube to
optimize the dependent variable. Fig. 4 shows how we can use
the analysis of average values of the response variable to
determine quickly optimum operation of the independent
variables under study.

Box-Behnken

To define the operating region of a variable in more detail, we
can use the Box-Behnken plan in place of or to supplement
the two -level factorial plan. Fig. 5 shows the test pattern for
Box-Behnken. The plan calls for twelve experimental points
at the edges of the cube plus one at the center, which is tested
three times to estimate experimental error. This amount of
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Fig. 5. Box-Behnken representation where twelve experimental
points with a center point are replicated three times to quantify
experimental error.

Fig. 6. View of various levels of factorial design.

data can be fitted to a second -order equation that will
describe the response variable.

Fig. 6 shows the levels of factorial design for an experiment
that requires T or 32 runs. The low levels of a factor are

indicated by a minus sign and the high levels by a plus sign.
The figure shows all the interactions among variables as well
as the main effects for any design. For example, the T or 8 -
cell design has three second -order interactions and one third -
order interaction.

At times, it may not be desirable or cost-effective to run a
complete factorial. In these cases, we can develop a screening
design or fractional factorial design from the type of matrix
shown in Fig. 6. In a typical case, a screening design may be
used to examine main effects while interactions are temporar-
ily ignored.

Fig. 6 shows that the 2' factorial design requires eight runs,
1 through ABC. If we designate the third factor in the experi-
ment as the product of the levels of the first two, then we only
need four runs for the fractional factorial. Fig. 6 shows that a
three -factor design repeats the two -factor design with the
third factor at both the low and high levels. The four runs are
said to have variables "confounded" with the second -order
interaction AB. This design is known as a 23' or half -replicate
design, because it has half the runs of the original design.
Other variations of the fractional factorial design are possi-
ble, such as quarter -replicate designs, 2"2.

Analysis
There are many rigorous statistical methods for analyzing
experimental data, such as the analysis of variance, the analy-
sis of means, and regression analysis. However, a simple
comparison of the averages usually can provide 75 percent of
the information required. The key to analysis lies in the
original design of the experiment and the proper execution of
the experimental cell. We can easily analyze properly
designed experiments and, in particular, factorial experimen-
tal designs by calculating the averages for each experimental
cell and then displaying them graphically.

Fig. 4 is an example of this type of analysis and display. The
averages for the nine individual experimental cells are calcu-
lated and inserted in their respective geometric locations.
Conditions that would yield a maximum or minimum
become readily apparent. To determine the effect of any of
the main factors (A, B, or C), we take averages at the oppo-
site faces of the cube. For example,

Low level of factor A average
= (58 + 62 + 68 + 84)/4 = 66.5

High level of factor A average
= (77 + 89 + 92 + 95)/4 = 89.0

Similar simple calculations can be used to quantify the other
main factors.

Interactions, two -factor effects, can be handled in a simi-
lar way. If we were to evaluate factor A and factor B, the
calculations would produce four averages, and the interac-
tion would be the differences in those averages. For the data
in Fig. 4, averages for:

A low level and B low level = (58 + 62)/2 = 60
A low level and B high level = (68 + 84)/2 = 76
A high level and B low level = (77 + 89)/2 = 83
A high level and B high level = (92 + 95)/2 = 93.5

The averages are represented in Fig. 7.
The differences between averages for low levels of factor A

are 76 minus 60 or 16, and for factor B, 93.5 minus 83 or 10.5.
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76.0 93.5

60.0 83.0

Fig. 7. Averages of interactions.

We can define interactions as the failure of the differences to
be the same. Here, 16 is greater than 10.5 - i.e., the differ-
ences are not the same - therefore, we suspect an interac-
tion. Combinations of these two factors do not yield a linear
response.

These examples do not imply that you should not use the
more rigorous statistical -analysis methods but do demon-
strate how easily you can get information by simply compar-
ing averages from properly designed experiments. Most sta-
tistical analysis methods are available on computers. The
data used should be analyzed with the appropriate method
because you need to quantify the variability and accurately
evaluate all factors and their interactions, shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 8. If the differences between two numbers is
small, you need the estimate of this variability to determine
what probability risks exist in stating that there are differ-
ences.

Some case studies
In a study of the key variables that affect how the plastic
encapsulation of integrated circuits responds to moisture, we
conducted a 2' (16) cell experiment. It consisted of both
quantitative and qualitative factors. Table I and Fig. 9 show
the response of pressure -cooker testing on the 16 cells. Fig. 10
clearly shows that there is a significant interaction between
post -mold cure time and mold transfer pressure. That is, to
get the best results on the pressure -cooker test and the most
efficient encapsulation, we need both the 1000 -psi (high)
mold transfer pressure and the 16 -hour (high) post -mold cure
time. Previous experiments conducted with one variable at a
time had missed this interaction, but repeated factorial exper-
iments produced statistically the same results.

A 2' or eight -run experiment was designed to investigate
the reliability of integrated circuits in plastic encapsulated
packages. The response variable was percent defective after
high -temperature life tests. Figures 11 and 12 describe the
experiment and the results. The epoxy material was signifi-
cant at the 1 -percent level based on an analysis of means.
Because of these findings, we also investigated the die over-
coat, epoxy encapsulant, and lead -lock frame. Results from
these experiments showed that the lead -lock frame was
another important variable.

A third example of the application of factorial design
experiments involved a study to optimize the soldering proc-
ess of an integrated -circuit package. Figures 13 and 14 show
the 24 factorial design experiment and results. Again, analysis
of means was used to analyze the data.

The interesting point here is that the engineers involved
insisted that they had to have a precleaning step before sol-

A

A X B

B

A X C

AXBXC

C

B X C

Fig. 8. Factorial design at two levels. (From G.E.P. Box, W.G. Hunter,
and J.S. Hunter Statistics for Experimenters, John Wiley & Sons,
1978, p. 312.)

LOT K

600 psi 1000 psi

6 HRS 16 HRS
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LOT P
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G B

LOT P

Fig. 9. Results of molding pressure, post -mold bake experiment. A
= solder process control, B = post -mold bake time, C = transfer

pressure.

dering. However, their experience was based on a manual
solder system, and not the automatic solder -dip operation
included in the process under investigation. The observed
data showed that the results were the same whether or not the
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Table I. Molding Pressure/Post-Mold Bake Matrix

Cell
Wafer

Lot
Mold Trans.

Pressure (PSI)
Post -Mold
Bake (Hrs)

Solder -Dip
Process Control

Pressure
Sample

Cooker (48 Hrs)
Falls (EMA)

1 K080 600 6 Good 200 7
2 K080 600 6 Bad 200 10
3 K080 600 16 Good 200 30
4 K080 600 16 Bad 200 15
5 K080 1000 6 Good 200 10
6 K080 1000 6 Bad 200 10
7 K080 1000 16 Good 200 0
8 K080 1000 16 Bad 200 0
9 P046 600 6 Good 200 1

10 P046 600 6 Bad 200 14
11 P046 600 16 Good 200 12
12 P046 600 16 Bad 200 15
13 P046 1000 6 Good 200 16
14 P046 1000 6 Bad 200 12
15 P046 1000 16 Good 200 0
16 P046 1000 16 Bad 200 0

Summary - Molding Pressure vs. Bake Time:

Bake (Hrs)
6

16

Modling Pressure (PSI)
600 1000

32/800 48/800
72/800 0/800

Fig. 10. Molding pressure versus post -mold bake (48 -hour
pressure -cooker test).

preclean step was used. The significant factors were flux
concentration and the preheat temperature before soldering.

Why wasn't preclean effective with automatic soldering
equipment? Unlike manual soldering, there is a time lag
between preclean and soldering that allows the leads to reox-
idize.

This experiment produced information that was not evi-
dent after 17 previous nonstatistical-design experiments. No
doubt, the earlier experiments contributed to the final facto-
rial experimental design, but they did not produce a process.

If we alter the two -level factorial (axial points outside the
cube space), we can optimize response points and show this in
a surface response plot. Figure 15 shows the modified two -

level factorial called the Central Composite Design. Figure 16
is a three -dimension, surface response plot of the key param-
eters in an oxide -protect layer applied over the surface of a
semiconductor die.

This type of analysis of contour plots is important to
understand what happens when process variables are nor-
mally changed in manufacturing. In simple experimentation
procedures, it would be difficult to determine the interactions
between factors that this surface response clearly demon-
strates.

Surface response methodology requires detailed knowl-
edge of experimental design and the mathematics of regres-
sion analysis. Today, there is substantial interest in this tech-
nique because computers are available to analyze the data.

Summary
We have discussed two -level factorial experimental design,
emphasizing technique and application rather than
arithmetic calculation. Engineers, as experimenters, should
be able to apply these methods to develop experimental plans
that are statistically valid and demonstrate the interactions
among variables. Unlike the static experiment, which
depends on the luck of the draw of the sample to determine
significant variation in a process, material, etc., the dynamic
factorial experimental design studies the change in the varia-
bles involved and how they interact with each other.
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FACTOR 23 FACTORIAL DESIGN
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Fig. 11. Design of complementary metal -oxide semiconductor (CMOS), 14 -lead, dual in -line
package (DIP), plastic -package experiment. Users analysis of means of attributes data to
examine the effect of variants on electrical test yield. A = overcoat passivation (silane), B =
lead frame, C = molding compound.
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Fig. 12. Analysis of means chart for CMOS, 14 -lead DIP, plastic -package experiment.
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Fig. 13. Design of soldering -process oxidation experiment. A = lead configuration, B = belt
speed, C = preheat temperature.
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Factorial experimentation

The early recognition of factorial experimentation, or the
design of factorial experiments, is largely associated
with Sir Ronald Fisher and Frank Yates. Whether Fisher
"invented" the factorial experiment is not clear. It seems
entirely plausible that the factorial experiments began
when the Lord took the rib from Adam and created Eve.

Since that time, man has pondered and sought
answers to the question: "Do females respond differ-
ently to experimental treatments than males?" - i.e.
when sex became a factor, we needed to consider it
even in the simplest experiment that involved some
other experimental comparison. When we needed to
ascertain the effects of that experimental treatment
separately for males and females, a factorial (two -factor)
experiment was involved, with sex and the experimental
treatment as the two factors.

The original question about differences in male and
female responses was one of asking if there was any
interaction between the experimental treatments and
sex. Failure of the sexes to respond in the same way to
the treatment would constitute a real interaction,
whereas similar responses would indicate the absence
of interaction. This might be visualized graphically as
shown in Fig. 1.

In investigations of almost any sort, we need to exam-
ine, experimentally or empirically, the effects of various
factors on the phenomena or criteria of interest - to
examine the way these criteria respond to changes in
levels of the factors in question. Such investigations are
what we now refer to as factorial experimentation, and
are aimed at ascertaining, not only the effects of the
various factors, but also their interrelationships. Are
there any interactions among them? We might describe
interaction negatively as the failure of the effects of one
factor to be the same at the different versions of the
other factor. We can examine interaction efficiently only
in factorial type experiments, where the different ver-
sions of the factors under study appear in combination
with one another. If interaction is absent, we say that the
effects of the factors are independent of one another,
and the effects are additive. If we find that two factors
interact with one another, the effects of those factors
are not independent - the effect of each factor
depends on the version of the other, and their effects are
not additive.

MALES

O

OR

777

FEMALES

a
TREATMENT TREATMENT

#2

Fig. 1. No significant interaction (a), and (b), significant interaction.

ANOME - analysis of means

This method of analysis is an extension of Shewhart
control -chart techniques. It tends to encourage the
design of experiments, and is an effective method of
presenting the findings. The analysis involves dealing
directly with means, in contrast to the analysis of vari-
ance where means are compared by taking ratios of
mean squares.

Beginning with k means of n measurements each,
the analysis compares the individual means with the
grand average of the k means directly analogous to a
control chart. We make the decision about a significant
difference by comparing points that represent the k
means with lines drawn parallel to the line of the grand
mean.

However, instead of control limits drawn at:

X = ±3 a -x= X ± A2R

as with the Shewhart control chart where one mean is
taken at a time, we draw decision lines at:

X ± Ha a
A

where H, the Halpern factor, is an adjustment for the risk
associated with observing k means at a time.

We construct a chart using these decision lines. If all
the plotted points fall between the upper and lower deci-
sion lines, we interpret it as representing only random
variability, i.e., no significant differences. If a point falls
outside either decision line, it is considered evidence of
nonrandomness with risks.

Estimating a from R

When we have k samples of n each (and n is small, i.e.,
less than six or seven, usually), the procedure for esti-
mating a begins with finding the average R for the k
samples. Then:

A
= R/ d2*

where d2* is a constant for a given value of n and k.
Computations for both the analysis of means and

analysis of variance require reference to the number of
degrees of freedom. There is a loss of about 10 percent
in the number of degrees of freedom from that associ-

MALES
O

'7-

..ZV

FEMALES

OR

(b)

TREATMENT TREATMENT
#1 *2
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Fig. 2. Comparison of three means.

ated with the pooled variance procedure. Thus, the
degrees of freedom to be used with equation (1) is:

Degrees of freedom = 0.90k - 1)

The advantages of the analysis of means are:

1. It provides a direct study of possible effects of the
factors by dealing with means instead of variances.

2. It provides a graphical comparison of effects.
3. It enables us to pin -point the sources of nonrandom-

ness.
4. It is more sensitive in detecting the nonrandomness

of a single means than the analysis of variance.
5. It frequently provides a bonus by suggesting the

presence of certain types of nonrandom variability.

ANOVA - analysis of variance

The analysis of variance procedure is a way to test
hypotheses about the homogeneity of several means or
the effects of several levels of one or more factors. It
involves the use of double or multiple summation opera-
tions and the associated symbols.

X11 X12

X21 X22

xn,

Xlk

X2k

Xn2 Xnk

We break down each observation into components to

explain the algebraic identity:

kn kn kn

2(1,-1/)2 = E +
= 1 i = 1 i= 1

kn

The sum of squares (SS) E (y,, y)2 is called the
= 1

total SS, the SS of the composite sample of the kn
observations.

kn _ =
The sum of squares E (4-y)2 is called the

i=1
among sample SS.

03

Y 3

kn

Finally, the sum of squares E (yi-y)2 is called
i = 1

the within sample SS.

The three sums of squares measure the variation of
the kn observations in different ways. The total SS,
which measures the overall variation of the kn observa-
tions is the same. The among sample SS measures the
variation among the k sample means. It is equal to zero
if all the k sample means are equal, but the observations
within the sample do not have to be the same. The
within sample SS measures the variation of the observa-
tions within the samples. It is equal to zero if all the
observations within each k sample are the same, but the
k sample means do not have to be the same.

Figure 2 presents a graphic comparison of three
means.

If we combine the data from all three distributions and
compute the variance, we will get a variance that is far
greater than if we pooled the variances within each
distribution into one variance.

Equation follows - see what you can do with it

(Y +
°fD = + (variance within)

3

a2between = Crfotal °Within

F = between

a2within

If the F is greater than the tabulated F value, then we do
not have a chance happening, but a difference in the
means. The mathematical model for this matrix can also
be written as:

X, = 11. ± 0, ±

where µ = overall mean
13, = the effect due to j'' population
C,0 = experimental error (unexplained chance varia-

tion)
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RCA engineers garner top Eta Kappa Nu awards
The Eta Kappa Nu (Honorary Electrical
Engineering Society) Jury of Award
has named Michael J. Keith, Member,
Technical Staff, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, as the 1986 Winner of the
Award Program recognizing out-
standing young electrical engineers.
Mr. Keith is being recognized for
"his outstanding contributions to
the fields of Computers in the Arts,
Teletext Systems, and in church and
cultural activities."

Lauren A. Christopher, Group
Head, Consumer Electronics
Integrated Circuits Research, RCA
Laboratories, Princeton, has been
selected for Honorable Mention.
She is being recognized for "her
contributions and leadership in
Digital Integrated Circuit Design and
participation in civic and cultural
activities." Three others recognized
as finaiists are: Russell T. Fling,
RCA Consumer Electronics, Indian-
apolis, IN; Gary Gendel, RCA

Microelectronics Center, Somerville,
NJ; and Steven D. Krueger, Texas
Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX.

Mr. Keith, Ms. Christopher and the
three finalists will be honored at the
Annual Award Banquet on Monday
Evening, April 6, 1987, at the New
York Marriott Marquis, 1535
Broadway, New York City.

Since 1936, Eta Kappa Nu has
annually recognized outstanding
young electrical engineers. The
purpose of this recognition is to
"emphasize among electrical
engineers that their service to man-
kind is manifested not only by
achievement in purely technical
affairs, but in a variety of other ways.
It holds that an education based
upon the acquisition of technical
knowledge and the development of
logical methods of thinking should
fit the engineer to achieve substan-
tial success in many lines of
endeavor."

In the past 51 years, fifty-one
young engineers (including the 1986
winner) who are less than 35 years
of age, and who had received their
Baccalaureate degree less than 10
years before, have received the
award, and 109 others of similar
characteristics have received
Honorable Mention. Prior to Mr.
Keith, the most recent RCA
employee to be named the winner
is John G.N. Henderson (RCA
Laboratories), who was selected in
1977. In the past, other winners
have been employees of some of
the largest corporations in the
United States, notably AT&T Bell
Laboratories, IBM Corporation,
Westinghouse Electric Co., and
General Electric Co.

If you would like further infor-
mation concerning this award
program, please refer to page 20
of the July/August 1984 issue of the
RCA Engineer, or contact Jim D'Arcy
RCA Astro-Space Division (Tacnet
776-2359).
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H.C. Thoelke

Software quality assurance: current thoughts

Does the software we deliver work the way it should?

Software quality assurance (SQA) is on
its way to becoming a new driving force
in the arsenal of the military software
vendor. As with hardware quality assur-
ance before it, the past decade has seen
the SQA role expand on two fronts.

First, vendors are relying more on
their SQA organizations. Second, the
government is actively exercising its own
QA muscle and hiring outside QA con-
sultants to scrutinize all vendor con-
tracts for quality and completeness. For
example, government representatives
now arrive for an acceptance test with
consultants in tow. The Army relies on
such a structure to ensure the purchase
of quality software for its Automatic
Test Equipment (ATE) in the same way
that all Services rely on the structure for
most major software acquisitions.

The Software Quality Assurance pro-
gram outlined here has been in active
use for military programs at installa-
tions across the country for some time.
These SQA precepts apply broadly and
experience shows that such programs-

Abstract: The software quality
assurance program described here has
been ensuring that software we deliver
satisfies our customer. It includes a
detailed plan that covers roles and
responsibility, documentation, training,
and tests. Most important, the program
starts before the first line of code is
written. Through a series of reviews
and audits conducted at various stages
of design development and delivery, it
ensures that software always meets
requirements.
©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept 8. 1986
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designed for any type of business, mili-
tary, or commercial project-can expect
a high rate of success.

In the past, SQA plans were tolerated
only because the contract required
them. Now, because of changing priori-
ties, we are coming closer to true soft-
ware excellence. Outlined here are the
guidelines and philosophy that illustrate
and justify such faith.

An SQA program

The central purpose of any SQA pro-
gram is to assure that delivered software
satisfies all contract requirements, thus
creating a positive atmosphere for new
contracts. Such an SQA program
defines and implements specific mea-
sures, such as safe operation of Auto-
matic Test Equipment, which assure the
high quality of delivered software. Fur-
ther, it provides for testability, main-
tainability, and reliability.

Traditionally, these responsibilities
have been given to an SQA group that
works alone, using a small fraction of
the project funding. As a result, such
efforts have yielded only superficial
results.

To be successful, the SQA effort must
be integrated with engineering, program
management, and configuration man-
agement efforts. Truly independent
SQA status may require a larger portion
of project resources, but the resulting
product will have far greater integrity.

The traditional SQA group can
appear as an external force to the design
staff. But by working with the design
staff from the project's inception, SQA
becomes an influential partner in pro-
ject direction. This more Utopian

approach to practical, visible SQA gives
everyone part of the responsibility.
Throughout the software -development
life cycle, members of the development
team must identify and act on QA con-
cerns to assure a quality product.

Quality can't be added on or tested in
afterward; it must be a part of every step
along the way. For example, a faulty
design that works for some test cases or
menus that only the sophisticated user
can follow are the result of poor SQA
throughout software development. A
system should be simple enough to be
used by someone at the entry level, but
not so cumbersome as to defeat its pur-
pose.

Thus, the SQA group's primary func-
tion is to develop and manage the SQA
plan that defines standards and advises
on their application. This does not
require high-level software development
expertise and becomes less difficult and
costly to staff as the plan is perfected.
SQA, as part of a process, is shown in
Table I, which displays organizational
roles over the project duration for all
development life -cycle phases.

Requirements definition phase
The first SQA task is to draft the Soft-
ware Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)
that defines project requirements.
Example:

The SQAP covers several areas:

 Organization-Defines the roles of
each project group and assigns tasks
to them.
Requirements traceability-Assures
that top-level specifications are satis-
fied by the lower -level specifications.
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Thus, it provides an audit trail to
illustrate each branch.

 Documentation-Defines standards
for preparing documents, and met-
rics to assure that documents comply
with all requirements and practices
for both customer and contractor.

 Software engineering methodology-
Specifies the use of the structured
walkthrough (as outlined by Yorden),
software development folder (SDF)
that acts as a repository for all
project -related documentation, and
compliance monitoring of all project
phases.

 Training-Defines the required level
of QA expertise for each aspect of a
project and proposes a method for
accomplishing any needed training or
tasks.

 Formal reviews-Elaborates on the
reviews to be conducted or partici-
pated in by SQA. These reviews are
of the design, configuration, and
readiness type, and are performed
with and in anticipation of the cus-
tomer's arrival.
Test plan-Defines SQA's conduct of
tests, criteria for customer accept-
ance, certification of test results, and
discrepancy reporting. This test plan
leads to the Test Procedure, the vehi-
cle of final customer acceptance.

 Configuration management-Assur-
es unambiguous identification of
hardware, software, and documenta-
tion. This task is absolutely necessary
to maintain the integrity of any soft-
ware product throughout its develop-
ment cycle.

If the scope of many of the projects
encountered is similar enough, a generic
plan may be evolved. From this templa-
te,we can tailor SQAPs to suit most pro-
jects. Combining all QA aspects of the
development process into a single plan
assures a compatible, integrated pro-
gram.

Software quality must begin with the
development process. The first priority
is to define the functional software sys-
tem requirements and related perform-
ance parameters (e.g., timing and siz-
ing). There must be no uncertainty or
ambiguity about the deliverables-the
customer must get what he expects
because he will judge quality after deliv-
ery. The key to producing quality soft-
ware is a strong system engineering
group. It handles the more abstract
requirements, such as portability and

reliability, that can affect specific design
standards, and makes decisions that will
affect the program later.

Common plans and specifications

The Computer Program Development
Plan (CPDP) that Software Engineer-
ing creates, provides a specific, detailed,
life -cycle plan for managing, develop-
ing, and maintaining a project's com-
puter programs and associated docu-
mentation. The SQA engineer reviews
the CPDP to become familiar with the
software development process that soft-
ware engineering will use, and ensure
that the CPDP is written to the require-
ments of the Software Development
Plan, DI-MCCR-80030.2

The Software Requirements Specifi-
cation (SRS) for each computer soft-
ware configuration item (CSCI) (type
B5 specification) documents the pro-
gramming, size and timing, interface,
adaptation, and detailed functional
requirements of the software to be
developed. The SQA engineer reviews
the SRS to ensure that it meets the
requirements of DI-MCCR-80025 and
MIL -STD -490A.

The Software Top -Level Design Spec-
ification (STLDS) is the first part of the
type C5 specification for each CSCI.
The STLDS establishes the software's
functional design at the program level,
and is the basis for the program's
detailed design. The SQA engineer
reviews each STLDS to ensure that the
STLDD (Software Top -Level Design
Document) is written in accordance
with DI-MCCR-80012 and MIL -STD -
490A.

In addition the SQA engineer reviews
the Software Configuration Manage-
ment Plan (SCMP) to verify that the
software configuration management
program's objectives are being met, and
ensure that the SCMP is written in
accordance with DI-MCCR-80009.

Preliminary design phase

In the design phase, SQA must occupy
the foreground. When the detailed
design of a software program module
starts, a precise and detailed definition
of its purpose, performance, operating
environment, and external interfaces
must already be available. Then, during
preliminary design, the SQA program
assures that these requirements are met.

Detailed requirements, system envi-
ronment, as well as machine and man -

List of Acronyms

CC B -Change Control Board
CDR-Critical Design Review
CPDP-Computer Program
Development Plan
CSC-Computer Software Com-
ponent
CSCI-Computer Software Con-
figuration Item
DR-Discrepancy Report
FCA-Functional Configuration
Audit
IC ID- I nterface Control Docu-
ment
IRS-Interface Requirements
Specification
PCA-Physical Configuration
Audit
PDR-Preliminary Design
Review
SCM-Software Configuration
Management
SCMP-Software Configuration
Management Plan
SDF-Software Development
Folder
SDR-System Design Review
SQA-Software Quality Assur-
ance
SOAP-Software Quality Assur-
ance Plan
SRR-Software Requirements
Review
SRS-Software Requirements
Specification
SSR-Software Specification
Review
SSS-System Segment Specifi-
cation
STLDD-Software Top -Level
Design Document
STLDS-Software Top -Level
Design Specification
TRR-Test Readiness Review

machine interfaces are identified in soft-
ware development. To evaluate this
hardware -intensive area, we used con-
siderable specific knowledge at the sys-
tem level. The only practical approach is
to give this responsibility to system engi-
neering. They have defined the top-level
requirements, resolving difficulties that
arose from interpretation or intent, and
are therefore uniquely qualified. This
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approach is not an abdication of QA
responsibility, but a compromise in an
area that is treated as a black box and
whose functionality will be demon-
strated repeatedly during development.

There is a direct relationship between
the quality of a software product and
the ease of testing it. This testability
must have the highest priority. The test
group traces the module's requirements
to the preliminary test plan that it is pre-
paring and feeds back any special design
requirements needed to implement the
plan. This method involves QA in the
design phase earlier than was customary
before.

Indispensable to intrateam communi-
cation is the software development
folder that documents life -cycle events
for both module and project from
requirements definition to test. The
SDF-which includes requirements,
environment, and interfaces-helps
SQA oversee the product life cycle.

As the preliminary design stabilizes,
top-level specification changes begin to
require formal control. This is the func-
tion of the Change Control Board
(CCB) that provides a forum and stamp
of approval for change acceptance. The
CCB works best if program manage-
ment seats a working group of top-level
managers and members who are
empowered to make immediate deci-
sions.

Common reviews and audits
Eight reviews and audits are conducted
during the life cycle to check for compli-
ance with MIL -STD -1521B.

We conduct the Software Require-
ments Review (SRR) after we complete
functional analysis and preliminary
requirements allocations. The analysis
and allocations determine the initial
direction and progress of the system
engineering effort and converge on an
optimum and complete configuration.
The SRR is self -stimulating and self -
motivating because everyone wants to
appear favorably. An audit ensures that
the SRR is conducted in accordance
with MIL -STD -1521B.

The System Design Review (SDR) for
each CSCI evaluates the optimization,
traceability, correlation, completion and
risks of the allocated requirements in
fulfilling the system and segment
requirements. We reach technical under-
standing on the validity and degree of
completeness of the System Segment
Specification (SSS) and the SRS.

The Software Specification Review
(SSR) is a formal review of each CSCI's
functional, performance, interface,
database, and special qualification or
delivery requirements. Normally it is
held after the SDR but before the start
of CSCI preliminary design. The SSR
authenticates the CSCI's SRS and any
related Interface Requirements Specifi-
cation (IRS) that is used to direct a pre-
liminary CSCI design. The SSR deter-
mines that the SRS and IRS provide a
satisfactory basis for proceeding with
CSCI design.

The Preliminary Design Review
(PDR), a counterpart of the SSR, fol-
lows the preliminary design phase. It is a
formal technical review of the basic
design approach for a CSCI or func-
tionally related group of CSCIs. We
hold the PDR after the Software Top -
Level Design Document is available, but
before the start of detailed design.

The statement, "Quality cannot be
tested in; it must be built in," is often
quoted and always true. Software inter-
face development work is complex and
requires special attention. For the most
part it is done by the software develop-
ment group that produces Interface
Control Documents (ICDs), with the
help of system engineering. This, there-
fore, brings two heads together to deal
with the frequent redefinition of
approach that occurs during early devel-
opment.

The Critical Design Review (CDR) is
a buffer between design and code -and -
test. It is conducted for each CSCI to
ensure that the detailed design solutions,
which are reflected in the draft software
detailed design document, satisfy
requirements established by the Soft-
ware Top -Level Design Document. The
CDR assures that a well-defined, effi-
cient design is in place, and guards
against the need for redesign. It pro-
vides a top-level review of quality, e.g.,
completeness of documentation, adher-
ence to easily audited standards, and
traceability of functional requirements
to design implementation.

However, CDR is not suitable for
reviewing the lowest level detail of the
design for which the structured
walkthrough is more effective. SQA
should prepare and approve the
walkthrough plan, which includes, as a
minimum, module name, participants,
date, and a report on the proceedings.
In this informal walkthrough setting,
the programmer or engineer can lead

several reviewers through the complete
design, making it possible to evaluate
the software's ability to be tested, oper-
ated, maintained, and transported.
Documenting these tests is critical for
repeatability and regression testing.

The Test Readiness Review (TRR) is a
formal project review to verify formal
CSCI-level test readiness. We conduct it
after the software test procedures are
available and Computer Software Com-
ponent (CSC) integration testing is com-
plete. The TRR determines that the soft-
ware test procedures provide a
satisfactory basis for conducting formal
software tests and the project is ready
for CSCI-level testing.

The Functional Configuration Audit
(FCA) verifies that the performance of
each CSCI complies with its software
requirements.

The Physical Configuration Audit
(PCA) formally examines the as -built
version of a configuration item against
its technical documentation to establish
the product baseline.

Detail design and code
The code -and -debug phase has few
places that allow scrutiny. During this
phase, management visibility is reduced
and care must be taken to maintain soft-
ware quality.

After a successful compilation, the
programmer or engineer does a line -by-
line review using the structured
walkthrough technique. This is the only
way to check adherence to coding and
documentation standards. Only experi-
enced panel members should maintain
the software development folder. This is
a demanding discipline to impose on the
programmer or engineer. But the SDF is
the best offset against the "trust me"
syndrome and is the foundation for pre-
paring formal test procedures and user's
manuals.

The time and effort are well spent
because of the SDF's visibility. As a
"public" document, it is open to the
world. When each module is released to
the test group, the software develop-
ment supervisor and the SQA com-
pletely review the SDF. Documented evi-
dence of debugging is required before
module release and the test program is
firmed up.

Test and operations
Software quality assurance is not a test
group, but directs the test group, a sepa-
rate entity.
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As we describe the SQA plan used
during the test phase, notice that SQA's
role in testing is minor. We can trace this
to the basic differences between hard-
ware and software and how we test
them. Software testing does not moni-
tor gauges or analyze scopes and is quiet
and repeatable. Hardware testing, on
the other hand, can be destructive, uses
a variety of tools and gauges, and is
sometimes impossible or prohibitively
expensive to repeat.

We do all significant SQA tasks
before and after testing, which is funda-
mental to establishing a proper SQA
program. Thus such a program focuses
on methods and techniques that rein-
force software quality, while hardware
QA focuses more on the actual test.

The first two milestones for software
testing are: identify what is being tested,
and define the test environment. For
both, we use a controlled software
library from which we obtain all test
software (code and database) and
totally control version and identifica-
tion. Without such controls, there can
be no formal testing. Next, we define
the test in concrete terms, especially the
pass/fail criteria, and obtain prior test
procedure approval from all parties,
especially the customer. A pretest readi-
ness review allows us to modify test pro-
cedures until we all agree on them.

While testing, SQA assures that we
follow the procedure, control changes,
and correct documentation. The test
director should conduct a post-test
meeting where SQA certifies that the
test report is correct, including Discrep-
ancy Reports (DRs) generated during
the test. Each DR should be assigned
appropriately for resolution and
reported to the CCB.

The discrepancy reports provide a
good measure of software quality when
SQA interprets the DR statistics and
reports on them. Some measurements
that help identify weakness in the soft-
ware process are: number of DRs, fre-
quency distribution of DRs by type,
mean time of closure, and DR rate as a
fraction of product life. DR analysis
continues while software is placed in the
field; later, product improvements and
future designs will draw on this infor-
mational database.

Quality is directly proportional to the
degree that the software has been exer-
cised, generating expected results with-
out errors. Tools that help measure and
quantify are becoming available com-
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Software Quality Assurance Engineer. Henry
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system software, from the run-time system to
test program sets. Prior to joining RCA, Henry
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Signal Processing Systems in Waltham, Mass.
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and Reliability Assurance Committee and SQA
Committee. He is currently pursuing a Master's
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Northeastern University.
Contact him at:
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mercially but have existed in home-
made versions for some time. Some
tools can count and tabulate how often
paths are executed. Others include code
analysis tools that support the metrics of
software quality and existing tools such
as editors and compilers for software
design and test.

A significant challenge for SQA in a
finished product is to uncover code that
is not executed or is redundant. Then we
must determine if there is a hole in the
test program, a flaw in the design, or
superfluous code to be removed.

When following the test plan, the test
group applies all requirements and
reports deficiencies of the programming
or engineering effort. Independent test-
ing brings objectivity and can be cost
effective. By separating the test group
from the design group and developing
test plans in parallel, we can now test
software that had been tested as a unit,
but not yet integrated.

Another major SQA milestone is the
configuration audit that we conduct
before delivery. This audit gives the cus-
tomer and contractor management the
high degree of confidence needed to put
software in the field.

The configuration audit requires the
following:

 The product to be shipped is com-
pared with the configuration items of
the applicable statement of work,
specifications, and manuals.

 Test results and DRs are reviewed to
verify that the software meets speci-
fied requirements.

 The software to be delivered is com-
pared with the configuration man-
aged version.

 Any requirement that was not veri-
fied by testing is verified by inspec-
tion.

 All open items that are to be resolved
after placement in the field are identi-
fied on a problem list.

Summary
The SQA plan must emphasize the man-
agement and control of changes. It is
vital for management to agree that pro-
ductivity is closely related to demon-
strated software quality. Software qual-
ity assurance is the keystone of this
philosophy.

A successful program has:

 A highly visible, clearly defined SQA
plan.

 A program organization that assigns
SQA tasks directly.

 Access to software tools.
 Metrics for measuring the SQA pro-

gram and establishing software qual-
ity.

 SQA personnel who are integral to
the project team.

Whatever else, SQA must be assigned a
realistic role in a program, and each per-
son involved must do his or her part.
Quality assurance can only measure
quality-it cannot create it.
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A.E. Schmidt C. Constantini

Quality improvement in communication services

The application of process measurement and control provides a
substantial improvement in channel availability for RCA American
Communications customers.

What prompted RCA American
Communications, Inc. (Americom) to
pursue a service -quality improvement
program for the Private Leased Chan-
nel (PLC) product line at this time? Was
there a surge in customer complaints?
Did performance measurements show a
decrease in PLC service quality? Neither
of these events occurred. Rather, man-
agement realized that increasing corn -

Abstract: RCA American
Communications undertook a quality
improvement program in the Private
Leased Channel product line to provide
better service to customers, thereby
improving their perception of service
quality. The program identified key
performance factors that affect the
customers' use of the service-channel
availability, mean time to restore
service after an outage, and frequency
of repeat/chronic circuit troubles. The
program concentrated on specific
aspects of performance improvement,
and established improvement goals.
The Reliability and Quality Assurance
Department coordinated the
participation of Technical Operations'
headquarters and field staff and the
regional Bell operating companies. The
joint effort to improve circuit
installation and maintenance processes
resulted in fewer outages and shorter
repair times. This paper illustrates
some techniques, the corrective actions
taken, and improvements achieved.
©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept. 8, 1986
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petitive pressures resulting from the
AT&T divestiture required response in
terms of lower costs and improved ser-
vice quality.

The requirement to improve quality
presented an opportunity to demon-
strate the effectiveness of statistical
process control techniques applied to a
service industry. The communications
industry does not supply integrated cir-
cuits, televisions, cars, stereos, or other
fabricated products. But it does supply a
product-the successful operation of
communication channels. This product
comprises many distinct processes that
can be measured and controlled using
traditional process control techniques.

Fortunately, the data required to sup-
port the development of a process mea-
surement and control program was
available through the computerized
Trouble Call Management (TCM) sys-
tem placed in service in October 1981.

For the initial process control effort,
we selected the Americom Central Tele-
communications Office (CTO) in New
York City and New York Telephone
Company (NYT), because they typically
experienced many circuit outages of
long duration. The New York City loca-
tion has the most circuits in the RCA
Americom system and thus has the larg-
est impact on overall PLC perform-
ance. The San Francisco CTO and
Pacific Bell -San Francisco (PTT -SF)
were selected as controls because of
their better than average performance.

The quality improvement program
used a three -pronged approach. One,
we held a series of quality improvement
meetings with the telephone companies

(Telcos), where we adopted a team
approach to solving customer -oriented
problems. Two, we used statistical anal-
ysis of the data in the TCM system to
identify areas in the communications
process that have the greatest influence
on quality of performance. Three, we
did a series of observational studies at
the two RCA Americom CTOs to iden-
tify physical and procedural factors that
affect performance.

Substantial improvements in key per-
formance measures were obtained
through the use of statistical process
measurement and control techniques.
We attribute this to the combined
efforts of management; communica-
tions, quality, and industrial engineers;
and statisticians. As a result, RCA
Americom has more efficient opera-
tions that provide customers with better
service and thereby stays competitive in
the communications marketplace.

PLC system overview

The ground segment of RCA Ameri-
com's Private Leased Channel system
consists of microwave links between
commercial earth stations and the CTOs
in the nearby urban areas. At the CTO,
RCA Americom interfaces with a local
telephone company that provides land
lines directly to the customer's office.
This configuration exists at each end of
the communication path. The middle of
the circuit path, the space segment, con-
sists of an uplink from one earth station
to an RCA Americom-owned satellite
and a downlink to another earth station.
Figure 1 shows the complete path.
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Fig. 1. RCA Americom's typical private -leased channel configuration provides voice -grade
service.
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Fig. 2. Typical circuit configuration for a
private -leased channel as seen by the CTO
maintenance organization. A high degree of
fragmented responsibilities causes many
difficulties when we try to resolve a troubled
circuit problem.

Earth station and microwave design
features use extensive redundancy
(duplicate circuits), with automatic
switching and highly reliable equip-
ment. These features ensure that these
terrestrial segments have negligible
effect on PLC performance. Unfortu-
nately, the circuit path through the CTO
and local telephone company is primar-
ily single -thread; there is no provision to
switch the circuit to a backup parallel
path if the primary path fails. Figure 2
shows a typical circuit configuration in
the CTO/telephone company segment.

Today, 99 percent of all corrective cir-
cuit maintenance is initiated through a
customer call to the RCA Americom
Customer Service Center (CSC) located
at headquarters in Princeton, N.J. The
CSC refers the trouble to the appropri-
ate CTO, coordinates and tracks the res-
olution of the trouble, and informs the
customer of status and actions to be
taken. The information that the CSC
collects includes the troubled circuit
number, customer, CTOs and Telcos
involved, times and dates the trouble
started, and intermediate actions.

The computerized TCM database
saves this data, as well as computed
fields such as the duration of the trou-
ble. This data provides most of the input
for the Reliability and Quality Assur-
ance (R&QA) analyses and perform-
ance measures used in the PLC quality
improvement program.

NEW YORK
CTO

CUSTOMER
LOCATION

First steps
As we tried to define and quantify the
scope of the program, we saw the need
for a set of factors that influenced cus-
tomers' perception of quality. Numer-
ous brain -storming sessions were held
by Paul DeBaylo (former R&QA Man-
ager) with Martin Rayl (formerly of
David Sarnoff Research Center),
Robert Nelson and Al Schmidt (both
R&QA staff). As a result, they devel-
oped key quality measures of the instal-
lation and maintenance processes that
would be meaningful to field and head-
quarters personnel and the Telcos. Some
of these factors and the algorithm used
to calculate them are shown in Table I.

The historical data of circuit troubles
in the TCM system was used to develop
1984 performance baselines of the key
quality measures adopted. We produced
these baselines separately for the CTOs
and Telcos but, for some measures, con-
sidered their joint effect. We also exam-
ined plots of weekly or monthly aver-
ages of the measures. Figure 3 shows the
chart of PTT -SF's 1984 weekly mean
time to repair (MTR). Additional mea-
sures, such as the percent of troubles
that lasted more than 24 hours and the
percent with undetermined causes, nar-
rowed the focus of some of the broader
measures.

The R&QA department coordinated
numerous meetings with RCA Ameri-
com operations managers. We
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Table I. Key quality measures

Availability = 1 - unavailability
= 1 -[circuit-minutes inter-

rupted ÷ active circuit -
minutes]

Mean Time to Repair = [total circuit -

minutes inter-

rupted ÷ total
number of circuit
interruptions]

Trouble Rate = troubles per 100 circuits
= [total circuit troubles

(number of circuits
100)]

Repeat/Chronic Trouble Rate = 100*[num-
ber of chronic
troubles

total number

of troubles]

explained the purpose and methods of
the quality improvement program and
introduced statistical process control
techniques. We also obtained the sup-
port and services of selected staff mem-
bers as team participants.

At this point the following improve-
ment goals were established:

1. Unavailability at NY and SF: 50 -
percent reduction
2. Repeat/chronic trouble rate: 25 -
percent reduction
3. Troubles over 24 hours duration: 25 -
percent reduction
4. Mean time to repair: 25 -percent
reduction.

To solicit a cooperative approach to this
program, John Christopher, RCA
Americom's Vice President of Technical
Operations, held bimonthly meetings
with the New York and San Francisco
telephone companies' upper manage-
ment. These meetings stressed the need
to improve our customers' perception
of service quality, and introduced the
concepts of process measurement and
control. The New York Telephone Com-
pany then invited Mr. Christopher to
speak at an off -campus symposium for
150 top-level NYT operations man-
agers. The goal was to improve the
understanding of what interexchange
carriers, such as RCA Americom, were
expecting as maintenance service.
Because these meetings displayed upper
management's commitment to improv-
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Fig. 3. The plotted weekly averages of PTT -SF's mean time to repair helped determine the
baseline performance during 1984. When calculating the baseline MTR, we eliminated an
extreme value during the early part of 1984.

ing PLC service quality, they substan-
tially improved the program's credibil-
ity.

Concurrently, Thomas Kenyon, RCA
Americom Carrier Relations Manager,
scheduled working -level meetings with
the New York Telephone Company and
Pacific Bell -San Francisco. The R&QA
staff introduced the concept of the qual-
ity improvement program to their mar-
keting and operations managers. They
conducted briefings on statistical proc-
ess control, and presented the theory of
control charts. Graphs that depict the
telephone companies' baseline perform-
ance for 1984 were discussed.

RCA Americom and the telephone
companies agreed to hold monthly
problem -solving meetings to improve
customers' perception of service quality.
The initial thrust of these efforts was to
reduce the frequency of occurrence of
long -duration telephone company trou-
bles.

Observational studies were con-
ducted at the New York and San Fran-
cisco CTOs and the headquarters CSC.
The aim of these studies was to observe
and suggest improvements in trouble-
shooting, ticket handling, dispatch pro-
cedures, and interactions of the CTO,
telephone company, customer, and
CSC. The physical environment was
observed to identify if changes or
improvements would increase repair or
installation efficiency.

Analysis of performance data
Graphs of the weekly 1984 performance
measures of the CTOs and Telcos dis-
played the changes in the installation
and maintenance processes that occur
over time. However, to identify signifi-
cant changes or study the effect of fac-
tors on the indices, we needed a stan-
dard of evaluation and used control
charting techniques. Such charts indi-
cate expected dispersions in the data
and, through limits, define normal and
abnormal values.

The points on control charts repre-
sent arbitrary divisions in a process. For
example, in the repair process, one
week's repair times are averaged to give
the weekly service level for a particular
CTO, Telco, or the system. Then, we
evaluate these averages to determine if
the process is in a "controlled" state.
Once we see such a state, we can deter-
mine the process's limits that provide the
standards of evaluation.

However, such a breakdown of the
repair process does not reflect the influ-
ence of a single factor, as control charts
traditionally do for manufacturing pro-
cesses. The repair process depends on
many uncontrollable variables, such as
the location of the trouble, available
manpower, and workload. However,
control charts could provide a general
level of process analysis that reflects the
effect of new procedures and equip-
ment.
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Fig. 4. Except for three large values, this plot of the weekly mean repair times reveals a repair
process that can be modeled by a normal distribution.

Fig. 5. The control limits define the range where 99 percent of the output of the controlled
repair process should fall. Significant changes in the process can be detected by the future
movement of values on the chart.

To use the process control capabilities
of control charts, we need to determine
the controlled state. For example, we
developed an X -bar control chart for
the weekly mean time to repair (MTR)
for the CTOs and Telcos. For every
week in 1984, we computed a weekly
MTR, and then examined and tested the
MTRs for normality; that is, do they
constitute a normal distribution. Such a
distribution can be modeled by specific
statistical parameters that would define
the control limits.

Figure 4 displays the distribution of
NYT's 52 weekly MTRs for 1984.
Except for three outlying values in the
32 to 40 -hour range, the distribution
appears normal. Removal of these
points is justified, because they do not
reflect the typical repair process. The
result is a normal distribution-as deter-
mined by a chi-square, goodness -of -fit
test-with a mean of 13.8 hours and a
standard deviation of 3.54 hours. This
mean reflects the expected output of the
"controlled" repair process.

We based the control limits on the
moving -range technique. The absolute
value of the difference between consecu-
tive weekly MTRs (outliers removed) is
computed. The upper and lower control
limits are calculated as the mean of the
controlled process plus or minus 2.66
times the average absolute difference
between weekly MTRs. The resulting
control chart is displayed in Fig. 5. The-
oretically, the control limits should
encompass 99 percent of the weekly
MTRs (excluding the outliers).

The traditional rules established for
judging the future movement of points
on the chart, determining abnormal val-
ues, and detecting process change can-
not be strictly applied to RCA Ameri-
corn's situation. In many manufacturing
processes, one can react to abnormali-
ties by changing some controllable,
influencing factor. Such factors are not
readily apparent in RCA Americom's
repair process. We use the charts to
monitor general trends; abnormalities
serve as an impetus for discussion and
investigations with the parties involved.

In addition to monitoring general
performance measures, exploratory
analysis of the TCM data revealed many
underlying factors that affect the quality
of service. Various statistical
techniques-such as analysis of means,
graphical data displays, and hypothesis
testing-are used to identify the behav-
ior of certain variables as well as their
relationships to other variables.

For example, the distribution of PTT -
SF's repair times showed a significant
number in the 18 to 30 -hour range (Fig.
6). Such a bimodal distribution of times
may have accounted for the erratic
weekly MTRs.

We developed and tested hypotheses
about factors that influence repair
times. Analysis determined that the
average duration of troubles referred to
PTT -SF after 12 noon is significantly
larger than those referred before noon
(Table II). However, when we did a two-
way analysis of variance on the effects
of time -of -day and day -of -week of the
referral, the results showed that this is
true only for Tuesday and Wednesday
referrals, with an opposite pattern for
Friday (Fig. 7). PTT -SF's studies indi-
cated that many of the long -duration
troubles resulted from referrals made
during nonbusiness hours when a PTT -
SF technician was unavailable for dis-
patch to the customer's location.

RCA Americom's trouble referral
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Table II. Hypothesis test comparing PTT
SF's repair times of morning and afternoon
referrals

Step 1. Nine months of repair times

Repair duration
Count Average (hrs) Variance

Afternoon 140 10.51 hrs 96.96

Morning 358 7.28 103.33

Step 2. After log transformation to normalize

distributions

Afternoon 140 (N1) .825 (X1) .456 (V1)

Morning 358 (N2) .601 (X2) .475 (V2)

Step 3. Form the null hypothesis that there is

no difference in the average repair times for
morning and afternoon referrals

HO: X1 -X2 = 0 HA: X1 -X2 > 0

Step 4. Under HO

X1 -X2

Z = = 4.68
((V1/N1) + (V2/N2))**1/2

Step 5. Reject HO if Z > 1.645 (95 percent
confidence level)

Step 6. Therefore reject HO. evidence indi-
cates PTT -SF's afternoon -referral average
repair times and significantly larger than
morning -referral.

policy, which was adopted to reduce NY
CTO workload, was to refer all troubles
received at the CSC between 7 a.m. and
noon to the NY CTO and those from
noon to 6 p.m. to the distant CTO.
Analysis indicated that this policy
resulted in a 5- to 13 -percent increase in
repair duration for troubles that were
initially referred to the wrong location.
The negative effects of the policy were
identified as sources of improvement to
the repair process.

Analysis of NYT and NY CTO data
revealed many opportunities for
improvement. We found that the repair-

times distribution of NYT was bimodal.
Twenty percent of all troubles were in
the 24- to 40 -hour range and accounted
for 40 percent of NYT's total outage
time. A chi-square analysis (Table III)
tested the hypothesis that troubles
referred to NYT have an equal probabil-
ity of lasting longer than 24 hours
regardless of the day the trouble is
referred to them. Fridays had a higher
probability than other days of the week.
Other findings included:
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Fig. 6. 6. The bimodal shape of this distribution of repair times indicates two processes may be
involved. We compared the types of troubles centered in the 3 to 4 hour range to those
centered in the 23 to 24 hour range.

Fig. 7. Analysis of variance results displays relationships between repair times and time-of-
day/day-of-week of referral. Differences in morning/rest-of-day averages are significant only
for Tuesdays and Wednesdays, with an opposite pattern on Fridays.

n High -probability NYT troubles occur
on circuits less than 60 days old-the
infant mortality problem (Fig. 8).

7 8 percent of the troubled circuits (the
chronic circuits) accounted for 29
percent of all troubles in New York.

fri 50 percent of each repair duration
was spent in queue waiting for a tech-
nician at the NY CTO.

To further identify and understand the
underlying causes of the process that
result in such negative effects, head-
quarters and field staff jointly devel-
oped Ishikawa diagrams. Figure 9
shows such a diagram for long -duration
troubles. This technique forces atten-
tion on the mechanics of the entire proc-
ess. Similar diagrams were made for
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Table Ill. Chi-square analysis of NYT's longduration randomness.

Step 1. Six months of repair times

Observed number of durations

Day

Referral )24 hrs

Monday

Tuesday 24

Wednesday 23

Thursday 21

Friday 41

P1 = total number of )24 hrs duration
troubles = 133 = .102;
total number of referrals 1309

P2 = total number of <24 hrs duration
24 251 275 troubles = 1176 = .898;

< 24 hrs

241

266

218

200

total

265

289

239

241

133 1176 1309

Step 2. HO: probability of long duration (>24

hrs) equal

for all days of referral

Step 3. Compute expected values

Expected number of durations*

Day
Referral )24 hrs < 24 hrs

Monday 28 247

Tuesday 27 238

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

total number of referrals 1309

Step 4. Compute cell chi-square values and

sum cell chi-square values = (observed -
expected)2

expected

)24 hrs < 24 hrs

Monday .56 .06

Tuesday .32 .04

Wednesday 1.38 .16

Thursday .44 .05

Friday 11.14 1.26 Sum of values
= 15.4

Step 5. Reject HO if sum > chi-square book
value with 4 d.f., 95 percent confidence level

= 9.5

29 260 Step 6. Reject HO - caused mainly by high
Friday >24 hrs chi-square value where the
observed number is greater than expected24 215

Conclusion - probability of long duration
*Expected number = total x (P1 or P2) trouble higher for Friday referrals than other

where days

25 217
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Fig. 8. Ott's analysis of means procedure uses each age class's average percent, overall
average percent (7.5) and number compared to determine confidence limits (0,15) for
significance. The 24 percent of the circuits in the 0 to 60 day class with troubles is signifi-
cantly higher than all other classes.

repeat and chronic circuit troubles,
infant mortality circuits, and no -
trouble -found testing results.

Observational studies

Initial observations at the New York
CTO revealed many areas where
changes in methods, procedures, or
facilities could improve efficiency and
reduce irritations that maintenance
technicians experience. Some examples
included: lack of troubleshooting docu-
mentation for some equipment, an
inadequate telephone system to handle
the volume of calls, not enough com-
puter terminals and printers, and a facil-
ity layout that contributed to poor work
flow.

The San Francisco CTO suffered sim-
ilar problems, but to a lesser degree.
Considerable irritation was caused by a
lack of telephones in certain areas, con-
stant interruptions to answer the door
buzzer, and a need for training on and
documentation for some newer equip-
ment.

We conducted a formal work mea-
surement study at the headquarters
CSC to determine an appropriate match
of total workload to staffing, identify
unnecessary tasks being performed, and
determine if additional facilities were
required.

Resulting actions

As a result of the data analyses and
observational visits, headquarters,
CTO, and Telco team members met and
developed new policies and procedures.
Some were initiated to resolve identified
problem areas, whereas others were for
general system improvement. Changes
that affect the Telcos, CTOs, and head-
quarters individually as well as the inter-
faces among them were adopted. For
example, because of the CSC work mea-
surement study's findings, additional
WATS (wide area telephone service)
lines were installed and the hours of cov-
erage were increased to provide
improved response to the customer.

To address the infant mortality prob-
lem at the New York location, the tele-
phone company set up a test board in
the installation area to improve the ini-
tial testing of circuits. They also estab-
lished a Maintenance Analyzer position
to investigate young circuit troubles.
Reversed wiring and incorrect option
setting of telephone terminating equip -
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Fig. 9. The aspects of the system that may influence the occurrence of long -duration troubles
include Marketing, Telcos, and headquarters and field operations.

ment were quickly identified as two
causes. The NY CTO also set up an
installation test board and a procedure
that would refer all suspected telephone
troubles on new circuits to NYT's instal-
lation department instead of their main-
tenance department.

For long -duration troubles, NYT
devised a new tag system for quicker
identification of circuits at the cus-
tomer's location. The Maintenance
Analyzer was also assigned to investi-
gate all such troubles. Meetings between
NYT and CTO technicians improved
communications and understanding of
each other's work.

Many changes occurred at the NY
CTO to improve repair times and
increase efficiency, including:

 Computer -printed trouble tickets
provide additional information, such
as the age of the circuit and number
of troubles in the last 30 days.

- TCM terminals, technician headsets,
and patchcords were added.

 The maintenance work area was rear-
ranged.

 The site engineer was relocated from
headquarters to the CTO.

 A new phone system was installed.
 A new maintenance console worksta-

tion provided quick test capabilities.
7 More documentation was provided,

as was advanced training for field
technicians.

To reduce their occurrence, the R&QA
department at headquarters generates a
monthly list of chronic circuits that the
Field Services department, CTO, and
NYT use for investigating causes.
Recurring troubles on chronic circuits
are flagged at the CTO with a special
trouble ticket for quick identification
and, if necessary, directed to the NYT's
Maintenance Analyzer.

In San Francisco, PTT -SF adopted
changes in its operations similar to those
at NYT.

 A quick test facility was installed to
reduce the time to the first test.

7 Specific technicians were assigned to
RCA Americom's account. Their
work hours were adjusted to increase
coverage during evening hours for
dispatches.

 A chronic -circuit analyst position was
established.

In addition, PTT -SF adopted a unique
change; it issues a clearance time com-
mitment to the customer. When it
receives a trouble, PTT -SF will give a
time when the trouble will be cleared.
Because of its confidence in its mainte-
nance staff and procedures, PTT -SF
measures its performance by how often
the commitment times are met. Typi-
cally, it now meets 85 to 90 percent.

To improve repair times and increase
efficiency at the SF CTO, headquarters
changed the internal trouble -referral
policy to route troubles there earlier in
the day. Headsets were provided to tech-
nicians for freedom of motion while
troubleshooting. A new phone, night
bell, cipher lock, and door buzzer were
added.

Many changes to the work environ-
ment, procedures, and policies at New
York and San Francisco were imple-
mented at various times during 1985.
Therefore, we did not expect immedi-
ate, drastic improvements in specific
problem areas or overall performance.
Rather, we hoped to achieve progress
after an adjustment period.

Independent of the quality improve-
ment program, RCA Americom man-
agement had forseen the need for a pre-
ventive maintenance program for PLC
services. Robert Blount of Plant Engi-
neering was assigned the task of devel-
oping the specifications for a computer -
controlled automatic test system.
Besides detecting impairments, the sys-
tem was required to isolate faults to a
specific section of the circuit.

The processor unit and peripheral
equipment are located at RCA Ameri-
com's headquarters in Princeton, N.J.
Dial -up modems provide the communi-
cations link to each CTO, where the cir-
cuits are wired into a switch matrix that
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Table IV. Improvements 1984 vs. 1985

Mean time to
repair (hours)

1984 1985 Percent
improvement

SF CTO 3.6 1.8 50

PTT -SF 10.7 6.3 41

NY CTO 4.3 2.8 35

NYT 15.2 13.0 15

Troubled service %

1984 1985 Percent
improvement

SF CTO 22 07 68

PTT -SF .11 .05 55

NY CTO .19 .11 42

NYT .21 16 24

Troubles Per
100 circuits

1984 1985 Percent
improvement

SF CTO 9.41 6.87 27

NY CTO

PTT -SF 1.45 1.24 14

NYT 2.34 2.03 13

provides access for testing. Hekimian
Laboratories, Incorporated (H LI),
which provided the hardware and soft-
ware, worked closely with Robert
Blount to develop the required func-
tions.

Originally, the HLI system was for
routinely tested circuits to locate and
repair transmission impairments before
customers noticed them. However,
plans are underway to use the HLI sys-
tem as a quick test facility to further
improve our response to customer -
reported troubles. Troubles that are
called into the CSC will be referred to
the technicians assigned to this facility.
With the HLI system, they will isolate
the trouble to a segment of the circuit
and refer the trouble to the appropriate
CTO for resolution.

Performance monitoring

Each month, the R&QA department
computes and adds weekly key per-
formance measures to the control
charts. At the request of management
and the Telcos, additional indices are
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Fig. 10. Mean time to repair for (A) PtPT-SF and (B) NY CTO. Because of actions of the qual'ty
improvement program as reflected i 1985 data, the new control limits show a decrease in
the repair process average and weekly variability

charted, including percent of troubled
circuits across the.system, system avail-
ability percent, and mean reaction
(queue) time to a trouble. All control
charts, as well as the listing of chronic
circuits, are developed for each CTO
and Telco in the system. Also distributed
is a monthly CTO Manager's report that
lists various activities such as the numt
ber of troubles handled, referrals td

other CTOs and Telcos, the causes of
troubles at that location, and so on.

Accomplishments

Based on the policy and procedure
changes that resulted from the observa-
tional studies, data analyses and joint
meetings, 1985 performance improved
significantly over 1984. We computed
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new control limits and averages for the
key quality measures based on 1985
data. Table IV and Fig. 10 compare the
measures for 1984 and 1985.

In New York, NYT's infant -mortality
trouble rate decreased 34 percent from
41 to 27 troubles per 100 circuits (Fig.
11). NYT's percent of troubles with
greater than 24 -hours duration decreas-
ed 27 percent from 15 to 11 percent. The
percent of chronic circuits decreased 71
percent from 4.2 to 1.2 percent (Fig. 12).

In San Francisco, PTT -SF's percent
of troubles of greater than 24 -hours
duration decreased 58 percent from 8 to
3.4 percent. The percent of chronic cir-
cuits decreased 67 percent from 1.8 to
0.6 percent.

Not only did the level of many mea-
sures improve but their week -to -week or
month -to -month variation decreased.
This indicates that the respective CTOs
and companies began to stabilize their
operations.

As mentioned previously, the New
York location is the largest in terms of
the number of circuits. Because avail-
ability is a function of the trouble rate
and outage restoral time, the quality
improvement efforts in New York, as
well as San Francisco, meant the percent
of troubled service for the entire RCA
Americom system decreased 33 percent
from 0.40 to 0.27 percent. Figure 13 dis-
plays the corresponding improvement
in circuit availability for the PLC system
from 1984 to 1985. RCA Americom's
customers are receiving higher quality
communications channels with fewer
outages and shorter repair times.

Conclusions
1I we compare the accomplishments to
the improvement goals, it is apparent
that statistical process -control tech-
niques, combined with a multidisci-
plined team approach to problem solv-
ing, can achieve significant quality
improvements in a service organization.
However, efforts must continue to
maintain the accomplishments and
strive for further improvements.

Many other quality improvement
areas remain to be addressed. With a
systematic method of determining the
cost of nonconformance for certain
operations and processes, we can iden-
tify the ones with the greatest pay -back
potential and measure the results
achieved. Finally, the concept that qual-
ity is everyone's job must become sec-
ond nature to all in the organization.
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Fig. 11. Significant improvement in the trouble rate for young circuits (0 to 60 days) resulted
from the changes in the installation process at the NY CTO and telephone company.

Fig. 12. Through improved trouble -shooting procedures, work flow and communications
with NYT, the percent of circuits experiencing many outages in short periods of time
decreased.
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The Engineer's Notebook

LeVarn J.C. Lofton

Automated incident reporting

From a distant terminal, RCA field representatives can report
problems for quick solution.

RCA Automated Systems Division
(ASD) provides the organizational
maintenance test set for the M1 Abrams
tank and the M2/M3 Bradley Fighting
Vehicle. Over 700 of these STE-M1/
FVS test sets are in use at Army facilities
in the United States and Europe.

The effectiveness of STE-Ml/FVS in
detecting and isolating vehicle failures is
primarily a function of its application
programs or firmware. To maintain and
improve the quality of this firmware,
RCA field representatives must give
ASD immediate feedback on any prob-
lems that they discover. Then, we at
ASD send corrected application pro-
grams to the field as part of periodically
scheduled field updates. An automated
incident reporting system simplifies
describing these problems, and also
reports hardware failures and documen-
tation errors or omissions.

Automated Incident Reporting

In the past, problem descriptions were
handled manually. Paper forms, called
incident analysis reports (IARs), were
completed by hand and sent through the
U.S. Mail. Today, automated incident
reporting replaces this slow and labori-

Abstract: Electronic communications
are helping field representatives report
and solve maintenance problems in the
field. A new electronic reporting system
eliminates the old slow, tedious way of
filling out and mailing incident reports.
©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept. 8, 1986
Reprint RE -31-5-6

ous process with an electronic system
that allows immediate transmission of
product problems via electronic mail.
This system helps ASD track failures
and make rapid adjustments to its prod-
ucts.

Although we initially created the
Automated Incident Reporting system
for the STE-M1 /FVS program, it can
be used to facilitate field communica-
tions on virtually any product. For STE-
M1 /FVS, the new reporting system is
built around the existing electronic mail
system that the U.S. Army Tank Auto-
motive Command (TACOM) operates
in Warren, Michigan, to which RCA
subscribes. Figure 1 depicts the full sys-
tem, as it was designed and currently
operates.

Hardware

At the field location, the RCA field rep-
resentative uses a personal computer to
create an electronic version of the IAR.
In the course of setting up the electronic
reporting system, we investigated sev-
eral computers and selected the Actrix
terminal because of its combination of
features.

The Actrix terminal contains a 12 -
inch screen display, keyboard, printer,
dual floppy -disk memory, and a 600 -
baud modem (modulator -demodulator)
and acoustic coupler for communica-
tions. Its chief disadvantage is a weight
of 40 lbs. But this disadvantage is mini-
mal, because most units are seldom
moved once they are set up at a field
location.

With the Actrix terminal, the field
representative can call up a blank IAR
form on the screen, fill it out and edit it
off line (off line means the terminal is
not communicating with a main com-
puter). The terminal's memory can store
up to 14 completed forms. At this point,
the generation of the IARs is complete.

Then, through the Actrix modem and
coupler, the field representative can dial
the electronic mail system using a special
800 number, access the control
sequence, and transmit the completed
forms to the Prime computer at
TACOM. The Actrix screen displays the
text that is being sent and indicates when
the file has been transmitted.

Software

The software that the reporting system
uses is a combination of standard utili-
ties provided with the Actrix terminal,
and unique software that we developed
to generate the IAR forms and perform
the control sequences required to access
TACOM's Prime computer. We wrote
the new software in the BASIC language
to permit ready adaptation to newer
types of terminals that may be deployed
at future field sites.

The BASIC software also allowed the
data entry field for the problem descrip-
tion to expand from four lines on the
original IAR form to a maximum of 200
lines on the electronic system. To
counter the potential problem of wasted
disk space, we designed a separate
indexed file that corresponds to the par-
ticular IAR, but grows only as needed.
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Fig. 1. Each field representative uses his terminal to compose and transmit IARs and other
messages. The Prime computer, with its 800 -number access, provides a central message
storage. Field reps can read each other's reports as well as bulletins originating from ASD.

A new field, called EXTRA PAGE,
contains a Yor Nto indicate if extra text
is in the indexed file.

In addition to handling IARs, the
electronic reporting system can also
process free text messages. Because all
field locations and ASD share a single
subscriber identification, all RCA field
representatives can read mail that origi-
nated at any location. This allows rapid
two-way communication. Newly dis-
covered problems are disseminated

immediately via IARs, and field repre-
sentatives who have experience dealing
with the problems can relay their solu-
tions or clarifications via a free text mes-
sage. Field bulletins that originatated at
ASD are broadcast to all field represent-
atives in the same way.

ASD obtains the IAR and free text
messages from TACOM through a
Racal-Vadic modem and PASCAL lan-
guage software. The PASCAL pro-
grams cause the Digital Equipment Cor-

poration VAXTM computer at ASD to
call TACOM's Prime computer auto-
matically each day to read and store all
messages. To distinguish between IARs
and free text messages, the VAX com-
puter looks for the phrase Incident
Analysis Report. It then assigns a num-
ber to each IAR and stores them in a
local database. The IAR files corres-
pond to the database entry fields on the
IAR form.

To retrieve files, the VAX computer
uses the DATATRIEVE database lan-
guage that can be accessed through the
PASCAL program. The DATATRIEVE
language permits selective retrievals of
IAR data from any of the fields of the
form. These include: date, location,
failed hardware component or assem-
bly, software routine in use, and similar
pertinent information.

An ASD secretary prints a copy of the
mail from the VAX computer and
checks to see if any Incident Analysis
Reports or free text messages were
received. Engineers and managers can
then begin the process of solving prod-
uct problems.

Future enhancements
Currently, the RCA field representatives
do not see the IARs once they are sent
and do not know the IAR number
assigned by the VAX program.

Possibilities for the future might
include allowing the representatives to
dial directly into the VAX computer at
ASD in Burlington. In this way, a repre-
sentative could access the database of
IARs and perform any number of inqui-
ries.

For more information about Auto-
mated Incident Reporting, call Marc
LeVarn at Tacnet 326-3596 or Jeffrey
Lofton at Tacnet 326-5264.
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G.R. Van Hoorde / L.M. Sukey

Predicting the reliability of color television

The television receiver is a major contributor in RCA's effort to
provide reliable sets.

The modern television receiver is
designed to meet the requirements of a
very sophisticated market. It may not be
obvious at first, but the market is excep-
tionally knowledgeable for several rea-
sons.

First, consumers are able to compare
all major characteristics of the product
in dozens of retail outlets competing for
their business. By evaluating competi-
tive sales presentations, consumers can
detail any possible advantage of a par-
ticular receiver such as appearance, per-
formance, features, warranties, and
price.

Second, independent testing labora-
tories, at little or no charge, inform the
consumer of subtle parameters that may
be more difficult to ascertain personally
such as safety, reliability, ease of repair,

Abstract: A simple tool computes the
reliability of a television receiver.
Modeling the reliability of color
television receivers in today's
competitive environment is a complex
project. This paper focuses on the
identification and description of the
parameters that model the color
televisions system reliability in its
design phase. It will also discuss the
impact of these parameters on the TV
receiver's reliability. The model is
comprised of five major components
that contribute to the system's total
effectiveness: Inherent -Design
Active/Dormant, Vendor
Manufacturing, Storage and
Transportation.

©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept 8, 1986
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and perceived value. The consumer, too,
spends over eight hours a day, every day
becoming familiar with the product.
Probably no other manufactured items
in today's marketplace has as much
interface with the consumer for such a
prolonged time as the television receiver.
When today's consumers go out to buy a
TV receiver, they will be very aware of
the best values and where to obtain
them.

Besides well-informed consumers, a
third factor in the marketplace has
caused the television to achieve its high-
est value to the consumer in history. This
is the wide selection of product manu-
factured by the best and most efficient
corporations in the world.

The American consumer can select
from European, American, and Far
Eastern product with little or no govern-
ment restrictions or tariffs.

Today's manufacturers, the survivors
of two decades of upheaval in the televi-
sion industry, have added a color picture
and dramatically improved perform-
ance. They have increased screen size
and improved reliability to more than
ten times that of earlier sets. They have
added remote control that allows the
consumer to access the entire system
from an easy chair or bed. And, they did
all this while reducing the price of the
product in spite of inflation.

The survivors of this upheaval are the
giants of industry. All the less sophisti-
cated, less efficient, less committed
manufacturers have long since left the
field.

This is the environment in which
RCA currently finds itself and where it
must struggle to maintain its position as
the foremost supplier of televisions in
the United States. This paper describes

the method of computing the reliability
of the television receiver, which is a
major element of reliability's contribu-
tion to RCA's effort.

Color television reliability and
failure rates
The probability of survival of a televi-
sion receiver in the field is defined by the
classical reliability formula

R = e
where

R is the probability of survival,
e is the constant 2.7183,
X is the failure rate in failures per unit

of time and,
t is the operating time.

However, in the television industry, a
failed circuit is repaired and the TV
receiver is returned to service. There-
fore, the emphasis does not lie in the
probability of survival, but rather on the
number of failures that have occurred
over a certain time, usually the warranty
period.

As a result, we have chosen to pregent
the color -television reliability model in
the form

X T = (X lta) (X2td) (X3tI)
+ (X4) +

(X 5t,) + (X6) 100

X T = Total number of service calls per
100 instruments in 90 days

= Active operating time = 662 hours
td = Dormant time = 1,498 hours
ts = Storage time = 4,320 hours
X = Contribution of inherent, active
failure rate to system reliability
X 2 = Contribution of inherent, dor-
mant failure rate
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X = Contribution of vendor failure
rate
X 4 = Contribution of manufacturing -
process failure rate
X = Contribution of storage degrada-
tion
X 6 = Contribution of transportation
effects.

Now that the system reliability model
has been defined, we can analyze each
component of this model.

Inherent active component

The design -inherent active component
describes the inherent reliability of the
design. The reliability estimate is based
on part specifications, parts lists, and
application stress measurements applied
to the most -current engineering proto-
types. It represents an intrinsic reliabil-
ity that cannot be modified significantly
except by further basic design change.

For practical purposes, this compo-
nent is described during the TV receiver
life in the field by the constant failure
rate, and is measured in terms of ran-
dom failure rates. Design -inherent fail-
ures are caused by external thermal,
electrical, or environmental stresses on
the parts and materials.

To calculate device active failure of
individual parts, in contrast to dormant
failure rates explained below, we use
historical or theoretical data from out-
side sources such as MIL-HDBK-217.
Our own television receivers and relia-
bility development models demonstrate
field failure rates.

Specific models are developed for
each type of part and integrated into a
general model. As an example, one reli-
ability model we developed is an inte-
grated circuit model. It allows us to eval-
uate an integrated circuit based on its
own technology and the special charac-
teristics found to influence reliability of
those devices.

To illustrate consider a CD4013B
integrated circuit manufactured by
complementary metal -oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) technology. It has 3422
sq. mils of chip size, 1900 sq. mils of
metalization area, 2700 sq. mils of
active area, three diffusion steps, and 14
bonds. Table I presents the model that
reflects these considerations. (See refer-
ences 1 and 2.)

The quality factor for the model is
developed from the performance of
similar integrated circuits currently used
in television receivers. The data is identi-

Table I. Integrated circuit reliability mathematical model

XT = (x an- TTT,) + 0 brrTTTT,) + (X :IT TTT + (X ,TT,)
+ (X CTTQ) + (X ,TTTTT,) + (X aTTO + (X TTO

Failure mode

a-Oxide layer

b-Faulty bonds
X -Metalization

> ,-Faulty diffusion
X a-Foreign materials

Xg-Die header bonding
g-Surface defect

X 6-Crystal imperfections

TT, = quality factor
TT, = thermal degradation

Baseline failure rates
in failures/109 hours

6.5/1000 sq. mils of
metalization
0.37/bond
2.25/1000 sq. mils. of
metalization
0.42/diffusion step
0.42/1000 sq. mils of active
and metalization areas
6 per device
0.043/1000 sq. mils of chip area
0.33/1000 sq. mils of chip area

fied by technology and, within each
technology, by individual supplier. The
thermal degradation factor represents
degradation mechanisms that are accel-
erated by temperature and electrical

It is largely composed of phenom-
ena that follow the ARRHENIUS
model.

For the reliability model, the accelera-
tion factors from changes in junction
temperatures are listed in Table II.

Now, use the CD4013B integrated
circuit example presented above and
assume a junction temperature of 45°C
and a quality factor of 4.1. The resulting
failure rate of this device under the given
conditions is 213 FITS (failures/ I09
hours).

Table III illustrates the procedure for
performing the calculation.

Inherent dormant component
The inherent, dormant failure rate cov-
ers the time that the television receiver is
off in the customer's home. This failure
rate largely depends on temperature
cycling stresses that result from power
cycling when the customer turns the set
on and off.

Our model incorporates the failure
rate techniques described in reference 2.

Vendor component

To arrive at a vendor failure rate compo-
nent, we apply a quality factor multi-
plier to the active failure rate. It is added

to the model using the quality factor
(TT,) described previously. When we
use a poor supplier for a critical device,
this practice allows us to add a larger
factor than would be needed for a sim-
ple, low stressed device. This number is
then extracted from the model to iden-
tify the vendor contribution to the sys-
tem model.

To derive factors for integrated cir-
cuits, we use the most recent, demon-
strated performance of each supplier in
the corresponding technology, as mea-
sured in the final, instrument life test.
Other active or passive device quality
factors are taken from models described
in MIL-HDBK-217D and then modi-
fied by our experience factors.

Manufacturing component

In the model, the manufacturing failure
rate component represents the field fail-
ure mechanisms that the assembly proc-
ess contributes as a result of inadequate
assembly and test methods, improper
handling, and shortcomings in the
manufacturability of the design. Fail-
ures predicted for new television receiv-
ers are based on the instrument life test
data of current similar product.

Then, we compare this data with the
proposed yield goals for the new models
and the associated programs to achieve
these goals. This comparison generates
the expected percent defective for the
manufacturing component.
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Table II. Multiplication factors

Junction temperature (°C) Multiplying factor (TT)
25 1.0

55 2.0
75 3.3

100 6.1

125 11.1

150 21.0
175 37.8
200 70.0
250 237.0

Table Ill. CD40138 failure rate calculation

X Oxide layer
X h Faulty bonds

X , Metalization

X d Faulty diffusion
X , Foreign materials
X , Die header bonding

X Surface defect

X h Crystal imperfections

= 6.5 x 1.9 x 1.7 x 4.1
= 0.37 x 14 x 1.7 x 4.1
= 2.25 x 1.9 x 1.7 x 4.1
= 0.42 x 3 x 4.1
= 0.42 x 4.6 x 4.1
= 6 x 1.7 x 4.1
= 0.043 x 3.422 x 4.1
= 0.33 x 3.422 x 4.1

= 86 FITS
= 36 FITS
= 30 FITS
= 5 FITS
= 8 FITS
= 42 FITS
= 1 FITS

= 5 FITS
Total 213 FITS

Storage component

This component models the time period
when the television receivers are stored
in their cartons before sale without
being operated or energized periodi-
cally. During this period, some of the
major stresses the receiver will experi-
ence are extremes in temperature and
humidity. This phase in the model is
assumed to be an average of six months
and includes storage at RCA and dis-
tributor warehouses.

Transportation component

The transportation component of the
model describes the failure occurrences
from mechanical stresses, vibration,
and shock while the television receivers
are transported by truck, rail or plane
and during warehouse handling. All
packaging factors form a matrix and the
performance scores for each factor
determine a rating. Then we combine
the individual ratings to produce an
overall rating.

Model evaluation

This model is evaluated by empirical
testing conducted by our Product Pro-
tection Laboratory. The test sequence
consists of the following segments:

Packing design -Packaging design
refers to the shock and vibration protec-
tion that the packaging offers to the
instrument.

Cabinet type -The basic cabinet type is
considered as a factor that affects the
instrument's reliability. For example, a
large wood console may have long
cables and speakers, possibly held in
place with plastic push rivets. Both of
these items tend to degrade the reliabil-
ity of the instrument.
Shock fragility -Shock fragility is the
basic shock sensitivity of the instru-
ment.
G -level factor -This factor measures
the G -level that is transmitted through
the package during an impact; for
example, when a packaged instrument is
accidentally dropped. The G -level that
the instrument, without packaging, is
able to withstand is compared to the 0 -
level transmitted through the packag-
ing. This comparison generates a safety
G -level or safety margin.
Vibration displacement -This factor
measures the amplified displacement at
resonance. A displacement that is too
high tends to cause broken components
or solder connections.
Random vibration performance -This
factor measures how well the instru-
ment performs in the standard truck,
rail, and plane simulations.
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I.J. Kratz/ D.J. Gray

Semiconductor quality assurance and reliability
programs

Constant testing and analysis ensure that consumers get reliable
televisions

The televisions that RCA Consumer
Electronics produces are manufactured
with components of the highest quality
and reliability practical within the con-
straints of the competitive marketplace.
Taken as a family, the semiconductor is
the most dominant component in the
evolution of television's technology,
quality, and reliability in recent years. A
semiconductor component may be in-
corporated in a tuner, a remote trans-
mitter, a color television built by the Tai-
wan facility, or in a television assembled
at the Bloomington facility. It must,
however, conform to CE specifications
and standards designed to ensure semi-
conductor quality and reliability.

The CE semiconductor quality sys-
tem starts with the selection and qualifi-
cation of components from suppliers
with proven quality and reliability per-
formance. Before, during, and after the
television manufacturing process, we
extensively test and monitor the compo-
nent performance. When we identify a
design, manufacturing, device, or sup-
plier weakness, we address it through
corrective action, testing, and screening.

Abstract: A component quality
system helps us obtain high -quality,
reliable components from our
semiconductor suppliers. Continuous
monitoring, testing, and analysis
enable us to identify problems quickly
and take corrective action.
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The device's improved quality and relia-
bility performance then becomes a new
standard for gauging future device and
supplier performance, thus providing
an ever -improving target for device
quality and reliability.

Supplier selection and device
qualification
The supplier selection process is a forum
of Design Engineering, Component
Engineering, Reliability Engineering,
Strategic Sourcing, and Components
Quality Assurance (QA). All groups
want the best part at the best price, but
each has its own priorities and areas of
responsibility.

Strategic Sourcing supplies the piece
price and development costs for each
supplier, Design and Component Engi-
neering provide the technology and elec-
trical performance requirements, and
Reliability Engineering and Compo-
nents QA provide the quality and relia-
bility history.

Standard quality and reliability data,
expressed in parts per million (PPM) or
failures per 109 hours (FITS), can seem
somewhat nebulous when compared to
electrical performance or part cost.
Consequently, we often translate the
reliability data into an actual "cost of
quality" that is expressed as the cost per

Table I. Cost of quality

part above and beyond the original pur-
chase price.

This translation of the data provides a
much more tangible expression of relia-
bility that helps us make decisions. We
also use this "cost of quality" in negoti-
ating yearly contracts for piece price and
determining contract allocation for
multiple suppliers. For example, Table I
lists the "cost of quality" calculations
based on 1985 production data for a
given supplier.

The true part cost to RCA to use these
parts was 8.1 cents more per part than
the initial part price. Each semiconduc-
tor device (or family of devices) must
receive Engineering Approval ("E" -
Approval) and Manufacturing Approv-
al ("M" -Approval) before being used in
production applications. The "E" -
Approval process tests whether the
device conforms to parametric specifi-
cations, functionality, and quality and
reliability standards. Although several
different groups do this testing and eval-
uation, Component Engineering is
responsible for coordinating them and
documenting results.

During part and application develop-
ment, engineering performs extensive
device characterization testing, process
matrix sample evaluations, and supplier
test correlation work to ensure that the
actual "E" -Approval samples conform

Commodity Line Reliability Usage Cost impact
(PPM) (FITS) (106) per part (S)

Zener Diodes 16 839 7.6 0.0807
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SAMPLE
QUANTITY

RHP-1000
168 Hours

INITIAL
REGULAR

1

LONG LIFE
500 Hours

INITIAL
SHAKE/DROP

LONG LIFE
500 Hours

WAREHOUSE
STOCK

Fig. 1. CAL sample quantity test sequence.

to the specification. They test samples
for functionality and conformance to
specifications using a combination of
automatic, bench, and application tests.
For custom or semicustom parts, this
process is repeated with each design cut
of the integrated circuit. For all semi-
conductor devices the process is
repeated with each design revision or
sample build of the instrument or mod-
ule (engineering go -rounds, factory
pilot, pre -production, and production).
Formal "E" -Approval testing repeats
all previous tests using production -

ready parts in a production -ready appli-
cation.

Each device type must undergo both
physical and reliability evaluation by the
Component Reliability Lab (CRL), a
section of Components Quality Assur-
ance. For custom and semicustom inte-
grated circuits, the evaluation starts at
flrst-cut silicon with a destructive physi-
cal evaluation. The device's physical
construction is evaluated to standards
based on MIL -STD -883C, Condition B.
At second cut we do the physical evalua-
tion again as well as a reliability evalua-
tion that includes humidity testing, ther-
mal shock and burn -in. We repeat this
process on subsequent cuts and formal
"E" -Approval samples.

For discrete semiconductors and
standard, commercial integrated cir-
cuits we may do a preliminary physical
evaluation on a limited sample to help
us select a supplier. A thorough physical
and reliability evaluation is then per-
formed once the supplier selection has
been made. "M" -Approval is per-
formed in the user plant by the Material
Quality Department/Purchased Mate-
rial Inspection group (MQD/PMI). The
"M" -Approval process tests the same

1

RHP-1000
168 Hours

parametric and functional specifica-
tions as "E" -Approval to determine the
form, fit, and function of a mass-
produced device in a mass -production
environment.

When any construction changes, a
manufacturing location changes, or pre-
vious approvals have been rescinded
because of poor incoming test, line or
reliability performance, a supplier must
resubmit qualification samples for "E"
and "M" -Approval. This includes doc-
umentation that outlines the reason for
the resubmission, a detailed description
of the changes or corrective actions
taken, and samples that show those
changes or corrective actions. The
appropriate CE groups then evaluate
the description of the changes as well as
the devices submitted to determine the
effect or effectiveness of the proposed
changes.

Supplier qualification

The minimum quality and reliability
system requirements that a supplier
must meet when supplying components
to CE are outlined in RCA/CE Quality,
Reliability and Safety Manual Specifi-
cation 04-03-02, formerly QRSM-III.
This specification covers items such as
device qualification and approval,
acceptance of production material, and
supplier's requirements. We do initial
surveys and periodic audits of the sup-
plier's facilities to verify compliance
with the document's requirements. Sur-
veys and audits are performed at the
supplier's wafer fabrication facility and
assembly facility, even if it is the suppli-
er's subcontractor.

Sometimes, additional testing or
screening may be required to meet qual-

ity and reliability goals. If so, a QRSM-
Q & R Supplement, added to the pur-
chase contract, outlines any special
testing requirements. Tests or screens
that might be required include burn -in,
preconditioning and lot acceptance test-
ing.

Production process monitors

Once the semiconductor device has been
qualified and reaches the production
plant, the Quality Control (QC) Depart-
ment monitors, documents, and reports
its progress through incoming inspec-
tion, production and finished instru-
ment or module testing. Incoming
inspection is the responsibility of the
Material Quality Department/
Purchased Material Inspection group
(MQD/PMI). Product QC monitors
line performance and QC Engineering
does tracking and follow-up. Sample
testing of the finished module or instru-
ment is the responsibility of the Con-
sumer Acceptance Laboratory (CAL).
The primary responsibility of MQD/
PMI is to assure that purchased material
and material from other CE plants com-
plies with the drawings and specifica-
tions. Depending on a part's perform-
ance history, the incoming sampling
schedule may be ship -to -stock (only
occasional sampling), skip -lot sam-
pling, sampling of each lot, or full
inspection. The sampling plans that
PMI uses are based on MIL -STD -105D.
Usually rejected material is returned to
the supplier. But if the material is needed
to support production, then the Mate-
rial Review Board (QC, Components
QA, and Components Engineering)
decides if it can be reworked or sorted.

MQD/PMI maintains the inspection
results for each lot of material by part
number and supplier and regularly
sends the supplier an Appraisal Material
Purchase Systems (AMPS) report that
summarizes the inspection results. The
AMPS report enables CE and the sup-
plier to analyze the incoming test results
and provides the basis for corrective
action.

In addition, the AMPS information
that is used to calculate a quality per-
formance rating provides a comparative
measure of a supplier's performance for
all the device types it may supply.

The quality performance rating
(Table II) is based upon a six-month
summary and is calculated as:
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Table II. Performance Ratings-177 A
Performance x -x 100

N + 1 N
P (Preferred) 95.00 and above
A (Acceptable) 85.00 to 94.99

where: U (Unacceptable) 84.99 or below
N = Number of lots inspected
A = Number of lots accepted

I (Unrated) 0 lots inspected; or N = 1, A = 1;
or N = 2, A = 2

Table II lists the performance rating cri-
teria.

Production QC monitors semicon-
ductor performance on the assembly
line. Troubleshooters save all semicon-
ductor devices that are pulled during
module or instrument repairs and rou-
tinely return these failures to PMI for
confirmation. The data accumulated is
reported in the Solid State Performance
Report. This report details the monthly
usage, number of line pulls, confirma-
tion rate, and confirmed process aver-
age (the number of confirmed failures
reported in parts per million) by part
number and supplier.

QC Engineering or Resident Engi-
neering (the design and factory liaison)
selectively forward parts pulled from
the semiconductor line to QA for return
to the supplier or failure analysis. (Fail-
ure analysis is the in-depth, physics -of -
failure analysis that CRL does,
although both the Juarez and Taiwan
plants have limited failure -analysis
capability). CRL sends the failure anal-
ysis results to the supplier (when it is a
supplier -related problem) and to the
QC, Resident, Design and Component
Engineering groups for corrective
action.

The Bloomington, Juarez, and Tai-
wan plants each have a Consumer
Acceptance Lab (CAL) that conducts
sample inspections and reliability tests
on ready to ship products. We will only
discuss Bloomington CAL here.

The Consumer Acceptance Lab
The Bloomington Consumer Accept-
ance Lab (CAL) performs a daily sam-
ple inspection (Table II) on completely
assembled TV sets from each of the
fourteen production lines. The samples
are taken from warehouse stock after
the instruments have been packed for
shipment.

Before inspection, they subject a sub-
set of each sample to a simulated ship-
ping test. The inspection (CAL -Initial
Test) is a functional light and play test at
room temperature.

Instruments from one model line are
selected on a rotating basis from the

CAL -Initial Test samples each day for
the RHP-1000 Test. This is a 168 -hour
operating life test at 90 = F ± 5 = F ambi-
ent with the line voltage at 130 Vac. The
power is cycled periodically, resulting in
the equivalent of 134 hours of field
operation.

When a failure is detected in initial,
RHP or long -life testing, the CAL ana-
lyzes the instrument to determine the
exact cause of failure. If a component
caused it, the failed component is tagged
and all pertinent information is logged
into the computer. Semiconductor fail-
ures are routinely forwarded to CRL for
confirmation, characterization, disposi-
tion, and tracking. The CAL log data
system is revised and updated as the fail-
ures are analyzed.

From this information, Reliability
Engineering calculates the predicted
field -failure rates by part number and
supplier:

Failure Rate

/(Wo) + 1.61 (RHP (07o)) x 106 FITS

400
where: I(%) is the percentage of failures

in the CAL Initial Test, and
RHP(%) is the percentage of
failures in the RHP 1000 Test.

In addition, Reliability Engineering
uses the CAL data and device -
construction data (die size, active area,
technology, etc.) to calculate a Quality
Factor for each supplier by technology.
This information provides a relative fig-
ure of merit for comparing or selecting
suppliers. The Quality Factor also pro-
vides a historical reference that we can
use to predict reliability for future part
and application development.

Problem solving and follow-up
CRL-the testing, evaluation, and fail-
ure analysis section of Components
QA-does the reliability and physical
evaluation portion of the "E" -
Approval process. Production line fail-
ures, CAL failures, field failures, etc.
are routinely forwarded to CRL for

confirmation, physics -of -failure analy-
ses, or return to the supplier. CRL's ana-
lytical capabilities include microprobes;
microscope; and scanning -electron -
microscope examinations; analysis by
energy dispersive X-ray, cross -sections,
angle -laps; and accelerated, environ-
mental and burn -in testing. These test
capabilities enable Components QA to
characterize failures, determine the
physics -of -failure, and develop and per-
form screens or lot -acceptance testing.
In addition, they can evaluate the effec-
tiveness of screens or corrective action
proposed by the supplier, other groups
within CE, or QA.

CRL's reliability test, study, and fail-
ure analyses results are widely commu-
nicated through CE and to the supplier
both verbally and in writing. This infor-
mation provides the foundation for
decisions that concern part, module,
and instrument disposition, screens,
and corrective action.

Components QA administers and
coordinates the follow-up and correc-
tive action process from data collection
and analysis through corrective action
development, prove -in, and implemen-
tation. The short-term goal of the cor-
rective action process is to obtain a reli-
able product to support production.
The long-term goal is to correct the
manufacturing process (either the sup-
plier's or CE's) to eliminate the possibil-
ity of a recurrence. If we cannot totally
eliminate the problem, we devise a test
gate or screen and incorporate it into the
standard manufacturing process. If the
problem is supplier related, the special
tests are specified in the purchase con-
tract by the QRSM-Q&R Supplement
mentioned previously. While addressing
a specific component problem may be
one of the most -visible functions of
Components QA, most of its effort is
spent on improving general component
quality and reliability. Addressing gen-
eral component reliability may range
from recommending a process change
that encompasses an entire family of
parts to individually isolating and cor-
recting each problem.

The AMPS, Solid State Perform -
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ance, and CAL Reports and CE failure
analyses are routinely communicated to
the suppliers by Components QA. The
results of a supplier's quality and relia-
bility testing and failure analyses are, in
turn, routinely communicated to CE. A
constant exchange of communication
among Components QA, Component
Engineering, Strategic Sourcing and the
suppliers coordinates efforts to isolate,
understand, and correct component
problems.

Summary

The consumer's perception of the qual-
ity and reliability of RCA televisions is
based in part on the quality and reliabil-
ity of the components that are used in
the manufacture of those products.

The CE quality system provides three
key functions to obtain and maintain
quality semiconductor suppliers:

Numerous monitors provide CE with
the data to measure device and sup-
plier performance before, during,
and after the television manufactur-
ing process.

Analytical capabilities to isolate and
analyze device problems enable CE to
react quickly and take an active role
in the corrective action process.
Constant communication with semi-
conductor suppliers provides an
enlightened and cooperative effort
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toward product improvement.
The CE component quality system plays
an active and effective role in providing
a television with the quality and reliabil-
ity that the American consumer
demands.

Based on 1981 and 1985 field service
data, the cooperative effort between CE
and its semiconductor suppliers has
resulted in a 46 -percent reduction in the

number of 90 -day service calls for semi-
conductor related failures. This trans-
lates into a 50 -percent reduction in ser-
vice calls for diodes and transistors, and
a 41 -percent reduction in service calls
for integrated circuits. With the
increased use of integrated circuits, this
represents a 71 -percent improvement in
their reliability despite a significant
increase in device complexity.
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G.F. Floridis

RCA Service Company-A quality beginning

Customers return if we have an image of quality service

For more than forty years, RCA Ser-
vice Company has successfully sup-
ported the RCA tradition of quality by
providing services to its customers.
RCA Service Company has grown over
this period into an international, diver-
sified organization that provides a vari-
ety of services and products to govern-
ment, business, and consumer markets.
There is no comparable service organi-
zation anywhere in the world.

Why the additional investment in
quality?
It may be helpful to portray the size,
complexity, and breadth of RCA Service
Company.

With over 17,000 employees and 13
businesses, RCA Service Company
makes two million residential and one
million business service calls per year.
We sell almost a quarter of a million TV
sets per year and have an installed base
of over 1,300,000 telephone lines. We
have 440 government contracts and
operate in over 500 locations world-
wide. And, we have over 1,200,000 con-
sumer service contracts in force.

Abstract: Customers come back to
us, if they see we give quality service.
As the part of the company whose sole
product is service, what are we doing to
preserve and enhance our image of
quality? This paper describes some
steps we have taken for the Service
Company's quality improvement
process.

©1986 RCA Corporation.
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Obviously, the Service Company has
an enormous exposure to customers
through millions of direct contacts. But
we do not do image advertising. Our
customers know us and come back to us
strictly on how they perceive the quality
of service we render.

The Service Company growth has
resulted in a unique but complex organi-
zation structure. Our staff activities and
top executives must lead many busi-
nesses, unlike most divisions or compa-
nies that are concerned with only one
business. These diverse and geographi-
cally dispersed businesses continue to
challenge our ability to communicate
internally, respond quickly to world-
wide market changes, and otherwise
provide effective management.

Growth and change have defined a
clear need for each employee to be
aware and responsible for quality
responses to customer requirements.
Further growth and change have
increased our need to manage systems
and processes, as well as people.

But growth and change are affecting
not only RCA and the Service Com-
pany; many progressive American com-
panies are now responding to the chang-
ing requirements of competition. The
American Society for Quality Control
began a recent advertisement entitled,
"The Renaissance of American Qual-
ity," with the following paragraph:

"America is in the midst of a renais-
sance. Like a slumbering giant belatedly
stirred to action, hundreds of industrial
and service companies have launched
ambitious new campaigns to produce
better products and services, eliminate
waste, unlock the creative potential of
their employees and suppliers, and meet

the challenge of international competi-
tion."

Since the early 1970s, the marketplace
has changed from Main Street in Home-
town, USA to the very competitive
glo market that confronts us today.
In American markets, the customer has
learned that there are new dimensions to
price and quality for products available
from overseas competitors. Since 1980,
many American companies have begun
to respond to the overseas challenge of
price and quality by taking a new look at
management style and methods for
reducing costs and improving quality.

Competition
What all this says to RCA Service Com-
pany is that both overseas competitors
and American competitors in the mar-
kets we serve have targeted improved
quality and lower costs as primary
objectives.

Don Cook, President of RCA Service
Company, put it this way:

"Today quality is more important
than ever before. Our tasks are more
complex, our customers expect more
from us, and our stronger competitors
are concentrating on quality as a pri-
mary way to attract and retain cus-
tomers. In such an environment, quality
makes the difference between success
and failure."

RCA Quality Initiative

An additional stimulus for RCA Service
Company's rededication to quality is the
RCA Quality Initiative that Robert R.
Frederick, President and chief executive
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Managers participate in RCA Service
Quality Management Training Process
Cherry Hill in March 1986. Thirteen h
will be trained over a period of 21 month

officer (CEO) of RCA Corporation,
announced at the Quality Symposium in
April 1985. Mr. Frederick assembled
RCA's top 200 executives and charged
each to initiate a quality improvement
process. Each division would be free to
design a process tailored to its own par-
ticular needs, but five basic tenets would
drive all processes.

E Quality is conformance to require-
ments.

 Our performance standard is perfec-
tion.

E Our quality methodology is preven-
tion.

 Our measurement of results is the
cost of nonconformance.
Quality is everyone's job.

Growth and change, competition, and
the corporate quality initiative are com-
pelling reasons for RCA Service Com-
pany's additional investment in Quality.
But, other facts and concepts that are
also emerging from this renaissance
which make quality investment good
business.

Today, the accepted definition of
quality today is conformance to require-
ments. But there is a problem; making
sure that we do things right and fixing
things that we do wrong consumes from
15 to 30 cents of every sales dollar in
most American industrial companies
and about 35 cents of every dollar in the
typical service organization.

If you do the right thing correctly the
first time to meet customer require-
ments, you eliminate rework, waste,
and the need for inspection, and cut
costs accordingly.

Eighty-five percent of the cost of
waste and rework results from problems
in systems and processes. Management
is responsible for systems and processes.

Company's first
Seminar held at

undred managers
s.

15..r 11110Vs
4111./
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After the RCA/Fort Monmouth Quality Circle presentation
at Cherry Hill, Don Cook, then Service Company Presi-
dent, presents a Quality Achievement Certificate to Ron
Brown, Grounds Maintenance Specialist.

Quality Improvement Process

The Service Company's quality
improvement process consists of three
basic steps: determination, education,
and implementation.

Determination. Says Sanford N. McDon-
nell, Chairman and CEO of McDonnell
Douglas:
". . . When you get into the guts of
what must be done, you find that top
management leadership is essential to
success in the Quality Improvement
Process."

All quality gurus and CEOs of com-
panies that successfully implement a
quality improvement process agree that
top management commitment is the
first step. At the RCA Quality Sympo-
sium, Bob Frederick committed the cor-
poration to the quality improvement
process and asked each executive and
manager to demonstrate his or her com-
mitment.

Don Cook has also made this com-
mitment for the Service Company. It
was not lip service. This is what we have
done to date.

The Service Company has subscribed
to the following beliefs:

 Customers must be satisfied and pro-
ducts and service must meet require-
ments.

 Each employee is the customer of
other employees in the process of sat-
isfying requirements.

 Building people results in improved
quality and competitive potential.

 Employees know their jobs best and
are best able to develop the solution
to problems in their work area.

 Management is responsible for allo-
cating resources and providing time,
training, and processes for effective
involvement of employees.

A spirit of quality must be present in
every action of the company organi-
zation.

In addition we have published and com-
municated the following quality policy
statement to employees:

The goal of RCA Service Company
quality improvement process is total
conformance to requirements perfec-
tion. The products and services deliv-
ered and the way we do our jobs must
conform to this standard. Quality shall
be as important as schedule and cost.
Each individual and department shall be
committed to this goal to perform work
right the first time.

We have appointed an Executive
Quality Council that consists of the
members of the President's staff. It is

responsible for:

 Providing leadership for quality
improvement.

 Planning and guiding the process.
 Approving quality improvement pro-

jects.
 Providing recognition for quality

achievement.
 Making provision for quality train-

ing.

 Quality measurement.
 Communications to all employees

about the quality process.

The Service Company has committed
resources and staffed a Quality and
Management Improvement Depart-
ment to develop and deliver quality
training and provide consulting services
for implementing the quality process.
Quality circles and quality improvement
teams are being started and nurtured.'

These actions speak to our long-term
commitment to a process, not a finite
program.
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Fig. 1. The creative problem -solving process. Steps 1 through 3 focus on developing the best
statement of the problem. Steps 4 through 6 encompass analysis and documentation, while
steps 7 through 10 plan strategy and implementation.

Education. The Service Company had
developed and started a quality educa-
tion program for its employees. But
now that RCA is part of the General
Electric Company our plans may have
to change in 1987. Still, some training
has already been completed.

To date, 80 top executives have
attended a two and a half day executive
quality seminar. In April 1986, we began
pilot seminars of a five-day quality
management training process for our
1300 managers.

In addition, 100 managers and pro-
fessionals have received leader and facil-
itator training for quality circles and
over 300 quality circle members have

been trained in creative problem -solving
processes.

We have referred to quality circles
and quality improvement teams. But
what are they?

A quality circle consists of a small
group of volunteers, usually six -to -ten
people who work together in the same
environment. They identify, investigate,
analyze, and resolve work -related prob-
lems that are common to all members.
Circle members usually meet for about
one hour each week during regular
working hours and determine what
problems will be addressed.

A quality improvement team consists
of members who are appointed by man-

agement, and the problem to be solved
is assigned by management.

Both quality circles and quality
improvement teams use a ten -step crea-
tive, problem -solving process (Fig. 1).

Implementation and participation. By the
end of 1985, thirty quality circles had
been established within RCA Service
Company. They have been, formed
among field technicians, facility mainte-
nance employees, clerical and adminis-
trative employees, professional employ-
ees (including Engineering), purchasing
personnel, field region personnel,
Employee Relations, Payroll, Material
Control, Credit and Collection, Busi-
ness Analysis, and Government Pro-
jects.

When we ask employees to volunteer
for a quality circle, 80 to 95 percent have
agreed to participate.

Initial results of quality circles include
better employee understanding of the
work performed by other employees in
the department; a sharp increase in
quality awareness and sensitivity to
waste; and enthusiasm because they had
the chance to participate in solving
work -area problems.

Initial recommendations to manage-
ment from only two quality circles
already have projected annual savings
of $50,000 and $70,000.

Thus far, we have established quality
improvement teams among top man-
agement of Consumer, Business Sys-
tems and Services, Government Ser-
vices, and the financial activity.

The Government Quality Improve -
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George F. Floridis, Director, Quality and
Management Improvement Process, Graduated
from the University of Michigan with AB Degree;
majors in Psychology/Employee Relations.
Completed two years post -graduate work in
Industrial Psychology and Employee Relations.

Subsequently, he worked and consulted on
Systems and Procedures in the steel and
automotive industries. He has over thirty-one
years with RCA and, for over twenty years, he
was Director, Employee Relations, for the
Consumer & Commercial Business of RCA
Service Company.

Recently Mr. Floridis has completed
Advanced Engineering Courses at George
Washington University under Dr. W Edwards
Deming and has attended Crosby Quality
College in Florida. Since 1984, Mr. Floridis has
researched Quality Processes and Initiatives of
major U.S. and Japanese companies.
Contact him at:
RCA Service Company
Cherry Hill, NJ
Tacnet: 269.5413
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ment Team has given priority to five key
quality issues in Government Services,
and five additional quality improve-
ment teams have been assigned to
address these issues.

For Measurement Systems, the Exec-
utive Quality Council has asked each
line and staff activity to identify two key
areas of the activity's nonconformance
to requirements. After the Executive
Council reviews the project that these
line and staff activities select, quality
improvement teams will be assigned to
develop improvement methods, select

cost -reduction goals, and implement the
methods that they developed.

In the Service Company, the quality
and management improvement process
is in its early stage. During 1986, deter-
mination and commitment to the proc-
ess will mature. To develop as behavior
models, our executives will make long-
term quality -first decisions; use tech-
niques and processes to release the crea-
tive potential of managers and
employees; and stimulate training, rec-
ognition, and communication.

By the end of 1986, the educational

process will be in full swing and by 1987
or early 1988 management quality train-
ing should be substantially complete.
Pilot implementation projects should
blossom in 1987, with clearly measur-
able results and significant evidence of
improvement as we move into 1988.

In the meantime, every employee in
the Service Company can and must par-
ticipate in the quality improvement
process. They must renew their dedica-
tion to meeting customer requirements
and constantly focus on doing the right
thing right the first time.
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C.W. Thierfelder FJ. Hinnenkamp

Strategic plan to improve reliability

Reliability had to improve and RCA had to upgrade its image with
quality products.

Before 1981, RCA picture tube engineering and manufac-
turing monitored internal and customer life test results. After
analyzing life test failure defects, we started defect preven-
tion programs, and initiated reliability improvement pro-
grams based on circumstantial analysis of the data from a full
test that nontechnical personnel made of all warranty tube
failures. This approach reached a climax with an $14.8 mil-
lion dollar quips (Quality Improvement Program) capital
investment project. It was based on "sound" engineering
opinions and principles that an engineering and manufactur-
ing team formed after touring Japanese tube plants and
observing their techniques for improved reliability and qual-
ity. Unfortunately, problems and environment at RCA were
different, and the changes we made did not address the true
root -failure causes. Consequently, the $14.8 million expendi-
ture did not cause any significant reduction in field failure
rates.

Finally, we recognized that the high field reliability defect
and failure rates would continue until we realistically defined
and prevented the causes of the defects.

Abstract: In late 1981, RCA recognized the need to
upgrade the reliability performance of its picture tubes to
regain parity with the improved Japanese tubes. We
formulated a detailed strategic plan whose objective was to
regain leadership and recognition as the top world-wide
supplier of the longest lived and most reliable picture tube.
This plan was based on six reliability management
principles: adequate sampling of failures; trained defect
analysis personnel; true, root -cause defect analysis; prompt
feedback to engineering and manufacturing;
implementation of corrective actions; and monitoring of
those actions. We achieved the strategic plan's goals. The
two-year field reliability performance increased to 0.9985,
and the failure rate improved by a factor of five. Warranty
cost was reduced by more than nine million dollars during
the first four years of the plan, and the reliability rating of
RCA television receivers was greatly improved.
©1986 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received Sept. 8, 1986
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The reliability model

A product's reliability with operating time usually has three
distinct failure patterns.

The first failure pattern that occurs is called infant mortal-
ity and is characterized by a decreasing failure rate through-
out the product's life. These types of defects are usually
caused by manufacturing problems that have escaped the
factory detection system or require a short operating time to
appear. These failures are really factory substandard units.

The second pattern is chance or accidental failures that are
caused by sudden or extreme environmental changes. During
the product's operating life, the failure rate is constant and
the distribution of failures is exponential. The product has no
inherent flaws to cause the failures but is the victim of cir-
cumstances beyond its control.

The third pattern is wearout. The product exhausts its
capability to perform satisfactorily because one or more
parts associated with operation have been depleted beyond
the allowable limit. During operating life, the failure rate
increases constantly, and the number of failures that occur
with time is best represented by the normal distribution.

The only major contributor to wearout for a color picture
tube is the emission from the cathode. When the emission
falls to a value low enough to decrease the picture's brightness
below acceptable viewing levels, the tube has "wornout."

Very few, if any, wearout failures appear in the normal,
two-year warranty period because the cathodes have not
operated long enough for the emitting material to be depleted
significantly. Even after five years of normal operation, the
number of tubes that fail because of wearout is quite small
although by then this failure mechanism has started. Field
data are usually not adequate to provide information about
this phase of reliability and in-house life tests are necessary.

The strategic plan was concerned mainly with the first
pattern of the reliability model, infant mortality, because
these failures are the major portion of warranty returns.
However, the extended life failure, wearout, is also important
and was not neglected. RCA extended life had always been
good but was further improved during this period, even
though low-cost manufacturing processes were developed
and introduced.
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The six reliability tenents
Conceptually, the field reliability performance characteristics
of a product design, material, or manufacturing process is a
"process" that links picture tube manufacturing operations
to the consumer (Fig. 1).

Consumers will continue to receive defective product until
we define and prevent the true causes of design, material and
process defects. Therefore, we needed to establish a statisti-
cally sound, sampling procedure to capture and analyze at
least 50 percent of the field rejects.

To do this, we created a Defect Analysis Center (DAC) that
consists of six well -trained engineers and technicians. Task
force teams were organized to focus the effort of develop-
ment, manufacturing, and reliability engineers on correcting
the five top, field failure defects, which accounted for 80
percent or more of the total failures.

Adequate and regular sample

Before 1982, all field returns were given a cursory examina-
tion to determine the failure mode but only small, intermit-
tent samples of field failures were analyzed in any depth for
the true root cause of failure. This type of sampling was not
consistent in time, quantity, type, or source and did not prop-
erly characterize the reliability problems.

Today, we collect and analyze most of the early failures
from any one production period to determine the causes of
the failures. After enough tubes have been examined, we
reduce the sampling rate-but never to zero-until no more
tubes fail within the two-year warranty period.

In this system, about 50 percent of the failures receive an
extensive analysis, which is more than enough to represent
the entire population. We monitor the manufacturing plant,
tube type, period of production, length of field service, type
of defect, etc. to ensure adequate representation from all
categories.

Trained defect -analysis personnel

All persons involved in the effort are exposed to engineering
and manufacturing experts in the different areas of interest
and to the various tools and techniques of root -cause analy-
sis. Continuing contact between such people is essential and
always highly encouraged.

Root cause as the main objective

Determining the true root cause of failure is a major building
block of the reliability program. For years, incomplete,
incorrect failure analysis had haunted RCA and led to expen-
sive, futile efforts to correct problems that did not exist.
Many conclusions were based on opinions or superficial fail-
ure analysis that were later found to be erroneous and, there-
fore, expensive. A major goal of the reliability program is to
eliminate these management pitfalls and inefficiencies by
determining the root of the failures.

Consider a field reject for electrode shorting. We must
know:

 the participating grids
 exact physical location of the short
 type of particle that caused the short (analysis)

Manufacturing

Operations

Field Reliability
Performance of

Designs,
Materials,
Processes

Consumer

Defect
Analysis

Feedback

Fig. 1. Field reliability performance of manufacturing consumer
designs, operations materials, processes defect analysis feed-
back.

 the source of the particle that caused the short
 reasons the particle existed at the source
 possible corrective actions to eliminate the particle.

But equally important are: manufacturing plant and date
(tubes and mounts), serviceman comments, service life, and
tube type.

Feedback to engineering and manufacturing

A second major building block in the reliability effort is to
share the information obtained from the defect analysis with
the managers, engineers, and technicians who will use the
data to correct the problems.

We have used several techniques to communicate the data.
First, for all major defect items, task teams have been orga-
nized with representatives from factory engineering (tube,
mount, and parts plants), tube and mount design, process
and material engineering, quality and reliability, and manage-
ment.

Second, two or three times a year, we visit the tube manu-
facturing plants and review the field reliability and defect
analysis results with key personnel including the top plant
management, staff, and engineering leaders.

Third, the defect analysis and engineering and manufac-
turing staffs stay in contact, an essential element in achieving
good reliability.

Corrective actions

A reliability program is incomplete and ineffective if we don't
try to correct the problems that have been defined by the root
cause information from the defect analysis center. This is the
reliability building block toward which all the efforts have
been directed.

An effective corrective -action program consists of repre-
sentatives from engineering, manufacturing, and reliability
who have the authority and responsibility to introduce those
changes that defect analysis has shown are needed to correct
the problems and improve the product reliability. Previously,
this was often a stumbling block because opinions, not facts,
were frequently used as the basis for corrective action.
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Monitor corrective actions

Now that the true root cause has been analyzed and the
proper corrective action proposed and implemented, we
must confirm the effectiveness of the action.

Often, the factory §crap can indicate the value of the cor-
rective action. Each tube manufacturing plant has a one -
week life test called an "infant mortality test" (IMT) that can
provide input concerning the action. And results from the
Consumer Electronics Division's one -week life test, identi-
fied as RHP, are also available. But the final judge of the
effectiveness of the corrective action will be the field returns.

Unfortunately a long time is needed before meaningful
results are obtained with the field data. This is usually at least
nine months after tube production for 90 -day warranty data
and twelve months for 24 -month data. Nevertheless, the ulti-
mate value assigned to field reliability will be from actual
field data, and we need a procedure to collect it.

Field reliability for the two-year warranty period

Early estimates

Because many television sets are not sold for a year or more
after the tube manufacturing date, we cannot determine final
field reliability until two or more years have elapsed. There-
fore, we need a method to make an early estimate of the final
field reliability to minimize warranty costs.

The technique selected for this early estimate is simple, but
requires an extensive computer database and program. The
database consists of all field return tubes from 1980 produc-
tion to the present from all television sets for which RCA is
responsible for the warranty cost of failures. The tube pro-
duction month, set sale month, tube fail month (claim
month), and root cause of failure are included in the data-
base.

The tubes are grouped by production quarter, months
from production quarter to fail month, production plant,
length of customer operating periods, and type of defect. We
build a return rate historical profile that consists of at least 11
pieces of data for each estimate to be made. If we look at this
profile and assume that the current product will follow the
same return -rate profile, we can estimate the final field relia-
bility for recently made tubes, based on the early failure
returns. Using statistical techniques, we can include a confi-
dence limit with this estimate.

As more data is obtained, the estimate for any production
period will change somewhat and approach the actual final
value. In the past, an estimate within plus or minus 10 percent
of the final true value has been possible nine months after
production for failures that occur within 90 days of use and
12 months after production for failures that occur within 24
months of use.

Forecasts of final field reliability

"Forecast" is defined as the value assigned to the final field
reliability based on one -week life tests of regular product.
These tests are conducted by Video Component and Display
Division manufacturing plants at Marion and Scranton and
by the CE set manufacturing plant at Bloomington.

All failures at these locations are analyzed. We study the

root cause of failure and the conditions or facts that accom-
pany it to determine if the same symptoms or facts in the
customer environment would also cause failure. For those
tubes that represent true field failures, we adjust the data to
represent the number of failures that could occur in 90 days
of field service, which is an average of 650 hours of viewing.
The adjustment is necessary because life tests run only for a
total elapsed time of 168 hours.

In the past, the forecasts have been reasonably close to the
final value for Marion product, but greatly underestimated
for the Scranton product. The main difference is the Scran-
ton life tests have a very low failure rate, so the forecast is also
very low. In spite of several investigations, we don't know
why this happens.

Field reliability beyond the two-year warranty period

Most field failures within the two-year warranty program are
from the infant mortality and early chance failure patterns;
but we still need, to test color picture tubes beyond these
periods to determi e the extended life of the product. This is
best done under cont oiled conditions where we can monitor
and evaluate the tub at specific intervals or whenever
desired. The extended -life failure is often referred to as
wearout.

At Lancaster, 864 regular receiver positions are available
for extended life operation. Many tubes are kept on life test
for as long as five years, which is equivalent to 16 years of
operation in the normal customer environment.

Some of these tubes are regular product samples (two per
week per manufacturing plant), but most are engineering
tests of new or modified materials, designs, and processes.
Many of these engineering variables are prepared for life test
in factorial format (statistical design of experiments) so we
can study possible interactions and use the minimum number
of life positions.

Throughout the life test, we also measure electrical and
other types of responses at periodic intervals. After the five-
year period (40,000 hours of operation), many of the tubes
can still provide an acceptable viewing picture. Most of the
tubes are examined thoroughly after completing the required
time on life.

We use operating and test conditions that are different than
those normally encountered to stress the product and induce
early failures of the same type that occur in regular use. This
shortens the time to failure and helps us quickly evaluate
many engineering proposals as well as regular product.
Although stress testing is used mainly in evaluating long term
life, we also use it for other failure mechanisms where we
know the correlation with field performance.

Factors that are appropriate for stressing include cathOde
temperature, anode voltage, beam current, ambient tempera-
ture and humidity, and tube processing conditions (such as
exhaust speed and temperature).

Key component approval testing
Two of the most important components in the tube are the
heater and the cathode. Because both have created numerous
field problems in the past, we must control their impact on
performance.
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Cathode approval test

A sample from each cathode lot is put on life at a high
cathode temperature for two and eight weeks. We read the
initial and final emission, examine all cathodes for coating
appearance and adherence, and check other items. Each lot
must pass all tests before we approve them for production
use.

This simple test has helped us maintain good cathode coat-
ing adherence and pointed to other types of problems with
the cathodes and the coating. Because of the test results, we
have improved weight and thickness levels and controls for
the sprayed cathode coating, maintenance of the cathode
firing furnace, and material and process control for the
ingredients and manufacturing of the coating lots used at
spraying.

Heater approval tests

All heater production lots are sampled and checked for volt-
age breakdown between the heater and cathode after operat-
ing 48 hours at elevated heater temperatures. The breakdown
level must be high enough to ensure that the heater will
perform well if it is exposed to the high voltages that can
occur between the electron gun components during actual
operation. All heaters that fail the standardized limits or pass
but are seemingly below par are examined closely for failure
cause.

Today, the average breakdown voltage is about 4000 volts,
and the heater field performance is excellent with a two-year
field reliability of 0.99995 or better. In 1979 and 1980 when
the breakdown voltage was much lower, heater field reliabil-
ity was as low as 0.995 for certain tube types and production
periods.

This vast improvement resulted from the use of a dark
coated heater that lowered the heater operating temperature
by about 300°C. The new heater has also improved extended
emission life, probably because the cathode's operating tem-
perature, as hours of use accumulate, is less for the dark
heater than the white.

Other corrective actions helped to improve heater per-
formance. We have a new heater firing furnace and improved
temperature and humidity controls at firing. We also have
better control of the coating weight and reduced the tungsten
in the dark coating from 33 percent to 8 percent.

Statistics in the reliability improvement program
Product reliability involves many variables that often are
impossible to evaluate properly. Therefore, we designed sta-
tistical tests for most experiments to improve the reliability of
the color picture tube. The designs include factorials of dif-
ferent types, paired comparisons, AB tests and stress/
Weibull tests.

Statistical analysis procedures include analysis of variance,
linear regression, student T, Chi Square, Fisher exact, F ratio
and nonparametric.

We varied factors and levels of parts design, materials,
processes and operating conditions, especially on life test, to
collect the most information from each experiment or series
of experiments. Often, interaction effects are important and
the test design must allow these interactions to show. An
example of such a project is described in the next section.
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Exhaust speed increase

In the early 1970s, we needed to increase the production rate
to meet improving sales. If all processing throughput rates
stayed constant, we could only increase the manufacturing
rate by building more exhaust lines or modifying the existing
exhaust lines, both expensive options.

Another solution was to build more tubes per hour with
the existing equipment. But what effect would increasing the
exhaust speed have on the extended life of the tube? For a
higher exhaust speed we needed to lower exhaust tempera-
tures, because the heating and cooling rates at the higher
speed and the previous high temperature would cause more
glass to break. We had never processed tubes at these new,
lower temperatures and needed to determine their effect on
gas absorption and removal and extended life in general.

Before we could finally approve the drastic processing
change, we did engineering studies followed by small, one -
month production runs.

The initial tests began in 1974 and have continued. Exhaust
speeds have gradually increased from about 45 to 60 per hour
to the current 105 to 130 per hour, a truly remarkable step
that saved RCA millions of dollars in expansion costs.

All phases of the test program:

1. Use statistical design and analysis for all engineering tests.
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2. Include exhaust speed and temperature levels that are
beyond the desired new processing values. This provides a
safety margin for actual production.
3. Put enough tubes on extended life test so we can remove
some at 10- to 20 -week intervals to examine and check the
amount of getter capacity that remains. At least one year of
life operation is required for proper evaluation.
4. Make a one -month production run and wait one year for
the field return results before beginning regular use of these
new levels.

We followed these steps for each new phase of the test pro-
gram when Manufacturing requested a further increase in the
exhaust rate.

The results of this carefully planned, statistical approach

have been very satisfying. Production rates have more than
doubled, and exhaust temperatures have decreased by nearly
100 degrees with absolutely no effect on the extended life of
the picture tube.
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N.J. Trapani

Quality circles at MEC

Employees who do the work are usually the best place to look for
solutions to problems.

This imaginary but probable conversa-
tion exemplifies the need for quality cir-
cles:

Walking past an open area, you over-
hear Jack speaking to Joe, his supervi-
sor. "Joe, we have a problem with the
work on the x -y -z job. We'll make deliv-
ery only if maintenance can come up
here and adjust the tolerances on that
machine!"

To which Joe, the supervisor replies,
"How many times have I told you that
the problem is not the machine. Now get
back to work, the more time you waste,
the later the delivery will be."

In this exchange, the supervisor has
managed to do two things: alienate an
employee who's trying to solve a prob-
lem, and overlook a possible solution to
that problem. The supervisor's attitude
is that, as the boss, he should have all the
solutions. In his own mind, he has
already determined the cause of the
problem-the employee. Jack, on the
other hand, knows that he understands
the working details better than his
supervisor; after all he does it all day,

Abstract: Excellence, dependability
and quality for our customers and for
ourselves is the RCA Microelectronics
Center's (MEC) management credo.
Quality circles have been introduced
throughout the MEC organization, as
part of an overall effort to meet this
standard. They have been so successful
that other groups are starting their own
quality circles.
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everyday. However, he decides if that is
Joe's attitude, he will never offer
another suggestion when there is a prob-
lem.

Sound familiar? It is this type of situ-
ation that quality circles try to prevent.
The people doing the work, know the
job best. They have the ability to find
many solutions to problems that are
more difficult than this one and that
management often overlooks.

The management of RCA Microelec-
tronics Center (MEC) has acted to elimi-
nate this all too familiar situation. They
have changed management style to a
participative approach through the use
of quality circles. With quality circles
(QC), employees can discuss ideas to
improve the operations and act on these
ideas with minimal red tape or bureau-
cratic interference. The QC concept is
designed to put some power into the
hands of the people who know best the
details of the operations. (For a more
detailed description of quality circles,
see inset.)

Early identity

During the early stages of the 1984 start-
up effort, a slogan contest was held to
develop an identity for quality circles at
MEC. Establishing an early identity for
quality circles is an integral step toward
demonstrating visible management sup-
port for quality -circle activities.

The contest was designed to involve
all employees in developing a slogan
that best exemplified the objectives of
quality circles. Focusing attention on
this new area helped to demonstrate
MEC/RCA's concern for its employees
and its quality performance. The QC
steering committee made the selection
and presented prizes to the employees
who submitted the top two slogans.

Selected as the MEC slogan was:
Action, Creativity and Teamwork, Put
the ACT in action. Engineering Publi-
cations developed the logo artwork that
each quality circle now uses to identify
its projects.

Since the startup, four new quality
circles have been started, about one
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What is a quality circle?
A quality circle is a group of
between 4 to 12 employees from
the same work area who meet
voluntarily for an hour each week to
identify, analyze, and solve work -
related problems. At the Microelec-
tronics Center, these meetings are
held on company time. The ultimate
goal of a quality circle is to develop
proposed solutions to job -related
problems, present them to manage-
ment, and then have them success-
fully implemented.

A quality circle is based on sim-
ple concepts. First, the people most
qualified to address problems are
the ones who understand those
problems best- the workers who
experience the problems. Second,
almost everyone will take more
pride and interest in his or her work
if he or she is part of the decision -
making process.

All participants in a quality circle

have an equal voice in making deci-
sions or recommendations; thus, a
main objective is to have all circle
members participate. This responsi-
bility falls on the circle leader who is
usually the area supervisor. The
leader has equal standing with
other circle members, but also has
the responsibility for ensuring
adherence to procedures and
smooth -flowing work sessions. To
assist the circle leader, a facilitator
is the catalyst who makes things
happen, and is the link between
management and the circles. The
facilitator also is responsible for
training the circle in problem -solving
techniques and developing each
circle into an effective problem -
solving team.

The quality circles technique
recognizes the individual worker as
a human being with the ability and
desire to help solve work -related

problems. Participation in a quality
circle is voluntary and all employ-
ees are free to participate or not to
participate.

Quality circles is a people -
building philosophy that directly
involves employees, at the work
level, in analyzing and solving prod-
uct quality problems. It is not just
asking employees for suggestions;
it is a bold step forward in re-
establishing the dignity of a person
and the job that person does. It is
providing training in the basic tools
of problem solving so that employ-
ees have a means to analyze prob-
lems and synthesize solutions. It is
enabling employees to contribute
their brainpower, and develop, rec-
ommend, and implement solutions.

In short, quality circles is more
than a program . . . it is a process.

every eight months. Since 1984, active
involvement in quality circles has grown
from seven employees in one circle to
over 85 employees in 13 circles, which is
about 15 percent of MEC's population.

Initially, the areas targeted for quality
circles were in manufacturing but
recently, at the request of several secre-
taries, two secretarial circles were
formed and trained.

It has been exciting for all, with
momentum building to the point that
other groups of employees are asking,
through their managers, to start circles

in their areas. The key to MEC's success
with quality circles has been that we
adhered to a carefully thought-out, start
up plan while still remaining flexible.

People are the key
Every quality circle that is formed at
MEC consists of volunteers who receive
ten hours of training in consensus -
decision making and problem -solving
techniques. Each circle meets for one
hour each week to identify, analyze, and
solve its work -related problems. The

significant event that culminates the
problem -solving process is the manage-
ment presentation. During these presen-
tations, a circle communicates the
results of its efforts to the management
staff. It is a unique experience because
the circle members, most of whom have
never made a presentation before, have
an opportunity to speak formally to the
MEC management.

The people at MEC have made Qual-
ity Circles successful. Their participa-
tion, commitment, and accomplish-
ments have advertised the concept and
resulted in the constant expansion of cir-
cles. By solving real and important
problems, making and holding manage-
ment presentations, and successfully
implementing the changes, the quality
circles have created a level of visibility
that helps sell the concept to other
employees.

Positive results
The most significant contributions have
come from the wafer manufacturing cir-
cle, which started over three years ago as
a pilot program. This experience has
taught us that the more mature circles
tend to make the most significant
changes. This group has deviated from
the standard practice of making the area
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supervisor the circle leader and has
recruited a Member of the Technical
Staff to lead the group. This group,
known as The Challengers, has com-
pleted several projects.

One project dealt with reducing the
breakage of Silicon -on -Sapphire (SOS)
wafers during the diffusion process.
Because of their problem -solving effort,
this circle recommended a design
change that incorporated the use of
larger slots in the quartz boats that carry
wafers into hot furnaces. New quartz
boats were ordered and have been in use
for over a year now. The large slots do
not stress the wafers as did a snug fit and
have resulted in a $10,000 cost savings
during 1985.

This circle also recommended chang-
ing the deionized wafer temperature
during the before- and after -etch rinse.
As a result, fewer wafers crack or break
when submerged in the deionized water,
with an estimated cost savings of
$9,600.

The Quality Control Inspection Cir-
cle in Photomask Operations dealt with
the problem of foreign matter buildup

on photomask plates while the plates
were awaiting inspection. Their solution
was to install nitrogen boxes that hold
the product while it was waiting to be
inspected. As a result, fewer photomask
plates must be cleaned before inspec-
tion.

A less tangible idea that was imple-
mented involved putting on the gown
properly when entering the clean room.
The circle developed a set of posters that
describe the proper clean -room gown-
ing procedures. They increased aware-
ness that the human body is the most
contaminating item in a clean room,
and the product is ensured protection by
proper gowning.

Also in Photomask Operations is a
circle that is currently redesigning the
layout of the MEBES process room.
The circle is working closely with the
facilities engineering group to develop a
room layout that increases the efficient
use of available floor space while reduc-
ing the congestion that a crisscrossed
product flow causes.

In the package and assembly area, the
circle has enlisted the aid of the technical

Nicholas J. Trapani is the Quality Circles
Administrator at the Microelectronics Center.
Nick joined MEC in 1984 and is responsible for
training circle leaders and members and for
facilitating Quality Circle meetings. Nick has
also been heavily involved in other projects for
MEC, including coordinating the Opinion Survey,
developing a Supervisors Handbook and
facilitating Quality Improvement Teams. Nick
received his BS degree from Rider College and
an MBA for Augusta College.
Contact him at:
Microelectronics Center
Somerville, N.J.
Tacnet: 325-7678

training group to develop a videotape
on pellet handling procedures for train-
ing new operators who enter the depart-
ment.

Conclusion
These contributions, coupled with man-
agements leadership, have given the
Quality Circle process staying power
within MEC.

It has been these contributions, coup-
led with management's leadership, that
have given the quality circles process the
staying power within MEC. Manage-
ment's adoption of a system which
includes those people who are most
familiar with the daily operations and
the subsequent problems that arise in
the decision making process has kept
this progressively oriented organization
in the forefront of innovation.
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L. A. Morgan

Training for quality leadership

The General Electric Corporate effort to provide quality
training on a Company -wide basis began in the early 80's
when the need for fundamental changes in the way we do
business was perceived in order to survive and thrive in the
face of increasing global competition and escalating cus-
tomer requirements. World -class quality in all products and
services would be a prerequisite to making General Electric
the natural choice of our customers in each market we serve.
World -class quality would also be a prerequisite to achieving
the highest levels of productivity - absolutely essential to
profitable survival in the face of fierce world-wide price com-
petition. Fred Garry, in his editorial in this issue, discusses
these needs and the complementary relationship between
quality and productivity.

Meeting these quality goals and objectives required crea-
tion of a Company environment that encourages achieve-
ment of individual excellence on the part of every employee
and that assists employees in their pursuit of excellence by
providing them with skills training. The importance given by
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Objective
It is the objective of the General Electric Company to perform
all activities with dedication to quality; the quality of the
Company's products; the quality of its services; the quality of
its communications to various audiences; and the quality of
its fulfillment of citizenship responsibilities. In support of this
objective, the Company encourages the achievement of indi-
vidual excellence on the part of every employee in every job.

 Company -wide Quality, as a corporate objective, means
attaining a level of overall performance and attitude that
makes General Electric the natural choice of customers
and earns the respect of all those affected by the Com-
pany's activities.

 Company -wide Quality, as an individual objective, is
achieved by employees whoo aspire to be better than the
best. General Electric is committed to assisting employees
in their pursuit of excellence by providing them with the
leadership, cooperative climate, training, facilities, and
materials consistent with the overall Company quest for
quality.

Fig.1. Company -wide quality

senior management to the creation of such an environment
was confirmed by the issuance in 1981 of a formal Company
policy statement "Company -Wide Quality" (see Figure 1). A
central element of this policy is the fact that it makes every
business responsible for the quality of their products and
services. One element of the GE strategy to achieve quality
goals and objectives centered on development of the General
Electric Quality Leadership Curriculum (QLC). A significant
multi -year and multi -million dollar effort was involved since
appropriate quality training was not available. A lot of moti-
vational materials were available but very little in the skills
training area was found. In addition, essentially all the avail-
able materials were consultant intensive and not suitable for
mass distribution at multiple locations. Some 97 specific
quality techniques were identified, evaluated, narrowed
down and incorporated into ten courses (see Figure 2). This
activity drew upon the many talents of 34 course develop-
ment specialists, 45 subject -matter experts, four video pro-
duction companies, three software development companies
and hundreds of reviewers from GE businesses.

Heading the curriculum are QLC-1, a one -day business
quality assessment and QLC-2, a three-day follow-on plan-
ning session. In QLC-1 the major quality improvement

Statement of Policy
It is the policy of General Electric, in offering products and
services that fill a wide range of customers' needs, to pursue
and deserve a reputation for quality leadership, and to merit
customer trust because full value is being received.

It is the policy of General Electric, in fulfilling its social
responsibilities and in every aspect of its relationships both
outside and inside the Company, to demonstrate total dedi-
cation to the attainment of quality leadership.

Implementation and measurement
Responsibility for implementation and measurement under
this Policy is assigned to direct reports to the Corporate
Executive Office, who will conduct the affairs of their respec-
tive components in accordance with this and related policies.

The Officers noted above shall make regular reports to the
Corporate Executive Office on fulfillment of Company -wide
Quality objectives by their components.

In measuring and rewarding both individual and managerial
effort at all echelons, the highest value will be placed on
quality performance that reflects excellence, creativity, pro-
ductivity, and pride in accomplishment.
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Course Title
Length
(hours

QLC-1

QLC-2
QLC-3

QLC-4
QLC-5

QLC-6

QLC-7
QLC-8

QLC-9

QLC-10

Quality leadership assessment
Roadmapping quality change
Design for assembly
Customer requirements
Design for reliability
Quality problem solving
Statistical quality control
Station control

Designing experiments
Individual excellence

Fig. 2. QLC courses.

8

24

8

6

10

6

14

6

10

12

opportunities are identified by the general manager of a
business and his or her business team and a list made of the
top quality issues and changes required to improve or main-
tain world -class competitiveness. QLC-2 is an intensive,
interactive three-day planning session for a multi -functional
team selected by the general manager. The team develops the
initial phase of a multi -year plan to implement quality
changes and to respond to the quality issues and challenges
identified in QLC-1. Participants are taught a structured
process for examining their business' key quality issues and
for determining necessary quality culture and skill base
changes.

11111111111mmim

Fig. 3. Strategy for quality culture change.

QLC-3 through 9 cover specific quality skills - quality
improvement techniques and procedures that are quantita-
tive in nature - that can be used by engineers in design,
manufacturing and other functions. These courses are also
typically attended by relevant subsets of the professional and
hourly populations of a business to obtain practical skills
which can be implemented immediately in their jobs to
improve product and process quality.

QLC-10 is the culture change course directed at individual
excellence and the individual's impact on business excellence.
It is literally intended for every employee in the business.

Each QLC course can be mapped into the three arenas of
the General Electric quality change strategy (see Figure 3).
Deficiencies in either systems or practices and gaps in either
skills or attitudes are identified in QLC-1. The skill gaps are
closed by QLC-3 through 9. The business practices and sys-
tem deficiencies are closed via QLC-2 action plans aimed at
improving the business infrastructure that supports quality
as a way of life. Attitudes gaps are narrowed by QLC-10.
Thus, QLC provides vehicles for well balanced improve-
ments in all three circles and thereby creates a lasting quality
culture change. An individual business may not require the
entire curriculum to orchestrate its culture change.

To date QLC programs have been initiated at 28 General
Electric businesses. This has involved over 28,000 course
enrollments and over 42,000 student -days of training - at
over 50 different sites including several foreign locations. In
addition, GE businesses have involved over 600 supplier
companies in their programs. Other GE businesses are assess-

OLC-1
QLC-3
through
QLC-9

SKILLS

Training
Application

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Measurements
Procedures
Organization
Plans
Reception

ATTITUDES

Management
Cornmittment

Individual
Motivation
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RCA's QMTP graduates can build on strength
In quality improvement education, RCA got started
about three years after General Electric and with a
different initial direction.

As is described in the accompanying article, the
GE approach was to develop an integrated and
comprehensive ten -course quality leadership
curriculum to help management increase business
competitiveness and achieve business excellence
by teaching and implementing proven quality
techniques and practices. Two courses are focused
on management aspects, seven cover specific
technical skills areas and one addresses individ'al
attitude.

While the long-term objective and plans were
comparable, RCA's principal emphasis in its initial
two years of developing and implementing quality
improvement training courses was on management
aspects, with plans to begin addressing technical
training needs in 1987 or later.

The merger has made that future course
development work unnecessary. Any of the GE
QLC-3 through -10 courses can be very effectively
utilized by an organization which has based its
Quality & Management Improvement Process on the
two RCA training courses: the Executive Quality
Seminar (EQS) and the Quality Management
Training Process (QTMP).

In the RCA EQS/QMTP courses (EQS is an
abbreviated version of QMTP for senior executives),
the managers develop an understanding of the need
for, and a commitment to a process of, continual
quality improvement in all staff and line functions,
including how to structure an effective quality
improvement process. They identify key quality

issues, including sources of nonconformance to
business requirements. They learn a ten -step
creative problem solving process employing a
dozen effective techniques, and gain experience in
using that process in a team attack on a
nonconformance existing in their organization. They
identify potential obstacles to implementing quality
improvement processes and, in a team workshop,
develop a plan to overcome those obstacles.

A careful examination of Len Morgan's article
shows the marked similarity of the RCA
management -oriented courses to the GE
management -oriented courses OLC-1 and -2.

When the currently scheduled EQS/QMTP
courses have been completed about 4000
managers will have been trained, from RCA's
Aerospace & Defense divisions, the Service
Company's several operations, the Distributor and
Special Products Division, and from Americom. In
parallel, an increasing number of these managers
will have gained experience in Quality Improvement
Team activities in their organizations.

Considering the training and experience they
have had, it is evident that the EQS/QMTP-trained
management cadre will be well prepared to lead the
implementation of selected General Electric QLC-3
through -10 courses in their organizations. They
can build on the quality improvement management
strength they've developed through EQS/QMTP, by
bringing to their business units the technical depth
of the GE Quality Leadership Curriculum.
G.D. Prestwich
Staff Vice President & Corporate Quality Executive
RCA Corporation

ing their quality requirements to determine the QLC program
format best suited to their needs.

In some components of RCA an effective quality improve-
ment training effort is underway via two Corporate -
developed courses for operating component managers. The
objective is similar to that of GE - to initiate mechanisms to
create a fundamental change in how operating components
manage quality. The principles underlying the GE and RCA
approaches are also similar, resulting in the two RCA courses
being compatible with QLC-1 and -2. Consequently, it is

expected that RCA components that have completed or are in
the process of completing the two RCA courses will be able to
use the QLC 3-10 courses as a complementary, logical follow-
on activity. Where components have not yet initiated the
RCA courses, QLC-1 and -2 will be available, possibly modi-
fied to include appropriate elements of the RCA courses, to
start the quality training process. George Prestwich discusses
this aspect in more detail in his accompanying comments (see
box).

The QLC courses can be implemented by a business in
several ways. Utilizing QLC courses as continuing education

courses is a start, but the participation usually is narrow, the
application of the techniques is ad -hoc, and the resulting
business benefits are rarely documented and known by man-
agement. By extending the courses with additional weekly
structured application project sessions, technique implemen-
tation is facilitated and impact is more visible and measur-
able. Usually, five weeks are required for participating teams
to select an application project and the techniques to be
implemented, develop an action plan, review implementation
progress, and achieve first results.

Experience at several major GE businesses has shown that
radiation of the structured application approach throughout
the business along with changes in the business measurements
and systems can create a real culture change and a major
impact can be expected. At some businesses QLC-6 Quality
Problem Solving and -7 Statistical Quality Control are being
applied in what we call the productive training format. This
training involves both hourly and salaried personnel in learn-
ing and applying the skills, thus linking the classroom with
the factory. At Major Appliance Group, the customer
requirements and design courses (QLC 3-5) are also being
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applied effectively. With application of learned skills to spe-
cific quality improvement projects, learning is being focused
on a massive scale to support a specific business goal. This
approach fostered the creation of multi -job function, multi -

job level teams which has resulted in breaking down tradi-
tional internal barriers. Thus QLC courses are the tools these
businesses are using to drive a change from reacting to quality
problems surfaced during inspection and service to putting a
prevention system in place that permits doing things right the
first time. Based on this experience, work is underway to
increase the use of all QLC courses in the productive training
format.

These businesses have also instituted activities aimed at
changing their measurements and systems - to insure a
permanent change in culture. The approaches involve such
areas as work planning, compensation, organization struc-
ture and recognition of the enlarged body of people being
asked to assume responsibility for quality - aimed at trans-
ferring ownership for quality to the lowest layers of the orga-
nization and redefining management's role as one of leader-
ship for quality.

This total approach to the three arenas of the quality
change strategy (Figure 3) has led to the targeting by one of
the businesses of a fifty percent reduction of the direct and

measurable quality costs - i.e. losses, scrap, rework and
warranty complaints. For this business, using the 6:1 ratio of
indirect to direct quality costs cited by quality experts, the
targeted goal translates to a total cost saving comparable to
net earnings.

Results reported by GE businesses confirm the effective-
ness of QLC and the approach to quality leadership. With
more than 100 projects based on QLC techniques completed
or underway we are already beginning to see changes in the
culture of our operations, and cost savings of over 70 million
dollars have been documented. By focusing on techniques
and cultural changes rather than just solving current prob-
lems, we believe we are on the fastest track to the prevention
mode - with the highest probability of success of solving
quality problems long term.

We anticipate the long term return for GE and RCA opera-
tions will be a dramatic improvement in quality and pull -
through of productivity gains - which will improve our
overall competitiveness in world markets, bring about
increased customer satisfaction and market share, and
enhance profitability. Perhaps even more significant is the
satisfaction our employees will have from knowing that we
are providing our customers the best possible quality goods
and services.

Biography
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W.A. Mulle

A radar/phased array radar primer

Manufacturing and system integration processes have matured to the
point where phased arrays are increasingly becoming the radar of
choice in land, sea, and airborne military applications.

The marketeer attempting to sell any complex system or piece
of machinery must always face the problem of "tutoring" his
customer. Instructional methods combine presentations, adver-
tisements, brochures, and proposals. If the customer is an office
or agency of the United States Defense Department, the market-
eer presumes a very high level of technical and operational
expertise. In addition, that customer can enlist government re-
search laboratories to help evaluate the merits of products being
offered or proposed, and to assess the advantages and risks of
new technology.

The situation can be vastly different in places like Indonesia
or Thailand. Customer knowledge of specific technologies may
be superficial at best, and the problem of educating the deci-
sion -makers is compounded by differences in language and so-
cial customs. For example, in some Oriental cultures, the social
imperative to "save face" inhibits oral questions during a mar-
keting presentation. Members of the customer's group affirm
that they understand and appreciate all aspects of the presenta-
tion, but subsequent comments and questions submitted in writ-
ing will reveal that, in fact, they do not.

The problem is aggravated by the lack of language facility on
the part of both salesperson and customer. A salesperson from
the USA who travels to six different countries is not likely to be
proficient in each language, and the customer usually has only a
limited grasp of "everyday" English - much less scientific
terminology. The result can be frustrating for an aggressive
marketing manager.

Abstract: The author recently compiled a primer on conven-
tional and phased array radar systems for members of
MSRD's international Programs and Marketing Groups to use
in presenting the advantages of phased arrays in an easy-fo-
unders/and format. This article, derived from that primer, of-
fers general fundamentals to the RCA Engineer reader unfa-

miliar with radar.
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We have observed that foreign customers usually do not gain
sufficient understanding of complex subjects from viewgraph
presentations. This is because (a) the listener's mind is partially
occupied by on -the -fly translation (assuming that he does not
normally think in English) and (b) few visual clues indicate that
the listener doesn't understand ("face saving" as mentioned
earlier). The printed word (and picture) is a more effective
means of communication with foreigners because it circum-
vents these problems.

Members of MSRD's International Programs and Marketing
groups have recently faced this situation in attempting to ex-
plain the operation of phased array radars to non-U.S. staff
officers. Their solution: a "primer" that explains not only how
a phased array works, but, more importantly, what military
advantages ensue from including it in one's arsenal. The primer
is tailored to build on the customer's functional knowledge of
conventional radar operation. This article, derived from the
primer, provides the RCA engineer with fundamentals of the
phased array radar, so important to MSRD.

The radar primer - conventional vs. phased array
Modern radars can be categorized by the method used to di-
rect the RF beam at the target:

Conventional, mechanically rotated antennas

Electronically steered (phased array) antennas

Considering first the mechanical antenna systems, these can
also be functionally classified into two groups:

Search radars, both 2 -dimension (2D) and 3 -dimension (3D)

Tracking radars

Let us consider the mechanically positioned radar systems fast.

The 2D search radar -major drawbacks
As its name implies, a 2D radar provides only two target coordi-
nates, usually range and azimuth. A 3D search radar provides
target data for range, azimuth, and elevation.
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Fig. 4. Coning error with 2D radar. The radar beam tilts with
the ship's pitch and roll.

The 2D and 3D systems, though both rotating search radars,
are configured differently to perform their respective assign-
ments. With the 2D system, RF energy is directed from a single
feed horn against a parabolic reflector, from which it radiates
into space. This reflector is wider in its horizontal dimension
than in its vertical dimension (see Fig. 1), which causes the RF
beam to be narrower in the horizontal axis.

The resultant beam cross section is an oval that moves
with the rotation of the antenna, as shown in Fig. 2.

This vertical extension of the beam permits the 2D radar to
detect targets at various altitudes with an acceptably accurate
initial fix on target azimuth and a precise determination of
slant range. However, the actual ground range of the target is
not accurately determined for any target above the horizontal
plane - see Fig. 3.

This ground range error is caused by lack of elevation data
in a 2D search radar system. The ground range may differ
from the slant range by the range error, AR in the figure,
where AR increases as target height increases. This is one of
two significant sources of error for the 2D search radar. The
other is coning error, which is associated with shipboard
search radars. Coning error is caused by ship pitch and roll,
when the radar antenna is not stabilized, which is often the
case for shipboard rotating search radars. In Fig. 4, when the
ship is vertical, the search beam is also vertical, and detects a
target, X, at relative bearing 343°. When the ship rolls to port
(position 2), the top portion of the beam also tilts (position
2B), and now detects target Y, which is at relative bearing
336°. Even if the radar antenna rotation were stopped at 343°
for target X, it will now detect target Y at 336° relative
bearing. In this example, the coning error is 343 - 336, or 7°.

The 3D search radar adds elevation data

The physical configuration of a 3D search radar mitigates the
shortcomings of the 2D system by providing approximate target
elevation. As shown in Fig. 5, multiple feed horns direct RF
energy to the reflector for the typical "stacked beam" 3D
search radar. The mechanical positioning of the feed horns is
such that the resultant reflected beams "stack" in space. Each
feed horn produces a separate beam at a slightly different fixed
elevation, shown as A, B, C, and D in the figure. By rotating
this stack of beams in azimuth as shown in Fig. 6, the 3D search
radar can determine approximate target elevation by indicating
the beam in which the target is located.

As an alternative to the 3D search radar, a 2D system could
be used in conjunction with a height -finding radar. A height -
finding radar operates like a 2D radar turned on its side. Now,
as shown in Fig. 7, the RF beam has a smaller vertical dimen-
sion. This permits more precise measurement of target eleva-
tion. The RF beam is raised or lowered by tilting the antenna.
Thus paired with a 2D radar, the height -finding radar provides
system performance better than most 3D radars. There is, of
course, the disadvantage of requiring two pieces of equipment
to do the job.

Trade-offs

Conventional rotating search radars require other trade-offs, de-
pending upon their intended use. Most system parameters are
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Fig. 7. A height -finding radar. The antenna produces an RF
beam with a smaller vertical dimension. This gives more pre-
cise measurement of target elevation.

Compromised performance on moving platforms - ship -
mounted radars suffer degraded performance unless they are
mechanically stabilized.

Relatively imprecise - the wide RF beam prevents the radar
from obtaining precise target position data.

Cumbersome - large rotating antenna structures require ex-
tra power to move.
Purpose -oriented restrictions - two separate search radars

are needed to meet the different requirements imposed by
long-range air surveillance versus low-altitude/surface sur-
veillance.

111110

TYPICAL STACKED BEAM SEARCH RADAR

Fig. 5. The 3D search radar provides another target coordi-
nate - elevation.

predicated upon performance desired or required. For example,
desired operating range affects transmitter power, antenna gain,
and antenna rotation speed. Obviously more transmitter power
and/or antenna gain are required for a long-range search radar.
The effect of antenna rotation speed is more subtle. For a long-
range (greater than 100 km) search radar, the fastest antenna
rotation speed practical is about one revolution every 6 seconds.
Some radars use rates of 10 or 12 seconds. Aside from the
purely mechanical considerations involved with rapidly rotating
a large antenna structure, there is an important system limita-
tion. If the antenna rotates too rapidly, not enough RF energy
will hit the target for the radar to detect the return. This
shortcoming can be offset by decreasing the speed of antenna
rotation to permit more of the RF pulses to hit the target.
Unfortunately, this approach introduces another problem - the
increased time between target scans adversely affects reaction
time of the system.

Conversely, a short-range search radar can rotate faster be-
cause the radar echo from the target doesn't have to travel as
far. This allows the pulse rate to be increased. Also, because the
RF beam energy is greater at short ranges, not as many pulses
are needed to illuminate the target. A short-range, low -altitude
search radar can be used to detect low -flying targets, such as
cruise missiles, as shown in Fig. 8.

Here, a low -flying target will be detected when it appears
above the horizon. However, this short-range radar will not
detect approaching high -altitude aircraft because its beam is
fixed to illuminate the surface up to about 100.

The limitations of a conventional rotating search radar sys-
tem are summarized below:

Slow antenna rotation - causes delay in weapon engage-
ment of a hostile target.

DETECTION RANGE LIMITED BY HORIZON

EARTH SURFACE

Fig. 8. The short-range, low -altitude search radar is effective for cruise missiles.

LOW -FLYING TARGET
IS BELOW
RADAR HORIZON
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The tracking radar supplements the search radar

Assume we have the proper radar to perform a specific search
function. Further assume that this radar successfully fulfills its
assigned task and detects the target. Establishing the presence
and position of a potential threatening target is only the first step
in a radar -directed weapon system engagement. The next step is
establishing an accurate track of the target - the target's posi-
tion, speed, and heading. For fast moving air targets, we cannot
wait 6 to 12 seconds between each measurement for the search
radar to sweep past the target position. At this rate, a delay as
long as 48 seconds is required to confirm the detection and
obtain the first track information. A track is determined by
obtaining several independent measurements of the target's po-
sition. These measurements are then combined into a smoothing
algorithm to form an estimate of the target speed and heading.
Because of the long time intervals between search radar mea-
surements, and the lack of precision of these measurements, this
preliminary track information is subject to large errors.

To obtain accurate target position, the rotating search radar is
supplemented by a track radar. The search radar has done its job
and now precise track data must be obtained as quickly as
possible. Therefore, the search radar data are transferred to the
track radar at this time. These data provide the track radar with a
designated bearing and range for the detected target. The track
radar turns to the designated bearing, then moves its beam
through a preprogrammed search pattern around the designated
bearing until the target is found. At this time automatic tracking
begins. The track radar antenna is mounted on a two -axis or
three -axis servo -controlled pedestal, so its beam can be posi-
tioned at any point in the hemisphere above the horizon (Fig. 9).

ELEVATION

DRIVE

MOTOR

AZIMUTH

DRIVE

TRACK RADAR DIRECTOR
MOTOR

TRACKING RADAR RF BEAM
HAS NARROW CROSS SECTION

USUALLY 1.5 TO 3.5 DEGREES
IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION

Fig. 9. The track radar supplements the rotating search radar.

Servo drives permit matching antenna motion to target angu-
lar rates so the RF beam can be held on target continuously,
thus providing a very high data rate for target position data.

Modern mechanical tracking radars obtain their servo control
signals by using monopulse tracking. In this approach, a single
transmitter supplies the RF pulse, which radiates as the "sum"
(or reference) beam from the center of a multiple horn feed
system. On receive, these feed horns are used individually to
feed the radar echo into separate azimuth and elevation "differ-
ence" channels. These channels use separate receivers to gener-
ate appropriate servo error signals to move the antenna as re-
quired to keep the target return centered in the middle of the
sum beam at all times (Fig. 10). This permits the transmitted
radar beam to follow the target continuously.

Fig. 11 shows the typical response time of a weapon system
that uses a 2D search radar and mechanical track radar. As
noted on the figure, this radar combination typically requires 15

SUM ;OR REFERENCE) BEAM

ELEVATION

DIFFERENCE

BEAMS

AZIMUTH
DIFFERENCE

BEAMS

ELEVATION SERVO

ERROR SIGNAL

AZIMUTH SERVO
ERROR SIGNAL

Fig. 10. The monopulse tracking radar holds the target in its
sum beam.

to 45 seconds after initial detection before the target can be
engaged. This reaction time may be too slow to cope with a
rapidly approaching hostile target. In this case the mechanically
steered search/track radar system is inadequate to defend against
a single target of this type, let alone multiple hostile targets. A
system with a faster reaction time is required - one that can
handle more than one target. This is where the superiority of the
phased array (electronically steered) radar system is high-
lighted.

The phased array radar system
Generically, the conventional radar system and the phased array
system are similar. Both types require the same basic subsys-
tems to perform - antenna, transmitter, receiver, antenna/
beam positioning system, signal processing, and control - but
the similarity stops here.

The most striking departure from the conventional, mechani-
cally positioned radar system is evident in the antenna for a
phased array system. Nothing physically moves. The radar
beam is positioned and steered electronically by shifting the
phase of the radiating (and receiving) elements.

A typical phased array radar consists of four fixed array
faces to provide 360° coverage (Fig. 12). If less than complete
hemispheric coverage is required, fewer faces can be used,
reducing the size and cost of the radar. Each array face provides
approximately 90° of azimuth coverage (with some overlap).

Where conventional mechanical radar systems use a feed
horn assembly and reflector, each phased array consists of a
large number (hundreds, or thousands) of radiating elements
spaced throughout the plane face of the array. RF energy is
usually distributed to and from each radiating element by means
of waveguide and/or coaxial cables. The radiating elements are
arranged in rows and columns on the plane of the array face, as
shown in Fig. 13. Consider one column of radiating elements
(refer to Fig. 13 for definition of rows and columns). When the
transmitter radiates, and its output is distributed to each radiat-
ing element in the column via equal lengths of transmission
line, then each element will radiate the pulse of RF energy with
the same phase (Fig. 14). If more columns of elements are
added to the original single column and fed equal output power
through identical lengths of transmission lines as before (Fig.
15), the pattern would resemble that shown in Fig. 16. A moni-
toring device positioned several hundred feet in front of the
array would confirm that the pulse of RF energy had been
formed into a beam radiating perpendicular to the face of the
array.
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Fig. 11. Typical response time of a weapon system using a
rotating 2D search radar and a mechanical track radar.

Fig. 12. Typical phased array radar.
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Fig. 14. Basic radiating elements of a phased array radar (no
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Fig. 15. Phased array of multiple rows and columns (no
phase shift).
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Fig. 16. Beam pattern for phased array of multiple rows and
Fig. 13. Rows and columns of elements on the array face. columns (but no phase shift).
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Fig. 20. The beam -steering controller sets the phase shift for
each element.

Shifting phase shifts the beam

Now, again considering a single column of radiating elements,
suppose a phase shifter is placed in the transmission line feeding
each element. Further, we'll specify that the phase shifter feed-
ing element number 1 causes a shift of phase equal to M), the
phase shifter feeding element number 2 causes a phase shift of
24, and so on for each remaining element (see Fig. 17). Each
phase shift (4) is equal to a fraction of one cycle of the radar
transmitter frequency. If our monitoring device were again
placed out in front of the array, we would now find that the RF
pulse has been formed into a beam radiating at some angle, a,
that deviates from the perpendicular to the array. The amount of
deviation from the perpendicular is determined by the amount
of phase shift, nM), introduced by each phase shifter. This is
illustrated in Fig. 18. In most array designs, the phase shifters
are reciprocal - they perform the same function for RF energy
being transmitted or received. For this discussion, we will as-
sume reciprocal phase shifters.

If the RF pulse is reflected from a target located in the path
of the transmitted beam, then this reflected pulse will be re-
ceived by each array element and passed through its associated
phase shifter, as shown in Fig. 19. The received RF signal will
be shifted in phase by the same amount as the transmitted signal
was, so the energy from each individual antenna element will
arrive at the receiver "in phase." This would not be true for RF
energy (at the same frequency) entering the array from a differ-
ent direction. Hence, one can consider that the phased array is
"looking" in the direction established by the amount of phase
shift inserted by each phase shifter - the same direction in
which the RF pulse was transmitted. The RF waveguide struc-
ture can be configured to form sum and difference beams as
described earlier for the monopulse tracking radar, so precise
target position can be obtained with a single pulse.

After the last echo (from the maximum range of the radar)
has been received, the direction of the beam can be changed by
inserting different values of phase shift (nM)) in each phase
shifter. These devices are designed to be controlled by electrical
signals.

Beam -steering controller

A computer, called the beam -steering controller, calculates the
values of phase shift needed to be inserted at each element to
cause the radar beam to be directed toward a specific point in
space. This beam -steering system is depicted in Fig. 20.

The time required to change all phase shifter settings is very
short - on the order of microseconds. Once the phased array
radar has completed processing target echoes at a given beam
position, a new set of phase shifter commands is established by
the beam -steering controller. The next RF pulse is now radiated
into space in a different direction. The time between two suc-
cessive settings of the phase shifters is called a dwell (Fig. 21).
More than one pulse may be transmitted during one dwell. The
sequence of events is as follows. First, the beam -steering con-
troller sets the phase shifters to establish the direction in which
the radar beam will point. Then, the transmitter produces a

AMPS series of several pulses. During the time between transmitter
pulses, the radar receiver detects echoes from any target that
may be in the radar beam. When the required number of pulses
has been transmitted, the beam -steering controller sets the phase
shifters for a new beam position. The number of RF pulses
transmitted during one dwell depends upon which operating
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mode of the radar has been selected by the radar control com-
puter. Each successive dwell can be different, if required by the
specific operating situation.

Dwells are distributed

A typical sequence of dwells for a phased array radar in opera-
tion might follow the pattern shown in Table 1. In a typical
system, approximately 240 dwells are completed in one second,
or 960 in 4 seconds. If the RF beam is approximately 3.5° wide,
this number of beams is sufficient to complete the horizon
search, obtain several data samples on each of the targets being
tracked, and complete more than half of the long-range, high -
altitude search dwells needed to fill the total search coverage
volume of space. Fig. 22 shows this type of operation and also
depicts the dwell sequence described in Table 1. Since long-
range search need not be completed more often than once every
ten seconds, there is enough time to transmit approximately
eight track dwells for each of 100 separate tracks within each
ten -second period. The radar computer distributes these dwells
so threatening air targets under engagement are illuminated by
track beams more often than nonthreatening air targets. For
example, the former may be illuminated four times each sec-
ond, while a nonthreatening air target may be illuminated per-
haps once every two seconds.

Advantages of phased array system
Just how good is a phased array radar system like the one we've
just described? Let's compare the reaction time chart shown
earlier for a weapon system using conventional radars with the
reaction time for a system using a phased array (Fig. 23).

As shown in Fig. 23, an engagement can begin 3 to 5
seconds after initial target detection with the phased array radar.
A weapon system using conventional radars typically requires
15 to 45 seconds after initial detection before beginning an
engagement. And this is just one target. When the system is
confronted with multiple threatening targets - 5, 10, 50, or
more - the conventional radar is quickly overwhelmed, but the
multiple threat situation is easily managed by a phased array
system.

What makes the phased array radar so much more effective
in practically any operating situation? The major advantages of
phased array radars over conventional, mechanically positioned
radars are summarized below:

The radar RF beam can be switched in microseconds from
one point in the coverage space to any other point in the
coverage space.

One phased array radar can perform multiple functions, such
as horizon search, long-range search, and tracking. These
functions can be switched in microseconds and can be
changed randomly from dwell to dwell under computer con-
trol.

When operating in the search mode, a phased array radar
provides 3D information on detected targets (i.e., range,
azimuth, and elevation).

Once a target has been detected initially, a track beam can be
scheduled within 0.1 second to "re -visit" the target. Precise
track information can be obtained within a few seconds.

ONE DWELL -01 [0-- ONE DWELL

PHASE SHIFTER

SETTING
PHASE SHIFTER

SETTING

TIME

Fig. 21. Dwell sequence for phased array.

PHASE SHIFTER

SETTING

Table 1. Typical dwell sequence for phased array radar.

Cumulative
Elapsed

Dwell Time
Number (ms) Radar Operating Mode

n 0

n +1 5

n+2 12

n+3 14

n+4 16

n+5 23

n+6 25

Long-range, medium -altitude
search

Horizon search (pulse doppler)

Track target #1 (monopulse
processing)

Track target #2 (monopulse
processing)

Horizon search (pulse doppler)

Track target #3 (monopulse
processing)

High -altitude search

Fig. 22. Typical beam sequence for phased array (using
dwells shown in Table 1).
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Fig. 23. Reaction time comparison for phased array system versus conventional mechanical radar system.

Precision tracks can be maintained on many targets at the
same time. Data rates for each target can be adjusted by the
radar computer as needed.
Surveillance can be maintained in different sectors at differ-
ent rates (e.g., horizon search every four seconds, and long-
range, medium -altitude search every 10 seconds).
In shipboard applications, the radar beam -steering com-
mands can be adjusted by the computer to provide full stabil-
ization against ship roll and pitch.
Because its beam position and RF pulse characteristics ap-
pear to be random to an outside observer, the phased array
radar enjoys extra protection against several types of elec-
tronic jamming.

Past, present, and future
The phased array radar is not a new development. In 1965,
Bendix installed the first phased array in the U.S., the AN/FPS-
85, but it was destroyed by fire before achieving full operational
capability. That radar was rebuilt in 1969 and is now operating as
part of the USAF Spacetrack network. A prototype of the Safe-
guard Missile Site Radar built by Raytheon operated on Meck
Island in the Pacific from 1968 to 1976. RCA's engineering
development model AN/SPY-1 radar operated first at Moores-
town before being installed in USS Norton Sound in 1973 for at -
sea testing with live missile engagements. Today, the production

version, AN/SPY-1A, operates as part of the AEGIS Weapon
System Mark 7 on the latest U.S. guided missile cruisers. AN/
SPY -1D will be installed in the new Arleigh Burke -class missile
destroyers.

The operational advantages of phased arrays are well recog-
nized by military planners, but few countries have the technol-
ogy base needed to produce such systems. Although the U.S.
has been the leader in this field, large land -based phased arrays
are operating in Russia, and experimental systems have been or
are being built in France, Germany, and England.

Interest is now centered on two areas:

Reduction of cost, weight, and size of shipboard and land -
based arrays.

Development of very lightweight solid state arrays for use in
aircraft and spacecraft.

And. of course, there is the continuing effort to improve perfor-
mance by improving anti jam capability and detection in ad-
verse environments.
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10E Qh® lob/off the job

John Bowker Philip Stein Daniel Stein

Radio broadcasting as a hobby

This article can be attributed to one of life's
many coincidences. A few weeks ago, a chance discussion in
the lunch line at RCA Laboratories between John Bowker
and Philip Stein led to their realization that each had been
deeply involved in the development of carrier -current (or
wired -wireless as some prefer) radio broadcasting stations for
their respective colleges.

Each realized how his participation had led to terrific
father -son relationships, had improved on -campus commun-
ications and had even led to some interesting careers over the
years. The editor of RCA Engineer asked if they would relate
their stories for the magazine.

I spent all but a few hours of my entire college career in a
chicken coop and in a 10 -foot square basement room of the
college's student activities building.

Study was difficult. The chickens had left one of my rooms
a year earlier, and there was no air conditioning in the other.
The power distribution system and boilers in the adjoining
basement room were a constant reminder that the outside
world was still there using electricity and hot water. But the
oddest part was that the outside world turned to me to learn
what was going on in the world and on the campus!

I was easy to find-right there with my microphone and
records at 750 on every AM radio dial on campus.

It all started in high school ...
Here I was, 15 years old with a summer vacation before me.
My folks had recently purchased a cottage on the shores of a
small mountain lake in Vermont, good fishing, great boating
and swimming-quiet and peaceful. Night life? Not really.

I was one of only three teenagers at the lake so there wasn't
much going on most of the time. So one adapts.

Watch TV? Not when I was 15. But radio! Yes, the com-
plete answer to whiling away idle hours. But you have to
remember that portable radios used expensive batteries in
those days and so I was usually cut off from my swing music
stations when out in a boat.

My dad, a radio buff who had once helped build a pioneer
broadcasting station in Medford, Massachusetts, suggested I
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build a crystal radio like in the old days-no batteries and
very good fidelity on earphones.

Shortly, with his help, I was hearing the local stations even
when out on the lake!

But the crystal radio wasn't sensitive enough to pick up
any station carrying the Red Sox ball games from Boston
(another permanent addiction). That took a sensitive radio
connected to a 100 -foot antenna wire in the wilds of western
Vermont.

However, synergy was already at work in my life. That
same summer I had started reading some of the magazines
that tell how to build boats, airplanes and radios-all in the
same issue.

One article had caught my eye-the one about a "phono
oscillator."

"Build your own broadcasting station"

According to this magazine article, with just one radio tube
and a handful of parts, you could build a complete radio
station-and that would mean I could rebroadcast the Red
Sox games from an indoor radio out to the boat! A few
chores to raise some capital and, shortly, I had the parts to
assemble my phono oscillator. And it really worked...a nice
long wire for a transmitting antenna, and my problem of
hearing the games in the middle of the lake with a crystal
receiver was solved!

Word spread very quickly that Lake Iroquois had its own
radio station carrying music, local fishing news and the Red
Sox games! It didn't take long for the "ham actor" in me to
recognize that I had a potential audience of over 40 families
around the lake for my broadcasting antics. The studio was a
small "doll -house" cabin in the woods, and the programs
consisted mostly of what other distant stations were broad-
casting (even some shortwave broadcast stations that came in
particularly well at night).

Whenever possible, there were reports on lake activities
and, on several occasions, we broadcast the lake ping-pong
tournament play by play from our porch. My initials became
the call letters of the fledgling station.

The summer ends

That fall, everything was moved to our home on the edge of
Middlebury College. The campus was easily within range of
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Building a college carrier -current station

I first conceived of starting a student station when
someone showed me a very low power FM transmitter
and demonstrated how good it sounded at a distance.
Borrow a couple of turntables, a tape player, and a
mixer, and I could set up a station in anybody's room, so
I thought.

Other students here at Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, were also excited about the idea. We
could have student DJs who would play all those
records we never heard on commercial radio, and were
only played at 3:00 a.m. on our local FM public radio
station, WYSO.

Then, we had to see how our ideal fit into reality.
My father found out (from John Bowker) that small

scale FM was impractical because 10 -watt licenses
were no longer being issued. He suggested we could
use carrier -current AM, which uses the entire building
wiring as an antenna, and which has a legal limit at 540
kHz of about 200 feet. So our project began.

There were four dorms we wanted to cover. Each had
its own power transformer, so tapping a common power
source was not worth the effort. For simplicity, we
decided to have a transmitter in each dorm and to send
a line -level audio signal via unused phone wires in the
school's PBX. The phone lines worked well, but we put
isolation transformers on the lines at the transmitters to
minimize noise and ground loops.

Next, we worked on getting RF onto the power lines.
The buildings are three-phase 208 volts ac, with each
phase serving a different part of the building. We tried
connecting the transmitter output through capacitors
into a wall outlet. That worked well if we wanted to serve
only one-third of the dorm. To fix this, we built bridging
boxes that used more capacitors to bridge the RF
between phases. Finally, we were broadcasting to the
entire building.

The school gave us a room to use as a studio. For
safety, it was across the hall from the security office.
Now it was time to equip and build the studio.

I found a broadcast turntable in the basement of a
dorm and used an old record changer for the other. I
salvaged a cheap stereo that someone was discarding
and hooked it up as a monitor.

All of this ran through a $70 stereo mixer from Radio
Shack. I borrowed a microphone and relays (to mute the
monitor speakers when the mike was on), and got wood
from the school to build tables. Finally, it was finished.

Antioch Underground Radio was on the air.
-Daniel Stein

my phono oscillator, and the idea of swelling my potential
audience to 1800 was overwhelming.

Of course, a new antenna wire had to be strung to get
complete coverage of the campus (and most of the town, it
turned out)-probably 500 feet of antenna wire on the little
transmitter.

We put out quite a signal! It took the Federal Communica-
tions Commission field inspectors nearly two months to find
me. In exchange for my entire radio station, they left me a
copy of the FCC rules.

College radio in the early days

There was still no radio station at Middlebury College when I
matriculated a couple of years later. But I had learned that the
FCC rules do allow for campus stations, provided the power
is controlled and radiation into free space is limited. So it was
time to sample the interest among the student body in starting
a campus radio station. The response was immediate.

Thirty students answered an ad in the daily college newslet-

ter. The Science Department Chairman offered to provide
the parts for a new transmitter and help design the facilities
for broadcasting, if someone would do the actual construc-
tion. Studio space was a problem on campus so our family
chicken house was refurbished and became "radio central."

By the Spring term, we were ready to go on the air. We had
solved the problems of operating with moderate power, and
we picked a vacant frequency on the AM band (FM was only
an experimental plaything in those days; almost nobody had
an FM radio).

Is it really legal?

The FCC rules accommodate AM campus stations rather
nicely. Without any kind of license, a station can be operated
on the AM broadcast band provided the signal does not
radiate widely outdoors (see sidebar).

Technically, a suitable signal can be produced inside a
building if the transmitter and its antenna are also inside the
building. The signal must fade to virtual zero within about
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200 feet outside the building to keep within the FCC rules.
(This can be checked with a good car radio: If the signal can't
be heard 200 or so feet away from the building or outdoor
power lines, chances are the transmitter is operating legally.)

So the trick is to run the antenna as close to every desired
radio as possible inside the building. It is for this reason that
most college stations connect their radio signals to the regular
electrical wiring circuits or water system inside a dormitory
building. Thus the term "wired wireless"-or "carrier
current"-is applied to this form of broadcasting. The signal
can be quite strong inside the building while dropping to
virtually nothing right outside.

No license or permit is needed for operation of the station
provided it operates in accordance with FCC Rule Part 15.
The people operating such a station need no license or permit
either.

The equipment

The minimum equipment needed to put a broadcasting sta-
tion on the air was easy to come by. By 1949 one could
purchase ready -built phono oscillator transmitters from any
of the radio catalog houses. Record players for 78 rpm
records were a dime a dozen-the new 33 or 45 rpm versions
were only available on loan from fellow students but, after
all, there wasn't much music available on those new-fangled
things.

And microphones found their way into the studios by any
number of means. Equipment for the original station in the
chicken house cost about $30 out of pocket. By the time we
moved to the student activities building and started operating
legally, we had well over $100 sunk into the venture!

The technical system was simple enough. The audio signal
from the home -built studio console was fed through a home -
built audio distribution amplifier to sixteen home -built trans-
mitters located in each college -owned residence building.

Bell Telephone lines distributed the audio to each building
from the studio. Eleven of the sixteen transmitters operated
at 750 kHz and the remaining five operated at 760kHz.

Our problem was not with interference from regular com-
mercial stations on those frequencies, but our own transmit-
ters in the next building caused interference on some radios
due to their proximity. To minimize this, the transmitters in
alternate dormitories broadcast on alternate frequencies.

The transmitter RF output in each dorm was connected
into the electrical service (from which we often experienced a
distracting hum) or between a copper water pipe and the
electrical system ground (no hum, but unpredictable signal
strength inside the building). Several ohms of impedance are
available between such tie points in most dormitories-
enough to make connection from a transmitter output quite
easy (see sidebar).

In fact, though, the connections from the transmitters in
every building were unique. No two were the same. There
was as much witchcraft as science in providing satisfactory
signals from the transmitters to every room in a dormitory.
But, with perseverance, it all came together and worked
rather well.

The station matures

As the technical facilities came of age, the programming
developed from simple disk jockey shows to daily interview

programs with faculty and college visitors. Our program
schedule was printed in the weekly newspaper.

Audiotape recording equipment became available to us
during the early 1950s and this opened new vistas simply
unimagined a year earlier.

The Intercollegiate Broadcasting System was riding a peak
of popularity; programs were exchanged between college sta-
tions and the magazine, College Radio, carried monthly
photo essays on campus stations and offered tips on pro-
gramming and engineering matters.

More and more people were needed to make the station
tick once we became wed to magnetic tape and to program
exchanges with other schools. In all, with an 18 -hour pro-
gram day, we had over 80 students on the station roster
during my senior year.

When LP records really became established, the whole
concept of programming changed. An LP could take care of
20-30 minutes of air time without attention. The major
change this brought about was a significant improvement in
class grades!

We could bring homework to the studios and, with the
station playing classical music during the afternoon, one's
attention to the books was largely uninterrupted.

But interruptions would occur...

There was the day we learned we couldn't be heard in Gifford
dormitory, so I went over to investigate. I arrived at the same
time as the fire trucks. It took them less than a half hour to
find the source of the fire. Without going into great detail,
my assignment immediately became (1) design a new trans-
mitter that wouldn't catch fire, and (2) build a transmitter of
the new design for Gifford Hall since the old one was now a
charred tangle of aluminum and wires.

We were off the air less than a week while I installed fuses
in the B' + line of 15 transmitters and took care of Gifford
with a standby unit suitably modified.

The age of FM

Unlike AM carrier current stations, there is no equivalent
unlicensed nonradiating type of broadcast operation availa-
ble on the FM bands. College FM stations must be licensed by
the FCC. This involves a comprehensive legal, financial and
technical application, and the acceptance of responsibility
for the station by responsible college officials.

Then, there's a lengthy wait for FCC action that usually
runs more than a year before any construction can begin.

A knowledge of application and operating procedures as
described in Part 73 of the FCC's Rules and Regulations is
required. Formidable, perhaps. But lots of campuses now
have FM broadcasting stations.

Educational FM

There are 20 frequency slots in the FM band from 88.1 MHz
to 91.9 MHz set aside for use by noncommercial broadcast-
ers. Stations with as little as 100 watts of power can be
licensed and, thereby, provide radio service to any small town
or community where an open frequency can be found.

Colleges all over the country have jumped at the opportu-
nity to go on the air with programs that could be heard
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A low -power AM transmitter you can build.

When Dan Stein first suggested building a radio station
for school, he was thinking of a low -power FM station in
the 88 to 108 -MHz band. As mentioned above, this band
is very crowded and there are no more special rules for
low -power stations. We agreed that it would be best to
operate in the AM broadcast band using carrier -current
techniques.

Carrier -current signals are superimposed on the ac
power lines and can be received only a few feet outside
of the building they serve.

When I attended Columbia College, in New York City, I
had worked at their station, WKCR, and I had con-
structed two low power AM transmitters for carrier -
current use in the dorms. They used vacuum tubes, of
course, push-pull 6L6s for both output and modulator
sections. With power supply and controls, each trans-
mitter took up a waist -high 19 -inch wide rack.

I decided that it would be possible to make a much
smaller, simpler design with today's miniature electron-
ics, and proceeded to design and build a solid-state 10
watt AM transmitter for the 550 to 1600 -kHz AM broad-
cast band. It operates best at the low end of the band
(550-650 kHz), which is appropriate for carrier -current
AM broadcast service, and of course it's much smaller
and lighter, about the size of a large telephone book.

We built five transmitters, four for dorms on the cam-
pus and one spare. The college's community council
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provided some money, and most of the parts were pur-
chased at the country's largest electronics flea market,
the National Ham Radio Convention in nearby Dayton,
Ohio.

Circuit description

Overall, the transmitter owes much more to audio circuit
design than to RF design. Refer to the schematic dia-
gram (Fig. 1).

A crystal oscillator at 8 or 16 times the carrier fre-
quency is divided digitally in 74HC76 T -type flip-flops to a
square wave at the carrier frequency. An R -C low-pass
circuit rounds this waveform somewhat and centers it
around dc zero. Part of this low-pass circuit is a resistive
divider that serves to limit the output power by reducing
drive, and also keeps the modulator dissipation within
limits. (Note that both phases of the exciter waveform
are carried through here because the modulator is a
differential, balanced configuration.)

Incoming audio is adjusted by the modulation control,
which divides the signal directly from the input jack. It is
then isolated from the source by a simple follower, and is
bandpassed and dc offset in a simple biased inverter.
Both of these circuits center around CA3140 operational
amplifiers. A CA339 comparator senses whether the
biased, bandpassed audio ever passes through zero,
and if so, lights the OVERMOD light on the front panel.

Carrier and audio meet at the modulator, a two -
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of transmitter.
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Fig. 2. Photo of output waveform.

quadrant multiplier. This is a two -channel device used in
a differential configuration to reduce distortion while
keeping signal level high. The multiplier outputs are
summed in a differentially configured operational ampli-
fier, a CA3160.

Natural rolloffs in the circuit to this point have
reduced the modulated carrier to a rough triangle wave.
This is now passed through a two -pole Butterworth filter
of the Sallen-Key type, which removes most of the resid-
ual harmonics and leaves a pure modulated sine wave.

This signal now passes to a class AB1 linear amplifier
of the "Universal Tiger" configuration, featuring RCA
MOS power transistors in the output. This circuit has a
gain of three (as configured by the ratio of the emitter
resistors in the driver transistor bases). Output impe-
dance is an ohm or two. Power output is controlled by
another pot, which attenuates the input drive to the final
amplifier. Maximum power is limited mostly by phase
shifts in the output devices. Five -ten watts RMS output is
easily obtained, and more can be had at low impedance
loads by tweaking. The output waveform is shown in Fig.
2 at about 90% modulation.

Power comes from a conventional bridge rectifier/
filter for plus -or -minus 25 volts for the output stage. This
is reduced by integrated regulators to plus -or -minus 12
volts for the driver, modulator, and audio stages, and to
plus 5 volts for the oscillator and dividers.

Incoming ac is surge -protected and filtered to help
remove circulating signals coming back from the trans-
mitter output, which is, after all, connected to the ac
line.

Coupling to the power lines is accomplished with
isolating capacitors, and is always a problem with
carrier -current systems. The large voltage at 60 Hz often
modulates the output stage of the transmitter, causing
hum and buzz in the signal. Impedance is usually a prob-
lem, too. Even at RF, the ac line presents only a few
ohms, far too low for most 50 ohms transmitters.

Fig. 3. Photo of transmitter.

This transmitter design, however, has a very low out-
put impedance. This is a big help except that the isolat-
ing capacitors must be very large (about 1.0mF, at 1kV).
These provide less than one ohm coupling impedance
at the carrier frequency, but only about 5000 ohms isola-
tion at the power line frequency.

The only solution, short of large, expensive notch
filters, is to make the transmitter output stage very linear
so that it will not be modulated much by the 60 Hz, and
to put up with whatever remains of the buzz in the trans-
mitted audio.
-Philip Stein
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FCC rules for AM broadcasts

FCC RULE SECTION 15.111 reads in pertinent part: A
low -power communication device may be operated on
any frequency between 540-1600 kHz subject to the
condition that the emission of rf energy on the funda-
mental frequency or any harmonic or other spurious
frequency does not exceed: Field Strength (microvolts/
m) = 2400/F(kHz) at a distance of 30 meters.

FCC RULE SECTION 15.113 reads in pertinent part:
In lieu of meeting the requirements of Rule Section
15.111, a low -power communication device may oper-
ate on any frequency between 540-1600 kHz provided it
meets all the following conditions:

(a) The power input to the final radio stage (exclusive of
filament or heater power) does not exceed 100 milli -
watts, and
(b) The emissions below 510 kHz and above 1600 kHz
are suppressed 20 dB or more below the unmodulated
carrier, and
(c) The total length of the transmission line plus antenna,
plus a ground lead if used, does not exceed 3 meters,
and
(d) Low power communication devices obtaining their
power from the lines of public utility systems shall limit
the radio frequency voltage appearing on each power
line to 200 microvolts or less.

reliably for a distance of five or more miles from the campus.
Middlebury College is among those with a fortunate

antenna site for its FM station. From the cupola of a college
dormitory building on top of a hill in the Champlain Valley,
WRMC, operating with 100 watts, receives regular listener
reports from up to 15 miles away, and has letters from atten-
tive listeners over 35 miles away.

History sure repeats itself

My wife and I moved to New Jersey in 1953 and, shortly, our
oldest son was involved in Little League baseball-which
meant that I was too.

The press box seemed a natural fit for my talents and it
wasn't long before it occurred to me that the mothers and
fathers in the stands would probably like to hear their son's
name more often than could be announced on the public
address system.

It took about a week to build a complete low -power AM
radio station using junk parts at home and, within a few days
of broadcasting the evening games over a range that reached
to the right -field stands, it was apparent that the idea had
clicked.

Parents brought portable radios to the games. I was the
appointed sportscaster in the press box. Attendance at the
games picked up nicely. Son John took over behind the
microphone the year he graduated as a player, and I took over
as official scorer. We loved it-except when John would
question my scoring decisions on the air. For better or worse,
John was hooked on broadcasting. (John is now pursuing a

career in banking in Indiana, but is heard regularly on com-
mercial station WLJE in Valparaiso as a sports reporter and
commentator.)

and again...
By the early 1970s, it became apparent that my adopted New
Jersey hometown had very little identity and, too often,
township affairs were going unnoticed.

Armed with the success of WRMC in Vermont, I proposed
a noncommercial, educational FM station for the local high
school to use as a teaching station. The students would be
able to augment their communications and social studies
classes with actual hands-on experience in broadcasting. On
evenings and weekends, the school could broadcast their
sporting events at home and away and, on other evenings, the
station could be used (under school supervision) for a variety
of broadcasts by other school clubs, senior citizen or local
adult groups.

The Board approved the idea and, with two weeks of my
RCA vacation spent constructing the studios and erecting the
antenna and a dozen more evenings used up testing and
training, on November 18, 1975, WWPH signed on the air.

John, by now, was at school in the mid -West, but his
younger brother Daniel had helped design the station and
became Chief Engineer and morning disc jockey for several
of his high-school years.

His morning show started each Monday through Friday at
6:00 a.m. and included a variety of news items, some from a
news teletype machine and other items culled from his early
morning calls to the local police. (Dan Bowker went on to
attend college in Connecticut, spent four years in various
roles on the campus radio station, and married a college -mate
who was also involved with the campus station there. He is
now pursuing a career with RCA in computer science.)

Local sports at home and away continue to be a major hit
for the station and the public reaction to our broadcasts of
local candidates prior to township elections has been very
rewarding. In fact, the FBI granted press credentials to sons
Dan and John on behalf of the station to cover President
Ford's brief visit to Paterson, New Jersey to dedicate a water
conservation project. All in all, I saw more of my sons in
radio studios during their growing -up years than at home!
-John Bowker

Connecting the transmitter output

The trick usually is to find a convenient and safe con-
necting point in the electrical system where the impe-
dance is more or less constant. For instance, the electri-
cal service in a dormitory laundry room'is subject to wild
variations in electrical impedance whenever the appli-
ances are turned on or off.

To minimize these effects on received signal strength,
extremely low impedance output connections from the
dormitory transmitter are required if reliable signals are
to.be produced in the building.

What this loses in efficiency is more than compen-
sated by satisfied listeners. Typical transmitter output
power levels in a large dorm are 20-25 watts.
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Patents

Astro-Electronics Division

Katz, A. I Sidarsanam. R. I Aubert, D.E.
Adjustable reflective predistortion
circuit -4588958

Keigler, J.E. I Hartshorne, F.A.
Satellite dual antenna pointing
system -4599619

Kujas, E.F.
Solder composition -4588657

Martinet, J.L. I Katz, A.
Coaxial cavity resonator having a
dielectric insert which impedance
matches active device useable with
resonator -4595892

Broadcast Systems
Division

Ben-Dov, 0.
Broadcast antenna system with high
power aural/visual self-diplexing
capability -4590479

Bendell, S.L. I Michaelis, T.D.
Cooler control for a solid-state imager
camera -4587563

Hamalainen, K.L. Zorbalas, G.S.
Phase -reversed dithered automatic scan
tracking system -4595960

Johnson, C.A.
Image sensitivity for shuttered solid-state
imager television camera -4597015

Monahan, J.F. Hacke, J.F. Casne, T.F.
Dark current measurement and correction
for video from field -transfer
imagers -4589025

Nikolayuk, N. I Sikina, Jr, T.V.
Broadcast antenna which radiates
horizontal polarization towards distant
locations and circular polarization
towards nearby locations -4590480

Communication and
Information Systems Division

Earman, A.M. I Higashi, J.Y.
System for recording data on spiral
track -4594701

Kaplan, A.
Method and apparatus for measuring the
time delay between signals -4604717

Consumer Electronics
Operations

Bell, I.M. I Hollinden, D.E.
Peaking circuit for video driver
stage -4591912

Carlson, D.J.
Dual channel if TV receiver with AFT
derived from the picture carrier in the
sound channel -4599652

Christopher, T.J. I Fling, R.T.
Progressive scan television system with
video compression exceeding display line
rate -4605962

Filliman, P.D.
Teletext decoder using a common
memory -4595951

Filliman, P.D.
Teletext decoder having a register array
for operating on pixel words -4595952

Filliman, P.D.
Tuning system with provisions
skipping nonpreferred tuning
positions -4603438

Fling, R.T. Naimpally, S.V.
Apparatus for symmetrically truncating
two's complement binary signals as for
use with interleaved quadrature
signals -4589084

Fling, R.T. I Willis, D.H.
Digital -to -analog conversion system as for
use in a digital TV receiver -4591832

Fling, R.T. I McNeely, D.L. I Willis, D.H.
Digital signal level overload
system -4602276

Gurumurthy, K.V.
Teletext magazine code
detector -4593374

Harlan, W.E.
Apparatus responsive to plural color
video signals for amplitude limiting the
video signals to assist beam current
limiting -4599643

Henson, M.A.
Luminance peaking for use in digital
video signal processing
systems -4603353

Hettiger, J.
Tuning circuit for a multiband
tuner -4598423

Hettiger, J.
Tracking image frequency trap -4601062

Kelleher, K.C. I Hughes, L.M.
Tubular semiconductor magnetic field
sensor and circuits for use
therewith -4599564

Nero, L.W.
Inductance adjustment for
transformers -4591819

Nicholson, J.E. I Gilbert, W.A.
Circuit board mounting
arrangement -4590540

Price, T.W.
Doubly -balanced mixer
termination -4601063

Starski, W.
Component lead processing
device -4590660

Tannery, 4th, G.F.
Bipolar AGC with RF transistor DC bias
point stabilization -4590613

Wignot, L.S.
Multiband local oscillator -4593257

Willis, D.H. I Christopher, T.J.
Progressive scan televison receiver for
non-standard signals -4593315

Willis, D.H.
Dedithering circuitry in digital TV
receiver -4594726

Willis, D.H.
Television receiver having character
generator with burst locked pixel clock
and correction for non-standard video
signals -4595953

Willis, D.H.
Video signal processor with bias error
compensation -4599642

Microelectronics Center

Dingwall, A.G. I Zazzu, V.
Precision setting of the bias point of an
amplifying means -4594560

Manfredi, A.G.
Reusable centrifuge fixture and methods
of making and using same -4586375

Olmstead, J.A.
Diode structure -4589002
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Stewart, R.G.Mazin, M.
Apparatus for electrically joining the ends
of substantially parallel semiconductor
lines -4589008

Missile and Surface Radar
Division

Bauer, J A
Leadless chip carriers having self -aligning
mounting pads -4600970

Michaelis, T.D.
Apparatus and method for generating
calibrated optical encoder
pulses -4593193

Mitchell, R.D. Thomson, D.N. Smith, R.J.
Distributed processor with periodic data
transfer from each memory to like
addresses of all other
memories -4593350

Nesbit, G.H. I Afrashteh, A.
Connector for joining microstrip
transmission lines -4603926

Reno, C W
Side -spot focus apparatus for optical disc
recording and/or playback
system -4590594

Tarzaiski, R.J.
Apparatus for transmitting digital signals
across a rotary gap -4598325

New Product Division
Faulkner, R.D.
Electron discharge device having a
thermionic electron control
plate -4588922

Henry, D.V. Kaiser, D.B.
Modular welding apparatus having two
movable welding electrodes -4594494

Made, D.W.
Variable input voltage regulator
circuit -4590546

McDonie, A.F. Kaiser, D.B.
Shield cup to cage assembly connecting
tab member for photomultiplier
tube -4593229

Monroe, T.D.
Dark current eliminator useful for auto -iris
controller -4599654

Neuer, D.D.
Faceplate assembly having integral
gauging means -4608517

Peterson, F.W.
Apparatus for coating a selected area of
the surface of an object -4599970

Polansky, C.
Collet for die bonding -4589586

RCA Laboratories

Acampora, A. I Petri, R.J.
IYOY format television signal encoding
and decoding apparatus -4602274

Ackley, D E
Phase -locked laser array having a non-
uniform spacing between lasing
regions -4594719

Alig, R.G.
Color picture tube having an improved
expanded focus lens type inline electron
gun -4590402

Alig, R.C.
Color picture tube having an improved
inline electron gun -4590403

Andrevski, Z.M.
Television camera with solid-state
imagers mounted to a prism -4591901

Arbeiter, J.H. Bessler, R.F.
Interlaced digital video input
filter/decimator and/or
expander/interpolator filter -4603350

Astle, B.
Cursor controlled page selection in a
video display -4587520

Avery, L R
Protection circuit for integrated circuit
devices -4595941

Batterman, E P
Signal transition detection
circuit -4587448

Blackstone, S.C. I Jastrzebski, L.L.
Corboy, Jr, J.F.
Vertical igfet with internal gate and
method for making same -4586240

Bolger, T.V.
Digital video processing system with
raster distortion correction -4600945

Chambers, R W
System of orienting one body relative to a
second body in three orthogonal
directions -4586702

Chang, K.K.
Insulating mount for a CRT einzel lens
focus mask -4602186

Chen, T Y Clemens, J.K.I Auerbach, V.
Stylus kicker having kick energy
minimization means -4587570

Chin, D.
Apparatus for generating the magnitude
of the vector sum of two orthogonal

signals as for use in a digital TV
receiver -4587552

Colacello, M.A. I Fitzke, E.V. I Otto, J.F.
Apparatus for sealing a mount in a
cathode-ray tube -4589902

Corboy, Jr. K.F. Jastrzebski, L.L.
Method for forming uniformly thick
selective epitaxial silicon -4592792

Covey, R.L. Gale, M.T. Gorog, I. Beltz,
J.P.
Method and apparatus of determining the
true edge length of a body -4601581

Credelle, T L
Electron beam convergence and
scanning structures for flat panel display
device -4598227

Curtice, W.R.
Fet amplifier -4608583

Curtis, B.J. I Brunner, H.R.
Reactive sputter etching of metal silicate
structures -4608118

Dingwall, A.G.
Input current saving apparatus for flash
A/D converter

Dischert, R.A.
Television camera mechanical apparatus
driven by recorder motor -4587564

Dischert, R.A. Topper, R.J.
Digital adder including counter coupled to
individual bits of the input -4589019

Dischert, R.A.
Recording of timing signals synchronous
with a rotary recorder member -4594616

Dischert, R.A.
Television camera with multiplexed A -D
converter -4599640

Dresner, J.
Back-to-back diodes -4600935

Elabd, H. Kosonocky, W F
CCD imagers with registers partitioned for
simultaneous charge transfers in
opposing directions -4598321

Elabd, H. I Kosonocky, W.F.1 Battson, D.F.
CCD imagers with pixels at least thirty
microns long in the direction of charge
transfer -4604652

Erhardt, H.G.
IR-CCD imager and method of making the
same -4588261

Erhardt, H.G.
Alignment method -4588899

Fairbanks, D.W.
Apparatus for positioning a
stylus -4597646
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Faith, Jr, T.J.
In -situ cleaned ohmic contacts -4605479

Faraone, L. I Patterson, D.L.
Process of producing thick layers of
silicon dioxide -4604304

Feick, Jr, W.B.
Structure and method for interconnecting
printed circuit boards -4602316

Goodlad, A.P.Destephanis, R.
Article raising and lowering
apparatus -4599035

Goodman, L.A. I Goodman, A.M.
Method for making vertical mosfet with
reduced bipolar effects -4587713

Goodman, L.A. I Goodman, A.M.
Gossenberger, H.F.
Method using surface photovoltage (SPV)
measurements for revealing heavy metal
contamination of semiconductor
material -4598249

Haferl, P.E.
Horizontal deflection circuit with raster
distortion correction -4594534

Haferl, P.E.
Television receiver load compensation
circuit -4604556

Hanak, J J
Continuous in -line deposition
system -4593644

Heeb, E.J. I Knop, K.H. I Morf, R.H.
Encoding pattern for single chip CCD
camera processing scheme -4591900

Hernqvist, K.G. Alig, R.C.
Electron gun with afterglow
eliminator -4604548

Hinn, W.
Automatic kinescope bias control system
with modified initial operation -4587566

Hinn, W
Kinescope driver with high frequency
compensation -4599655

Hinn, W.
Kinescope bias sensing circuit -4600950

Hinn, W.
Digital -to -analog converter with reduced
output capacitance -4603319

Ipri, A.C.
Method of fabricating a polysilicon
transistor with a high carrier
mobility -4597160

Ipri, A.G. Stewart, R.G.
Electrically alterable programmable
nonvolatile floating gate memory
device -4608591

Jolly, S.T.
Vapor phase deposition
apparatus -4592307

Kosonocky, W.F.
Method of making a charge -coupled
device image sensor -4607429

Levine, P.A.
Electrical registration of CCD
imagers -4593311

Levine, P.A.
Transfer smear reduction in line transfer
CCD imagers -4594612

Levine, P.A.
Adaptive defect correction for solid-state
imagers -4600946

Levine, P.A.
CCD floating -element output stages
providing low reset noise with single
sampling -4608606

Lewis, Jr, H.G. I Schiff, L.N.
Demodulator for sampled chrominance
signals including a nyquist filter for
recovering wideband I color difference
signals -4594607

Lewis, Jr, H G
Coarse/find automatic chrominance gain
control using a gain adjustable if
amplifier in a digital television
receiver -4604645

Longeway, P.A. Ettenberg, M.
Photodetector-4597004

Martinelli, R.U.
Semiconductor structure for electric field
distribution -4605948

Martinez, M.R. I Andrevski, Z.M. Mitchell,
Jr, W.J.
System and method for the in press
adjustment of workpiece holding
force -4592220

Nicholson, W H
Television receiver using non -interlaced
scanning format with motion
compensation -4608594

Palmer, R.C.
Analog -to -digital converter/demodulator
for FM signals -4593266

Palmer, R.C.
Method for determining variations from
flatness in the topography of a disc
surface -4602359

Patel, C B
Camera zoom compensator for television
stereo audio -4594610

Pankove, J.I.
Electroluminescent device excited by
tunneling electrons -4603280

Powers, K.H.
Compatible HDTV system employing
nonlinear edge compression/expansion
for aspect ratio control -4605952

Pritchard, D.H. Sauer, D.J.
Non-linear processor for video signal
vertical detail component -4602278

Quinn, R.L.I Heyman, P.M.Goldman, A.
Method for making a protective coating
on a machine-readable marking and the
product thereof -4600630

Reitmeier, G.A. Strolle, C H
Circuitry for correcting frame combed
luminance signal for motion induced
distortion -4597007

Reitmeier, G.A. I Carlson, C.R.
Reduction of control bits for adaptive sub-
nyquist encoder -4605963

Rodda, W.E.
Pulse amplifier in a brightness control
system -4599651

Sauer, DJ
Floating -diffusion charge sensing for
buried -channel CCD using a doubled
clocking voltage -4603426

Schiff, L.N.
Apparatus for synchronizing spread
spectrum transmissions from small earth
stations used for satellite
transmission -4587661

Siegel, S.A.
Bandwidth controlled data
amplifier -4608542

Smith, T.R. Limberg, A.L.
Television memory system -4602275

Smollin, C.F.
Digital control of color in CRT
display -4590463

Steigmeier, E.F. Auderset, H.
Apparatus and method for detecting
defects and dust on a patterned
surface -4598997

Troiano, A.
Brightness control apparatus for a video
signal processing system -4599641

Truskalo, W.
Dynamic focus circuit -4587465

Truskalo, W. Troiano, A.
Degaussing system
arrangements -4599673

Warren, H.R.
Tape threading arrangement for 360
degree wrap tape recorder -4593330
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Wedam, W.F.1 Babcock, W.E. Schmoke,
Jr, J.M.
Power supply and deflection circuit
providing multiple scan rates -4588929

White, L.K.1 Miszkowski, N.A.
Method and device for determining the
contour of spin -coated thin films of
material on substrate
topography -4600597

Wine, C.M.
Digital -to -analog converter useful in a
television receiver -4595910

Wine, C.M.
Automatic digital tuning system -4601060

Wu, C.P. Kolondra, F.
Method for preventing arcing in a device
during ion -implantation -4595837

Yu, J.
Ramp comparator arrangement useful in
an on -screen channel indicator system of
a televison receiver -4598317

Zelez, J.
Diamond -like film -4603082

Solid State Division

Chandrasekhar, H S
Method for making semiconductor device
with integral fuse -4598462

Cohen, W.R. I Gillberg, J.E.
Power down sensor -4594517

Craft, J.
Odd harmonic signal generator -4590513

McDonie, A.F. Faulkner, R.D.
Photomultiplier tube having a high
resistance dynode support spacer anti -
hysteresis pattern -4604545

Pollachek, R.G.
Voltage level sensing circuit -4594518

Rodgers, 3rd, R.L.
Brightness control network in a video
signal processor with AC coupled output
stages -4598316

Savoye, E.D. Kosonocky, W.F. I Wallace,
L.F.

Imaging array having higher sensitivity
and a method of making the
same -4603342

Webb, P.P.
Avalanche photodetector-4587544

Video Component and
Display Division

Allardyce, G.M.
Method for engaging support studs into
shadow mask spring
apparatus --4604072

Breiner, B.A.
System for orienting a rotating
member -4587467

Chen, H.
Cathode-ray tube having a screen grid
with asymmetric beam focusing means
and refraction lens means formed
therein -4608515

Cohen, E.
Method for avoiding identifying perimeter
variations as blemishes in a CCD
image -4605960

D'Amato, R.J.
Method and apparatus for screening line
screen slit mask color picture
tubes -4590137

D'Amato, R.J.
Cathode-ray tube having a faceplate with
decreasing center -to -edge
thickness -4590404

Deyer, C E
System for imputting a selected one of a
plurality of inputs to a
computer -4599606

Duschl, R.A.
Electron beam intensity profile measuring
system and method -4602272

Ehemann, Jr, G.M.
Method for determining the MTF of a
viewing window -4586817

Hale, J.R.
Reinforcing means for a cup -shaped
electron gun electrode -4595858

Kramer, W.M.
Imaging device having enhanced
quantum efficiency -4594605

Krufka, F.S.
System and method for measuring the
area and dimensions of apertures in an
opaque medium -4594684

Long, G R
Apparatus for verifying the acceptability
of the curvature of a curved
object -4592149

Maynard, R.B. Moscony, J.J. I Saunders,
M.H.
Method for etching small -ratio apertures
into a strip of carbon steel -4600470

McCandless, H.E.1 Villanyi, S.T.
Multibeam electron gun having a
cathode -grid subassembly and method of
assembling same -4605880

Moscony, J.J. Michielutti, T.J. I Wetzel,
C.M.
Photoexposing a photoresist-coated
sheet in a vacuum printing
frame -4588676

Ragland, Jr, F.R.
Color picture tube having shadow mask
frame with truncated corners -4599533

Raush, R.G. Alleman, R.A. Hensel, V.B.
Device for shearing aligning and welding
metal sheets -4586644

Raush, R.G.
Seal arrangement for retaining a liquid
level above a strip passing through a
chamber -4591169

Sawicki, F.S. Mital, M.D. Osborne, F.J.
Dual control burner manifold for CRT
production -4586945

Shahan, D.J.
Kinescope panel/mask frame assembly
thumper and flush device and
method -4605379

S.T.

Structure for and method of aligning
beam -defining apertures by means of
alignment apertures -4607187

Wilbur, Jr, L.P.
Paste material dispensing
device -4592303

Wilbur, Jr, L.P.
System for uniformly dispensing a paste
material to a seal edge -4604967

Zollman, J.A. I Kramer, W.M. Rhoads, J.L.
Intensified charge coupled image sensor
having an improved CCD
support -4604519
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by and for the engineers ...
... from the introduction

to the first issue, 1955.. .

. . . the RCA Engineer formally marks
RCA's recognition of the engineer as
a key member of a remarkably suc-
cessful industrial team."

E.W. Engstrom
Executive VP, Research and
Engineering
1955

"In addition to providing .. . a con-
venient medium of interchange of
information, our objectives include
the creation of a community of engi-
neering interest within the company,
and increased recognition for the
engineer."

D.F. Schmidt
VP Product Engineering
1955

"Challenge has always been an
important part of the American suc-
cess story in science and engineer-
ing. We thrive on it. It brings out our
creative best."

M. Lehrer
Division VP and General Manager
Missile and Surface Radar Division
1975

" . . . competitive pressures . . .

demand a constantly increasing
level of excellence in individual and
group performance and product
quality. Of salient importance is tech-
nical excellence - the process of
continuous individual and group
professional growth in basic skills and
performance of task."

W.C. Hittinger
Executive VP
Corporate Technology
1984

"Electronics has become so closely
engaged in human affairs because
of its unique abilities to extend our
powers of perceiving, learning, com-
municating, and creating."

R W Sarnotf
President
1966

"The engineering heritage of the past
not only points a finger in the direc-
tion of the future, but presents a chal-
lenge which seems bounded only by
the imagination."

J.L. Franke
Chief Engineer
Radio and "Victrola" Division
1958

"A good reputation . . . is earned
through the efficient coordination of
all our skills and experience into a
unified effort . . . The better part of the
coordination problem can be solved
by good communication - by the
free exchange of ideas, skills and
techniques between all those work-
ing toward a common goal."

C.A. Gunther
Chief Defense Engineer
Defense Electronic Products
1959

"Any advance starts with an idea by
an individual, followed by a response
that is so necessary in providing the
encouragement and facilitations for
its implementation. Big or small, ideas
are worth little more than the sincerity
of response they receive."

G.H. Brown
Chief Engineer
Industrial Electronic Products
1959

"The concentration on underlying
principles based on the laws of
nature permits one to keep sharpen-
ing engineering skills with minimal
difficulty. If these basic skills are kept
sharpened by use, technological
obsolescence will not be a real
threat to the engineer."

R. Ficchi
Defense Communications
Systems Division
1970

"In marking the RCA Engineer's 20th
anniversary . [ one of ] my concerns
relates to the role of the engineer in
carrying out technical communica-
tions processes -a challenging and
seemingly difficult path; but, in the
long run, it is the easy road. So, take
the easy road; keep everyone
informed by providing enough time
to complete your technical commun-
ications. In doing so, you'll help
assure the prosperity of your product
designs and your company's busi-
ness."

W.O. Hadlock
Manager, Technical
Communications
Corporate Engineering
First Editor of the
RCA Engineer
1975

"Progress in science and engineer-
ing depends on the few ideas that
lead to major breakthroughs, on the
many less encompassing ideas that
lead to steady improvements, and on
the ability to weave together teams of
people with the different skills . . .

necessary to capitalize on the
advancements."

H. Rosenthal
Staff VP Engineering
Research and Engineering
1981

" . . . prestige can only be acquired
through highly professional conduct
at all times and the concerted effort
of every engineer to do his share in
raising the esteem in which he and
his work are held by others."

H.R. Wege
VP and General Manager
Missle and Surface Radar
1960

"Our world has changed. We no
longer have the simplistic luxury of
being among the few possessors of
scarce technologies to be exploited.
Today technology is plentiful and is
shared with many competitors . . . "

J Hiller
Executive VP
Research and Engineering
1973

"Inventiveness by itself is not com-
plete professionalism. The additional
ingredients necessary are the inte-
gration of technology with the real
needs and requirements of our cus-
tomers at a cost he can afford."

S Sternberg
Division VP and General Manager
Electromagnetic and Aviation
Systems Division
1970

"Although science and skill are very
important . . . engineers need more
than this; they need a secret ingredi-
ent . . . a personal dedication . . .

toward the common goal."
W.C. Morrison
Chief Engineer
Broadcast and Communications
Products Division
1964
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About the cover:
For this last issue of RCA Engineer, we
decided not to follow our usual practice
of designing a cover that is in keeping
with the theme of the issue. We chose
instead to assemble a historical
montage of RCA people, products, and
milestones. In this case even our inten-
tional digression has failed to separate
the cover from the content. The theme
of this issue is the quality process, and
we submit that RCA history is itself an
embodiment of that process. Over the
years, the quality of RCA people and
products has provided us with a rich
heritage.

The RCA tradition of quality has its
roots in the General Electric Company,
from which RCA came. In 1986 we are
again part of GE, and the tradition will
continue.

1 RCA -800 three -electrode rf transmit-
ting tube, ca. 1933. 2 Victrola name
plate used on phonographs, ca. 1925.
3 GE logotype. 4 First wireless service
message between the U.S. and England,
March 1, 1920. 5 Communications pio-
neers, 1921. David Sarnoff is in the
front row, on the left, and Albert
Einstein and Nikola Tesla are in the
center. 6 RCA logotype, 1932. 7 David
Sarnoff and Guglielmo Marconi, 1933,
Riverhead, Long Island. 8 David Samoff
Award for Outstanding Achievement,
established in 1958. 9 RCA portable TV
"station," 1956. 10 RCA argon laser
holography, 1967. 11 Furnace used in
the manufacture of solid-state laser
diodes. 12 RCA Engineer begins publi-
cation, 1955. 13 TK-10, first commercial
black and white orthicon tv camera,
ca. 1945. 14 Early NBC broadcasting
station. 15 Antenna of RCA Satcom
communications satellite being aligned
at RCA Astro-Electronics. 16 Systems
designer, RCA Laboratories, Zurich.
17 Nipper. 18 RCA Radio Central towers
at Rocky Point, Long Island, early 1920s.
19 RCA Americom's tracking, telemetry,
and control console, Vernon Valley, New
Jersey. 20 RCA "umbrella" antenna
deployed on the moon, February 5,
1971. 21 New NBC logotype, 1986.
22 A very young David Sarnoff.
23 RCA Satcom I, 1975. 24 Integrated
circuit wafer, RCA Solid State Division.
25 RCA Hawkeye M -format portable
television camera.

16

15

21 22

23
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